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Lewiston.

hearty iariuer has been hauling
at cases of
honey through our streets,
comb of which
t
displaying itsell white
uid waxy through neat glass boxes, temptour
ed
reporter to inquire how the bees
A stout,

..

induced to do good work. Fortuwas found that the
gentleman in
is a Hoc King ol'Aroostook eounv
who has probably raised more honey
lids year than any person in Maine. < >ur
1'
hasn't had a sweeter interpresent at i\
v..a,

nately it
juestion
■

view

tnis many a day.
Mr. I.. A. lllaisded ol Fresque isle,
'■
>
niLy, is tlie \cry sueetssful
this honey. 11 ;s swarms have
■ ovei
a ton ol n inej
led
seas
(ine
Id' sw arms tilled twenty-four boxes
with seveiity-lonr pounds of honey; and
warms lie toe i; iWO pounds,
i his result he obtains by the use ot a hive
■I hiwn eoustruetlpli, ingeniously conveil so the bees can have plenty ot ail
,1 abundance ol loom ti. move about.
\
uiie tit r ni boxes are filled others are
ic-tl m tin hive, -ii
interposed that the
s do
lot noth ■ the change
He diner- llic cause "f
mortality among bees
winter in !-e i!.. mould lug of combs, in
sequence ni moisture gathering troin
eating nl the bees. This sours the
■

uni

ii

a

has

line

ath results from

eating

it.

peculiar arrangement

lor
lie bees, at the same lime
s,,
fit:; ; tin1 hive
|e> has no mould
I ii" ios- ..I beeFast winter the bees
nd nicely in the same place where
Mnu' winter he lost
j
large quantilie has forty
d the swarms in his
.tent
ives and the balance in the old
it has obtained nearly all his surii'I cut \ from the new hives.
He lias
I
ton in tnis market, realizing go to
..
per lb. according to size of pack.ii

a

lir

1

ol honey.
Mr lilaisdeir.s neighbors (Dr.
cker ) has seventy-four swarms in dill'er: kinds
.t patent hives. It is stated that
neighbor gin sen pounds of honey this
It. got from (18 hives
son, while Mr
n
p.muds. Mr It aisdcll attributes his
production chiefly to his new hive.
Decker
tin old and experienced
and uses various kinds ol patents,
,i> production
above the aver1
llis to a hive, while Mr.
nii. ut
is nearly thirty pounds to a
-lei
md that too, although about one].!.- hives are the old-fashioned
latter mu lint average over Hi
iii' r. while the new hives uver1
lbs. each. This shows the
-.1.outage ei thg patent hive. Mr.
ve is called the Slat 15ox Bee Hive,
patented, liis hive gives plenty

age

and

!l

!

a

quality

ol

c

■

■

circulate through
wuieli he claims most other
l"

'■He

.■■-ill

',,"1

Instead

nt

removing boxes

the top boxes are tilled, he
ice' a t,. r of
empty boxes between the
ether tiers
The bees immepper ai;
i: ite'v r
to work with redoubled ilil'ili.-e to i,' 1 up the g:i]>—instinctively dusi'

king

to

nive

a

hiatus between

their

TIlC 1'CSllU is they Stole
re iii'iin than iii the old hive; they are
iade t work harder and they winter betBces disliki lo work upward, and
generally some days' production is lost by
elding en ply boxes at the lop of the hive.
Mr. Ulaisdell last year wintered sixteen
warms in his cellar, the temperature
•i ei
falling below thirty-live degrees,
lie del in t lose a pint ot bees troiii the
hi the old hive il
ueie sixteen swarms,
as coimin.il for him to lose from one to
\
quarts from each hive. In some win-t all liis swarms.
lie
Finding he
11Idn t make anything out ot bee keepig in the. use ol the old hive, Yankee
mat he seems to lie, he set about invente\v one with the results herein re,g a
I'e-

■

el

,'WeetS
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header-wagons are attached, and the bag
fillers bring up their sacks. All the lids
that cover the inner works of the. great
machine are drawn over, and all is made
fast. The wheels are locked, as are those
of the engine. Great care is taken to keep
all things as perfect level as may be. to
insure the proper economy of force.
They try the engine. It is all right.
The separator clatters in tune, and nothing is amiss. Now, then, for the grain !
In a moment the wagons
begin to unload.
Huge lorklulsare pitched upon the ground,
from which it is borne into the recesses of
the separator. Then there ensues a strange
combination of tremendous noises
a
sound ot grinding, a sound ot brushing, a
sound ot thumping and a sound of roaring I lie entire fabric shivers from top to
bottom, and from out every crevice there
The upper
pours a thin sheet of dust.
part belches out the waste, hundreds ot
pounds and tons of chair, and a stilling
chiud follows it. In a second everything
is on springs.
The men who till the bags
hang them at the edges of the troughs.
I'fie brown flood comes pouring down—a
stream ot clean kernels of wheat- -and the
day’s work fairly begins, from the largest separator in the held there run out six
sacks, or eight hundred pounds of grain,
lit I’m market, each minute. This machine,
one day in August. ls71, thrashed live
thousand seven hundred and seventy-nine
bushels. Its owner calls it the Monitor.
AM the engines have names as well
(. adiator, Thicuix, Mars and the like. No
one would ever be mad
enough to call one
ot these feres, for instance.
There is no

Dawn.
11AY Altl)

Iluik ! I have risen before tliee,
fhat tin- spell of the day be o’er thee
That the flush ot my love
.May fall from above.
Ami, mixed witii the morn, adore thee.
—

I>ark dreams must now forsake tliee,
And the bliss ot the being take tliee,
Let the beauty of morn
In thine eyes be born,
And the thought of me awake tliee.

—

suggestion of gentleness, or grace or poetry, m the whole field. All is ingenuity,
precision, order, force. A cry ot admiration rises to one's lips time and again, but

the sensation is the same that one feels upwitnessing a string of ten-strikes in a

on

bowling alley, only

a

thousand times

ex-

tended

li is great to see the headers keep their
circles of destruction, hewing down the
lair expanse of bowing golden heads as a
ship hews down tiie crested waves, and to
hear 1 .e smooth, unending click-clack of
thei glistening sickles, liven the movements of the ungainly red wagons that
wait upon them have an unfailing order
that has a strange power to please.
Most of the men are dressed in browncanvas jumpers and overalls, and wear
broad-brimmed hats id' straw or felt. Not
one of them is idle, nor seems to wish to
be. Most of them are driving. Some are
pitching, a few are feeding the separator,
a lew more are
tilling, sewing and carrying away the bags, and some are brushing
iiwnv the heaps of chaff Marly in the day
there is plenty of talk and laughter, but
later on, as the work tells, and the sun
grows hot. the tongues become .--ilent, and
the hubbub of the machines alone till-- the
a i r.
At l.ooti ;i Huge \ ;iti n aiiveti upon me
Held, laden down with a dinner ol' meat,
vegetal>le« and pies, a!! *v*‘l 1 **.tok*_*d ;utd
Varm-hands, like fishervery palatable.
This van is
men, nowudav.s are epicures.
.“<)
constructed that its sides Iona broad
tables. The cooks who serve stand in the
body of the wagon, and the diners range
All are
themselves round the outside.
sheltered by a screen of wood or canvas
overhead. [Appletons' Journal

!

forth to bear thy praises,
With tile wakening world upraises
Let thy hair he spun
Witii tile gold o’ tiie sun,
And thy feet be kissed by tiie daisies.
< nine

The
lit

Minister

of Montclair.

LOUISE CHANDLER MOUETON.

it was no use; the letters danced before
his eyes, the whole world seemed wavering and uncertain in those days, lit! laid
his book down, and began to think ot the

great trouble which was shutting him in.
When the black specks first began to
dance between him and his paper, months
ago. lie had not thought about the matter.
It was annoying, to be sure, but he must
lie
have taxed his eyes too severely.
would work a little less by lamplight
spare them awhile—-and in- should lie all
right. So he had spared them more and
more, and yet the specks kept on their
ellin dance; and now tor weeks the conviction had been growing on him slowly
that he was growing to be blind, lie had
tint told his wife yet. nor could he bear to
lay on her shoulders the burden of his
awful calamity. (> it was too hard !
And yet trim it too hard ,J 1 hired At say
who had told
so? he, God’s minister
other sufferers so many times that their
(•happenings were dealt out to them by
their kind Father’s hand, and that they
should count all that brought them nearer
to Him as joyous, not grievous?
Yet, speaking after the manner of tiiis
world, his burden seemed greater than lie
could bear. What could he do—a blind,
helpless man ? lie must give up iiis work
in life—let another take his ministry—sit
helpless in the darkness, lleaven only
knew how long. Gould ho he thus re—

—

signed f
'1'lien, suddenly ;i Hash ol hope kindled
his sky, there might be help lor him.
This gathering darkness might be something which science could remove. He
would be sure of that, at least, before he
told Mary. And then he. became feverishly impatient He must know at once,

j: it

1 know.

ness,

'I'lie star o’ tin- morn is whitest,
Tin- bosom ol dawn is brightest
Tile dew is sown,
And tiie blossom blow n
Wherein ttiou, my dear, delightest.

—

() Mary, to sit in the dark- How Dr. Stone foil in Love with a
Grandmother.
until my death day, striving for a
sight of your dear face! It is too bitter:
“No, Sir!" said J>r. Stono, emphaticaland yet, what am l saying?
Shall tin
Father not choose 11 is own way to bring ly; “no widows. I've an unconquerable
aversion to them, and have followed old
tne to the light ol Heaven? I must say, 1
Weller’s advice to Samivel, since ray earwill say,'llis will be done."
Just then the, children came running in ; liest boyhood, and most carefully bewared
of 'em.
It ever 1 marry, the bride must
boyish, romping Will: shy, yet merry lit- |;
be a young girl; so y oung, in lact, that I
tle May.
‘■Hush, dears,’'the mother said softly; i can be almost sure—no one can be quite
You had better run out I sure of anything where a woman is con"papa is tired
veined—that I am her first and only—
again.”
"No. Mary, let them stay,” interposed Don't screw up your lace in that outrugelie : and then he said so low that his wife's | nus manner, l’ayne; tou look as though
ear just caught the whisper. "I cannot see ; you were going to have a lit.
Laugh and
them too much in this little while, this lit j have done with it, ami then let s stop talklie while."
ing nonsense, for 1 haven't the slightest
idea ot marrying, or falling in love, or
<), how the days went on after that
Every day the world looked dimmer to anything of the sort.”
"Nii old bachelor ever has," said Bayne.
the minister’s darkened eyes.
He spent
almost all of his time trying to ti\ the ■•l!nl 1 say. Doc. if 1 were you. I'd have
i a neat little caul dangling Irom a liuttuntilings tie loved in his memory.
It was pitiful to see him going round ! hole bouquet, with the inscription, 'Nu
Widows.’ tor ’pun honor, you're exactly
over each well-known, well-loved scene,
noting anxiously just how those tree- the sort of clmp a wcll-to do, pretty, sus-1
boughs stood out against the sky. or how | coptilde widow would be spoons on.
that hill climbed towards the sunset, lie Handsome, clever, and just turned forstudied every little Mower, every fern the ty—”
otutl
\\ lint
children gathered ; for all creation seemed
^rowl(Ml the unciov.
a tool
to take for him a new beauty and youth.
you arc. l’ayne!” And then, glane- I
Most of all lie studied their dear home iug from the olliei; window, he continued, j
laces, llis wife grew used to the dim as his friend, with a mischievous twinkle
wistful eyes following her so constantly: in his eyes, was about making some furhut the children wondered why papa liked tiler remarks, “And do lie silent for a few
to keep them in sight; why lie did not moments, it such a thing lie possible, lor
here comes young Fhiliips's nurse-maid,
read or study any more.
There came a lime at last, one Sunday and in a hurry too, which is something
morning, when the brilliant summer sun- remarkable for that usually easy-going
and eminently genteel young pers- n.—
shine dawned for him in vain
"Is it a bright day, dear?” lie asked, “Well, my girl,” as site entered th ofhearing his wife moving about the room. fice. “what’s the matter?”
“Oh. doctor,” she gasped, “baby's took
"Very bright, William.”
"Open the blinds, please, and let the very sick, and we’re awlul seared, and his
mother’s away, and won’t be home till
sunshine in at the east windows
I
Mary Spencer's heart stood still within night
Yculdn’L lie much good f she was,”
her; but she commanded tier voice, and
muttered the doctor; “a voting bit of a
answered steadily :
"They arc open, William. ’The whole tiling, looking like a baby herself.”
“(hie of the kind a man might be alroom is full of light"
most, sure lmd never loved another—hev.
I
time's
see
the
come:
cannot
;
“Mary,
Stone?” asked l’uyne.
I am alone in the darkness.”
l»nt Stone vouchsated him no reply.
“Not alone, my love,” she cried, in a
passion of grid and pain and tenderness. “Who's with the child now?” lie inquired
Then she went and sat down beside him of the frightened girl.
i'he seamstress, Sir. We’ve sent for
on the bed, mid drew His head to her
bosom, and comforted him just as she was his grandmamma, buL we're afraid site’s !
wont to comfort her children. Altera time away from home too, ’cause Mrs, i’hillips
her tender caresses, her soothing tones, scarcely ever goes shoppie’ without her.”
“Well, run ahead; i'll be there in a
seemed to have healed his bruised,tortured
heart. He lifted up his iiead and kissed moment”—struggling into it is overcoat.
her.his first, from out the darkness in which “And, I’ay tie, take care of the office. 1
lie must abide, and then sent Her away. I won't be long. There’s a new book on
think every soul, standing face to lace with surgery to amuse yourself with until 1
an untried calamity, longs to lie lor a space come back.
Capital article where the
leaf is turned down—a man blown almost
alone with its Hod.
into pieces, but find it tor yourself”
I free hours alter that tlie oiiureli-beils
••Thank, you,” said Payne; “but if it’s
rang, amt as usual, the minister ami his
wife walked out of their dwelling, save all the same to you, old tellow, I prefer I
that now, he leaned upon her arm.
In something not quite so amusing."
When Lh\ Stone anived at the dwelling
that hour of seclusion. In; had made up lus
mind what to do. They walked up the of the Fhillipst s, the muse-maid informed
familiar way; and she lei t him at the loot him, as she opened the door, that “the
of the pulpit stairs and went hack to her baby had taken a turn lor the better, dear
and had been sleepin’ peacefully for
pew in front. lie groped up the stairs and lamb,
then rising in his place he spoke to the the last ten minutes.”
"I’ll take a look at the little fellow,"
congregation
“Brethren, 1 stand before you as one said tlie doctor, springing lightly up the
stairs and gently opening the door of the
on whom the Father’s hand had fallen
I shall never see nursery.
heavily. 1 am blind
I'he baby lay in its crib fast asleep, and
you again in this world—you, my children
—for whose, souls I have striven so long. by its side, holding one tiny band, sat a
I have looked my last on your kind, famil- very pretty woman, who, at the lir.st
iar faces on this earth—see. to it that 1 glance, the doctor decided to lie about
miss none ot you when my eyes are nil- twenty -at the next, at least twenty-live.
sealed again ia heaven. tliant.O Father, Her golden hair was knotted with artistic
that of those, whom thou iiast given no i carelessness at the hack of her small,
shapely head, a few putty tendril-like
may lose none.''
There was not a tearless face among curls escaping to lie like little sunbeams
Her eyes were
those which were lifted toward him, as lie on her low broad brow
stood there with his sightless eyes raised large, soft, bright, dark brown, and shadHer nose, slightto heaven, his hands outstretched, as if to ed by long silky lashes
“tip-lilted,'’ as Tennyson has it, lent
bring down on them the blessing for \v hieli ly, •o
chness to her face, which otherwise,
lie uraveil
Some of the women snbhe.i an
Li n ca .mi 1 o»> |
11 li an.11
audibly, but the minister was calm After with ''ii«
chin, would have been “faultily faultless
a moment lie said
Her dress, of sumo lustreless gray stutf,
"My brethren, as far as is possible, the
with a bright blue ribbon at the throat and
services will proceed as usual.”
Then in a clear voice, in which there soft lane rutiles at the wrists, clung close
seemud to his listeners’ears some unearth- to a beautiful form; and the hand tiiat
held the baby's was small, shown white,
ly sweetness, he recited the one hundred and
daintily shaped All of which did the
and thirteenth l'saini. commencing
“Out ol the deep have 1 called upon doctor take in in three quick glances, alter
the manner of his kind.
Thee, O, Ford; Ford, heartily voice.”
“A seamstress ?—a princess!" was the
Altenvards he gave out the first line of
a
hymn, which the congregation .,ang. judgment, he pronounced mentally as lie
Then he
and some said who heard drew oil his gloves, cud, with unusual
now

TA V! AIK.

lie
seemed to him—he could not wait,
called his wile, and told her with a manner which he tried hard to make calm,
that he was going out of town the next
morning on a little business. She wondered that he was so uncommunicative—
it was not like him—hut she would not
She
trouble him with any questions.
should understand it all some time, she
knew, still she thought there was something strauge in his way of speaking.
j
The minister strove hard for the mastery of his own spirit, as the ears whirled
him along the next morning towards the
tribunal at which he was to receive his
j
lie tried to think of something
sentence,
:
else, but found the effort vain ; so lie said
corded.
over and over, as simply as a child, one
In handling bees Mr. Ulaisdell says: !
1> *«tin » hamber’s Journal.
form of words:
Work slowly, carefully and kindly
iton'l j
French Cave-Men.
•'Father, whichever way it turns, (),
l!
you crush a j
mimp or crush the bees
me strength to bear it.”
of
'lie
-keleton-.
and
ornaments
give
weapon-,
then i- an odor emanating from the |
last to this prayer, as to an
Holding
«■ iv.■-in. ii who ltiii
of
this
the
ih.*
subject
pa.. muled insect
which tells Lite other bees |
anchor, he got out of the cars and went
here IS ;ia enemy ill tile amp
1 lien let I per, were discovered, a- vve sliall presently
into the streets.
What a curious mist
lie enemy lalo- to lliglil, or he wilt be j -how. for the !ii >-! part m tw distinct regions
seemed to surround all tilings!
The
ot
the
excavations
which
Southern
France,
punctured.
houses looked spectral through it; the
'Warm
Mr Ulaisdell does brought tlu-m lo light !i iving been undertaken,
When be.
j very people he met seemed like ghosts,
-et the hive .iier the swarm, lit; thinks
uml'TgoNeminent patronage,bv zealous French lie had not realized his defective vision
a ii.-e.ile-' loss ol -warms in this
so much at home, where it had come on
antiquaries.
r ict 1 e
But lie Stial.es me swarm on
in
nc aioseiim oi Toiiluu.-e nia.v i»c >ci u me |
iiim gradually; and all objects were so
-Unll of a man who dwelt ages ago in a » ave at
i!\ m front .1 the liiie, and then tlie\
familiar. Still, with an effort he could
Hi turnstlie hi re iqi an inch or l ingerie llasM in the Ercnch department of
the Fordoguc. W hen he lived vve can only see the signs on the street corners, and
w
oIf
in
.me edge. -baking the bees
But hi
find his way.
cue--, it was -■> very, very long ago.
i ,l. Mr Ulai-del! says it is all nonhi- day there was no village ol Jcwt-r EangeHe reached at last the residence ot the
t>
iippe e that it is necessary to rie,ic> department of the hordognc.no France, distinguished oculist lor whose verdict he
haul
even—nothing
and blow h ru.s ‘in.l make Bed- republican or imperial, no
had come. He found the parlor half-tilled
Inti a liamcles-', frigid land of lagoon, forest,
illy in order to woo the swarm- swamp, and glacier, ranged by wild beasts and with people waiting like himself He was
into alighting They will always wild men. Jong
.:g he
ages before Troy was be- asked for his name, and sent in a card on
Their idea seems
bit betei’i going "if
sieged or Jerusalem built, this savage hunter which was written, ‘•Rev. Win. Spencer,
drank of tbe water of the little river Vezere,
t.. lie not to go it blind, but to stop and
Then he waited his turn
Montclair."
it- p?iswhile their chosen reeonuoi-is.ance whi 'h still t ukles past the cavern on
He dared not tlmik how long the time
:e..-e
to the bine, >uni»v Bay of Biscay that
nd them a suitable home.
He
was, or what suspense he was in.
dimples and lla-hes hard by.
prayed,
I e bee will'll -tilled lip, will go into
II. died in bis sleep, and by an accident to
just kept his simple child’s prayer in his him tin- eyes closed on earth were surely
As soon as the which these savage masters of Europe seem to
tie- ;uve in ten minute-.
heart, and steadied himself with it.
beholding the beautiful vision,for bespoke
have been very liable. As lie lay, a limestone
-warm they seent to send out scouts
I he time came lor him at last, and lie as a soil beloved, whose v
of the. cave fell upon his
ery soul was lull
tind a place |..r a hive, and the idea is to block from the roof
followed the boy who summoned him into of the
neel; and he.-!, leav ing the head uninjured. A
of the Father’s presence.
glory
: the bees hived and the hive removed to
head it was, a little room, shaded with
wa ll-■•hapetl. largely developed
green, with
'Flic sermon which followed was such a
if the more like,
oi l before tin- scouts return
eraniolngists declare, to a (Jre- green furniture, and on a table a vase
one as they had never heard before from
a
a
aril)
or
t<*
that
ol
has
than
eiun
skull
Mongol, id flowers,
tit.- r. turn and tind the swarm
flic
and
the
coolstillness,
beaut V,
his lips,
t here was power in it, a tervor,
the, tind the Live and are satisfied, the head ol one who could appreciate
He saw dimand was not devoid of the artistic instinct. He scented air refreshed him.
mine can
ii
tr.-quentlv if they tlml the swarm in was indeed not merely a mighty hunter. u<ed ly, as lie saw exerylhing that morning, a a tenderness which no words of
It was the testimony ol a living
place where they lelt it. the will coax to grapple with brutes more terrible than our tall, slight man, with a kind face and describe.
witness, who has found the Ford a very
in
if to pastures new
continent can now show, but a draughtsman of
quiet manners, who addressed him by
no mean pre elisions, as vve sliall presently set
Ai... -took county is in some respects
present help in the time of trouble.
him
to
sit
and
then
invited
down,
name,
behind
The great rave near Eangerie Basse,
When all was over, and he came down
i.irahy oiled to bee-eiillure, not.with- the picturesque (Jorge if
Enter, and called the inquire d into las .symptoms with much
.ii.ling when one looks ill the map, he .Moii.-tiei from some fancied resemblance to a tact and sympathy that he felt as if lie the pulpit stairs, his wile stood again at
the loot, and he took her arm and went
ght 1.■,• 1 like shivering at the sight ol a medieval minister or church, was known to be were
talking with a friend. At last the out. silently He seemed to the waiting
rich in animal remains. Banes and teith once doctor asked him to take a seat
mtrv so far North. White clover grows
the
by
the pastures, and where belonging to the monstrous eave*be?u\the long- window and have his
congregation as one set apart and consegenous in
eyes examined. crated
the great tiger, in comparison
.ere is
while clover, bees verily live in haired rave-lion, fiercest
by the anointing ot a special sorhe
whisdenizen of tin'? Bengal His heart beat chokingly, and
with which the
row, and they dared not break the holy
c. .0
This variety of clover makes the
the
and
of
a
is
but
hyena, pered under his breath :
puny thing,
jungle
silence around him with common speech.
honey in the world, lienee it is that w«‘re dragged jo light, along with the bones of
“Thy will, () Hod, be done; only give
An. -t■ -,,k honey s celebrated lor its elari- horse and o\, -tag and reindeer, the bison ol me
The next alternoon a committee from
strength.”
the hills.
Ignite reand llavor.
In Aroostook county the the north and the ibex of
Mrs.
I >r. Gordon was silent for a moment or the church went to the parsonage.
w ith pick, shovel,
work
alter
hard
and
eangenerally put out of doors in cently,
it seemed ages to Mr. Spencer. Spencer saw them coming, and told her
and gunpowder, the way was cleared to the two
May, and through July and August the spot where lay the buried man of the cave Then he said with the tenderest and sad- husband.
w orkers tind
“It must be,” ho said to her, “to ask
him.-ell.
plenty of clover.
dest, voice, as if lie felt to the uttermost
He had lain dow n to rest, no doubt, after the
I-ase, eating are the habits which the
my advice in the choice ot my successor.”
all the pain lie was indicting:
dressed,
but
time
of
all
barbarians,
fully
fa-hiou
es h:i\e
1'hcir instinct seems to rival
“i think they might have waited one
The
“1 cannot give you any hope.
has rotted awav every .-crap ot the bear's fur
We hope the
M
'kill el intelligence.
You will not lose day,’’ stie cried, with a woman’s impaami deerskin that clothed him. His ornaments malady is incurable.
Aroostook Bee King will pay ns another have proved more durable, for bis broad collar
tience at any seeming forgetfulness ol the
your sight entirely, just yet; but it must
a! visit, bearing bis sheaves with him. and bracelets lay in fragments around him
claims given him by his years of faithful
come soon.”
when the searchers reached his rocky couch.
Journal
The minister tried to ask how long it service.
These were entirely composed of perforated
1 lie delegation had reached the door by
sea-shells of two varieties of the genus < y- would be before he should be blind; but
A California Wheat Harvest.
pr.ea, only found in the Mediterranean, and
his tongue seemed to cleave to the root this time, and the minister did not answer
her. She waited on the men into tlie study,
quite unknown in that stormy Atlantic which ot his mouth, and he could
Mi|>ui>.se that upon one of tlie many foamed and rolled within a
only gasp.
league or so of the
her usual
out
of
season
l)r. Gordon understood; and answered and left them there, going about
i n of tlm harvest
wild man's grave. Here was a fact, then, restyou get
task, with a heart full of bitterness. It was
•isl at an unusually early hour, ami again
ing on indisputable evidence; either by com- very kindly that it might lie a month.
natural, perhaps.that they should not want
merce or by migration the hunters of Western
null to the house-top.
possmiy lwo.
(laid could procure the products of tin* lar-otf
lie stood up, then to go. lie knew all a blind minister, but to tell him so now,
Beneath ami in front of yon will lie, as Southern
Sea.
first pang of his sorrow
before, the pule, golden sea of wheat,
hope was over, lie paid his lee and went to make the very
I nose sneiis, i.tueu vvun age. ami uamp. mm
their unthaukfulness, it was
Kaeli out of the room, and out of the house. sharper by
r a iled :u the eool distance with the purone»* been of a rare lustre a ml beauty.
much.
larger than a pigeon’s egg. It seemed to him things had grown dark- too
ple mountains, lhe air will he so It and \va> somewliat
An hour passed betore they went away,
as porcelain, and while half of
er since ho went in.
the
lie
knew
transparent,
oaks
the
to
hardly
breathe;
upon
delightful
them were of a silvery mouse-grav, the rest
how he lound his way to the cars. It was and then she heard her husband’s voice
river bank will throw shadows across the were of :i
light red color, so that the contrasted
and went into tlie study preroadway, and the rays ot the sun will hue* must have produced an effect which mod- two hours past his dinner time, and he calling her,
pared to sympathize with his sorrow. She
was faint for lack of food, but he did not
At some
spread over the enormous plain—a smile ern jeweller* would not despise. littered
found him sitting where she had left him,
the know it. lb; got to the station some how,
paces off. amidst the rubbish which
d greeting tor the day.
uneven floor, wen- picked up, first the sketch
and waited for the train to start for Mont- with such a look of joy and peace, and
You will sweep the horizon with your
of a horse’s head, scratched with flint or hone,
thankfulness upon his face as she hud
class
Hardly to be seen, even with that. on the horn of a buck, then similar sketches ol clair. All the way home he kept whis- never
expected to see it wear again
.■
some curiously-shaped dots, moving
pering to himself—“One month, possibly
a wild cat, of the antlered head of a stag, and of
he said, “there are some kind
two—” as if it were a lesson on the get“Alary,”
was found, executed with the
seem to
a hare.
thither.
and
Lastly
hither
They
-lowly
hearts in this world. My parish want me
rudest tools, no doubt, and on part of the horn ting by heart of which bis life depended
s awl like insects, some going north, some
of a reindeer, a really admirable engraving He heard the conductor call out
Montclair, to stay with them, and insist on raising
nth some east, and some west. Alter a which
represents a fawn in the. act of running. at last, and
out
of
the
cars
mechaui- my salary a hundred dollars a year."
that
will
got
while you
nearly A similar sketch on mammoth ivory, ami repdistinguish
“Want you to stay with them S'” she
had been found in a eally His wife stood there waiting for him
very one of these dots is of a deep-red resenting a mammoth,
She had been anxious about him all day. cried, hardly understanding his words.
.i.ii
A little later you recognise the cave, eight years, earlier, in Auvergne.
The great preponderance of reiudeer bones
“Ob, William!” she cried, and then
Yes, 1 told them that 1 could not do
wkward shape of the separators, and in the Moustier
proved that these animals, now site saw his face and stopped. There was them
’he broad-topped funnels ol the engines,
justice, but they would not listen;
routined to Scandinavia and Lapland, were the
a look on it of one over whom some awful
believe that my very affliction will
in
of
them,
who
most
the
nomadic,
of
they
chief
people
by
pursued
game
throngs
people,
in eaves, while the ornaments of subtro- doom is pending ; a white fixed look that give mo new power over the hearts of
wagons, yet some afoot, follow on behind. dwelt
a winterly migration southchilled her. She took his arm, and they men ; that I can do as much as ever. They
M’lei a while all ot theso now widely- pic .shells suggestthe
severe frosts which must
wards, to escape
walked on silently, through the summer would not wait a day, you see, lest we
-i
to
a standstill,
will
come
paratud groups
have been general in (iaul, a country which afternoon
When they reached home, should be anxious about our future.”
i hey have taken up their positions lor (lie could at best have presented but a softened
and she had taken off her bonnet, he
“And I thought they were coming in
of the (ireenlaud of to-day.
islaught upon the grain fields as deliber- prototypelittle
indecent haste, to give you notice to go,”
we know of the former inhabiWhat
spoke at last:
ately and with as much thought as bat- tants
of France is full of strange contrasts.
“Miry, come here and let me look at Airs. Spencer cried, penitently. "How 1
teries take up positions for battle.
dwelt in eaves, exposed to peril, not
I want to learn your faco by heart.” misjudged them!
Shall I never learn
When one of these corps approaches its They from enemies brute and human, but of you.
merely
She came and knelt by him, while he Christian charity!’’
station, a header, with its attendant wag- those land-slips and falls of rock so common
look her cheeks between his hands, and
So it was settled that the minister of
>ns, is sent lorward to eut. a clear place in among the honey-combed cliffs of limestone,
Montclair should abide with his people.
of cloth, silk, or tanned studied every lineament.
tin
entre of the area to be worked upon of metals, of pottery,
leather, of fruits, grain, or domestic animals,
“Are you going away ?" situ asked, afFor three years more his persuasive
that day. The machine is pressed upon
they seem to have known nothing. Fishermen ter a while, lor his fixed, silent, mysteri- voice called them to choose the better
tin wheat, devouring it as it goes, and
they were, and in a sense navigators, as their ous gaze
way ; and then his own summons came to
began to torture her.
then, having accomplished a proper dis- long and solid canoes seem to prove. Above
contriv“Yes, dear, I am going away; going go up higher, lit those three years he had
tance, turns and works in a circle, cutting all things they were intrepid hunters,
sown more seed and reaped more harvests
ing, with no weapons but spears, arrows, and into the dark.”
an a hare
spot from three to five acres in tomahawks
of sharpened flint, to slay mam
“To die?” she gasped.
than some men in along lifetime. He did
extent.
This is the point from which moth and rhinoceros, lion and boar, to say
“Ves, to die to everything that makes his work faithfully, and was ready when
hewed
be
to
are
and
wild
acres
of
wheat
and
of
wolves
bears,
tigers
nothing
seventy
up a man’s life in this world,” he answer- the hour came for him to go home, dust
down, cast into the thrasher and sacked eats.
at the last, when those who loved him
That they travelled, the mute witness of the ed bitterly.
tor market before sundown.
skeleton
collar of the
“Mary 1 am going blind. Think what best stooil weeping round his bedside,
1 hen the separator and engine, and all bracelets and the skill withDordogne
which, on a scrap that means. Alter a few more weeks, I they
testify; while
caught upon his face the radiance of
the teams, move lorward up the lane, and of
horn and with the angle of a flint, they could shall never see
you again or our children, a light not of this world. He put out his
u;to the circle.
The first comes to a halt depict the wild animals in the chase of which
for savages, ex- or this dear beautiful world where we hands with a glad cry—
m the centre, the second takes
up its posi- their lives were spent, was,
“1 see, 1 see ! Out of the dark, into the
tion in the rear, and the headers at once traordinary. By burnt-offerings and the inter- have lived and loved each other. The
of arms and adornments they did honor whole creation is only an empty sound light 1”
attack the wheat; the first taking the first ment
in
the
rude
plenty
to their mighty dead; while
!
And before they could look with awe
swarth of the encircling grain, the next which they lived is evidenced by the heaped-up forevermore ! O, Hod how can I hear it?”
“Is there no hope?” she asked, with a and wonder into each other’s eyes, the
the second, a little in the rear, and so on. relies of their feasts,forming abed of bones and
at which she herselt glory had begun to lade, the outstretched
l he belting between the engine and the organic matter, often some feet in thickness, curious calmness,
Jt is worthy was amazed.
hands fell heavily, and they knew that the
on the floor of the tribal grotto.
and
the
separator is adjusted,
engineer of notice that the wild horse of these pro-hisblind minister was gone, “past night,
was my errand to town toit
"None,
starts his fires,
The shoots that are to toric times was no pony, as In America and
I have felt it coming on past day,” where for him there would he
to lind out.
convey the grain from the canvas on the Tartary, but an animal fully equal in dimen- day
for months, but I hoped against hope, and uo more darkness.
ground upon which it is pitched from'the sions to our domestic steed of to-day.
••
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mingled there, as he remembered that the
girl-wile, Mrs. Phillips, had once spoken
to him of her sweet mamma—a widow,

and a widow for tiie ,-s cond time, lint who
could have dreamed of such a widow—
such a mamma—such a grandmamma?
Scarcely knowing what he did, he bowed
himself from the room, forgetting all
about tin1 directions he was to leave, and
hastening into the street.
“Good heavens, how preposterous!" he
exclaimed, as soon as lie recovered his
senses; “and how beautiful!”

>

■

■

urbanity, proceeded to make some professional inquiries about the child.

The seamstress answered in a wondervoice and in a remarkably
well bred and self-possessed manner.
"Baliy seems to bit all right now," said
<he; “Imt I think you had better wait a

iully pleasant

little while, doctor, for I'car

the spasms

might

return."
I'he doctor seated himself, not at. all unwillingly, it must be confessed, and while
the Italiy -lill slumbered, entered into cunin a
verse with his beautiful companion,
few moments lie found himself turning
over the leaves ol a Browning which lie

had taken from a small table by her side,
and then, in another few moments, giving
her, to his great surprise, his opinion of
that writer and his works.
1 say, to his great surprise, for the doctor was really a shy, reserved man and
not at all given to talking poetry to pretty
women ; but this woman was so pretty.
As lie went on, waxing eloquent, it suddenly struck him that a needle-woman
would not he familiar with these poems,
and lie paused, to hear her, to his greater
surprise, take up the subject, and deliver
a criticism far belter and cli“ erer than his
own.

From Browning ami that, most resplendent genius, his wile, to Tennyson, Dickens, Thaeherav. and at last Oeorge Kliot,
of whom the seamstress spoke with a deeper crimson on her cheeks and a brighter
light in her glorious brown eyes, "Silas
Mainer.” she said, "is the loveliest.” But
by this time the doctor had become so interested in watching the play of the prettily curved lips and the bewitching dimples that came and went with every smile,
ho ceased to hear what the enthusiastic
speaker mis saying; and when she, looking him straight in the lace, asked, "Don't
you agree with me, doctor? he wasobliged
to stammer, "1 beg a thousand pardons,
but what wait your last remark V”
"It is / who should beg pardon,” said
the pretty seamstress, with a charming
little grimace. "How thoughtless 1 have
been! How could 1 go on so?” The
doctor wished she’d go on forever. “But
pray don’t stay another minute; only tell
me what to do it baby is taken sick again,
and if 1 lind 1 can't manage him, I’ll send
for you immediately,
i hope, however,
to be able to get along without you !”
fhe doctor hoped she wouldn't—internally, of course—and then he said, “I assure
you, madam, 1 have still an hour at
your service.” Oh, wicked Dr. Stone ! and
old Mrs. Aspen groaning with rheumatism
and expecting you by appointment this
blessed moment! “1 shall be only too
happy to stay—1 mean, I think, it necessary I should remain. These childish complaints arc, as perhaps you are not aware,
often very dangerous.” And again, oh,
wicked Dr. Stone! for you know you are
quite sure nothing serious is the matter
with baby. Prescribe for yourself, doctor,
It is you who have caught a “dangerous”
malady. In spite ol your sneers anil scoffs
all your life long at the tender passion—in
spite of your emphatic declaration not
more than an hour ago—you hare fallen
in love, and she isn't sweet sixteen, and
she is—a seamstress.
“A princess,” he repeated to himself
again, and then he said, aloud, “1 will, at
least, remain until the baby’s grandmamma arrives.”
“Oh, if that is all that detains you, go
at once,” said the fair one with the golden
locks, a mischievous sftiile dancing over
her lovely lips and in her big brown eyes.
“She is hero.”
“Hero?” repeated the doctor. "Where ?’’
“Why, didn't nurse tell you ? I'm baby’s
grandmamma, and dotingly fond of my
grandson too.” Then out burst the mer-

just six months from that, day
shouting at the top of-his voice

And

Payne

was

in the doctor’s office.
“Iln! ha! ha! lie
Of course I will, old fellow!
Hut when I think of the young girl
who never loved another, transformed into a double widow- ha! ha! ha!—and
gramlmotliei in the bargain—ho! ho!

groomsman?

ho—!"
“il you don't '111!!. your mouth, Puvno,”
said tlir doctor seriously, “you'll have a
terrible cold on your lungs, and / won't
answer i'< r the consequences."
A

Supper

a

(ho

in

Ailiioiuliiclo.,

Imnlt r’s supper in the Adirondack* is
Murray's story in the tiolden

from Mr.
Uule:
In

for
tile

lew minutes the hark that served
was put in front of him, with

a

a I able

plates and etips, the popper, salt,

sugar, ami such other luxuries as mi park
afforded, ami 1 poured the old man a cup
of the best tea that ever came from Formosa, while 1 kept mi turning the rakes
and the steak.
“Well, now, that's the best tea I ever
tasted, lor sartin."’ said the old man, as he

sipped the stimulating beverage, •■ll'.sa.as
spring water, and goes down a

man's throat as easy as an otter goes into a
1 never tasted drink that the Lord I
had not made, for sixty years ot my life,

crick.

but latterly, ■specially at night, or when
overtired, it does seem to me that a lew
leaves of tea. judiciously steeped as you
have done it, sort of strengthens the water and makes a kind of improvement on
the Lord’s own work, il it be right for a
mortal to say so; leastwise,'’ lie added, as
ho took a deeper quail, ''tins is mighty
pleasant warmin' to the ribs, and sort ol
makes a man feel inhabited-like inside,
and not empty as a shanty with nobody in
it"; and the look ot placid contentment
that Paine to the old man’s lace was a

picture to sec.
by tiii.s time the meal

was ready, and
down mi either side of the bark
table, m the glow of the lirelight, to eat.
“Henry,” said the old man, as he drew
his hunting knife through Urn tenderloin
roll, and marked the ruddy juices that
oozed out, and the puff of odorous steam
which ascended as the blade clove it, ‘‘this
meat is cooked hunter like, and sort ol
encourages the teeth to git into the centre
I have often noted that cookin' was
of it.
a
kind of gilt, and couldn’t lie larnt out
of books no more than boldin’ a rillc or
leatherin' a paddle properly can lie land
in the settlements.
1'lm Lord give.- one
man one set of gifts and another another,
and cookin’ and limitin' are things of nutur, and not of readin’, and they don'i
ollen go all of them to min man. although
in your ease, Henry, the Lord has been
very marcitul and graeiou- like in Ids
treatment ol yon—for I have heard ymi
are a great scholar and love the knowlsat

that the schools give: and I have
many things I wai t to ax you ol- -things
I have Inand. but that seem unreasonable
to me; but, depend on it, lb airy, the best
1 < ii \'Mt !• \!>ut Imp I'l
ylll lh.‘ I ■( it I h‘lv
natur’ and the things lh.it go with il --a
keen eve, a quick linger, a stimig back
and a conscience that, can meet him in the
solitude ol these waters and hills and not be
afeared ; lor a wicked man can’t bear the
presence of the Maker of these soli I ude.s. as
1 have good reason to know"—and here the
old man paused a moment and gazed stead
ily into the tire-- ‘'yes,’’ he resumed, "ii is
wonderful that he should have gin you the
love of books and of natur’ both, hut I
dare to say, he has his favorites, as 1 have
often noted mothers hive among their
children, and I can see jest limv il may lie
with him ; but how he crime to give \mi
the gilt ol cockin' with all the ol her mu
is wonderful, and I can’t understand ii

edge
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A

Little

Centeuninl

she was in a strange city without a cent
of money. Just at the crisis of her despair
she chanced to see a gentleman whom she
had often seen on the slret t near her own
home, but whose name was unknown.
Emboldened by despair, she spoke to him.
and explained the situation, lie offered
assistance, and as he was on route to this
city his escort was accepted. T he acquaintance thus commenced ripened into something stronger than friendship, and, as
they walked home lrom church last Sunday, an intimate friend of the lady told the
story as above, and added that the wedding would be a brilliant one.

T his
A W.vn u.ui.i.o.v ox tiie Stahk.
lrom the San Francisco News bettor,
ami must he looked upon with suspicion :
An enthusiastic resident of Petaluma was
so much delighted by a performance of
Booth’s lie had witnessed during that actor’s tirst week here, that upon revisiting
the city, yesterday, lie brought with him
is

a gigantic prize watermelon as a modest
He presented
testimonial to the star.
himself at the stage door last evening.
The play was “Othello.’’and the dusky
Moor was listening, with bated breath, to
the crafty promptings ot lago, when our
rustic friend arrived at the side scenes.
Suddenly the horrible thought crossed his
mind that he had neglected to tie his
He gently placed his gift on the
team.
floor and sent it slowly rolling toward
The watermelon solemnly
the actors.
waddled to the centre of the stage, then
turning, rolled down the incline with
great velocity. After upsetting lago in a
frantic attempt to head it oil', it hounded
over the footlights into the orchestra,
knocking down the clarinet player and
landing in the bass viol with a terrible
crash. Amid the general yell that billowed, the curtain was rung savagely
down, and the shrieks of the Petaluma
agriculturalist were heard as the supers
fired him out. There was no music after
that between the acts—nothing but the
tantalizing, slobbery, slushy sound ol the
musicians thoughtfully munching that
watermelon.

A difference of opinion—When a hotel guest
kicked a waiter who served him wrong, the
proprietor said he served him right.
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Romance.

York I.i'ttir to

of

■

I'liicilg" trillion-.
Il is privately announced that a wedding
will take place this wilder which will be
the titling sequel ol a romance of two nil ies
—this is in real lilc. The parlies are Mr
ben. II- and Miss Sadie T— -, both
residents ut the Murray I till section ; and
the romance of the allair consists in their
went to
novel introduction. Miss T—
Philadelphia about two weeks ago, with a
party of young friends, to visit the ccnten I
liial; and as she wished to stay a little
longer than the rest, it was arranged, or
thought to be arranged, that her brotherin-law was to meet her at the depot in
Philadelphia, and escort her to New York,
by some mischance, he meant the Pennsylvania depot, ut. the grounds, while she
meant the North Pennsylvania depot,
Il
down town, near her hoarding house.
was evening, and a- she started hu- the
depot, she missed her pocket-book, but as
it only contained a lew dollars, she did
not mind the loss, and hurried to tile
depot in time lor the 7 :1.7 train from Philadelphia. She failed to meet her relative,
and was more disconsolate than ever. As
time wore on she began to realize that

f.Ntsv

one

**

smooth

we

new

to

>

Inllowing toothsome <los-cii|>tion of

I'll

svenor.” but insisted on being carried
the old-fashioned inns. We found a
large house with its traditional “landlady" in
the bar, and were shown into a waiting-room
while our parlor was made ready. This proved
to be a large apartment furnished in a comfortable, home-like way, with the same sort of furniture that would have been found in an ordinary English house—I mean there was nothing
in the room that suggested it had been furnishWoman's Rights.
ed “on contract.” When dinner time came, we
the table laid in our own parlor, the
found
l»y s. g. c
waiter and his boy in black coats, white neckAt the breakfast table, this morning, a
lad} cloths, and white cotton gloves, and the table
said to me, “Are you a ‘Woman's Right's' wo- set like one's own and differing in no respect,
man?" Not being in a communicative mood, ! not even in the quality of the furniture, from
answered, “1 don’t know." Thus encouraged, what one often saw afterward in England at the
my fair friend, who is really a representative tables of \erv good people. We had ordered
woman, went on to express some of the haek- our dinner beforehand, the landlady having
neved phrases about “woman's sphere," to- come up and asked us what we would like,
gether with certain line spun theories not en- very civilly, and kindly helping us to choose,
tire'}' her own, upon the sweetness and beauty so that when w sat down, the tiresome waiter
of those "tender vines" whose delicate tendrils we had left three thousand miles away, with
cling so lovingly to the home oaks; and “how his skipping alternations from freezing neglect
sadly a woman mistakes her sphere, when at to pushing obsequiousness, and his “bill-erthe prompting of mad ambition, she leave- tin* lare'' with its chaos come again, and its damquiet, sheltered path hod assigned ln r, and nable iteration, were a forgotten nightmare,
rushes out upon the broad, dusty highway of and the dinner was a foretaste of Paradise. I
life, to h“ jostled and crowded, and finally con- remember that after dinner when the desert
was vet. the eloth being actually removed and
taminated by such association w ith men."
I took the thrust quietly, as such weapons the old mahogany revealed—the waiter, in puthave long since ceased to wound; but it set me ting on the table some handsome old Worcester
wondering whether 1 am indeed a believer in plates tmade in die days when there was a
Worcester that h id something better to do
“Woman’s Rights;" and if Miss T. forces me
than making bad copies of Japanese perfect<i think and decide that vexed question. I -ball
tions). whispered that “Mrs. -, thinking
thank her profoundly.
Of political rights. 1 have little to sa> ; as the Wi* might like, as Americans, tv see some old
noble women who have bravely fought for the china, bad sent these up,” and how was it posballot, have so nearly achieved the victory. 1 sible after tnat to feel that we were in a hotel
simply am waiting to fall into the ranks w hen The sin prise was reserved, however, for bedtln*\ come, along.
But “woman’s sphere!" time, when, on going to our chamber, we found
what, shall it be? To be sure she has a sphere, a small fire flickering cheerfully in the grate,
but wlm shall dare -*ct bounds, and say to the tin candles lighted, the curtains of the fotirsteadily advancing ho-t of women, “ihus far imst bedstead drawn and the clothes turned
and no farther■." She claims for hor.-elf r nlimil- down, while at one side of the room, placed
rftnic.t both in attainment and life-work.
upon a cloth of its own and with its own towell! i- safe to grant that, because if it is true stand supplied with bath-towels, was the welcome
hot-bath, an English gift to the world
that woman is limited in capacity,—if the
mothers of men are so vastly in/> ri>»r to them, worth all the sewing machines and steam-enmentally,—she certainly i> not io he feared for gines that were ever invented. Here was a
comfort able hip of fortune to have fallen into,
what she cannot he and do.
It i- true we are all limited to certain attain- and we hummed with !>r. John. on those lines
of Nhenstone that no home-staying American
ments, by our eapacitic-; we cannot _vt uui.-ide
il
least, >iii -c the good old davs of “Bunof ourselves ; and tld- tact would .-rein to prove,
ran e\ < r understand the sense of:
that that alone should limit tis; but tin re are kers
\V line’ll- has iravelrd life'.- dull round,
no limitations apph ing to women which do n >t
Winn Vr Ins stages may hnve been,
with equal force apply to man.
Mav sigh to think he still has found
Of womanly tenderness, of her dr.-ire to in*
I lie warmest welcome at an inn!”
shielded by a strong arm, 1 shall not .-peak
Among til'' reminiscem es ot travel. I uo not
lightly ; wherever tin* “oak-" arc lotind, doubtless tiie “vines" grow plentifully around tin m: know of any sharper contrast than between
but far better to !>•• a shrub, growing up to- thi- comfortable inn at Chester ami the hotel
ward- tin* .Min, strong and self-sustained, than we went to mi arriving a! New York—one of
tirst-elass” hotels; lor.
the more beautiful vine, trailing in tl •» dust tor the three 01 t• >111
whereas in Kurope no one who is merely after
want of support.
not
after
ami
a showy way of spendWoman goes out, here and there, into the comfort,
great moving world, to work side by side with ing money, ever goes in a city to tin* first-class
Ik. cry' where, il -in* is true to hcrst-lf, hotels, here at home it ;- never safe to go to
man.
she stand- beside him, not as n'<nnau merely, any other. At this hotel we were shown into
but a> bis peer; not less honored by him, be- a big bare room, containing just what was m <
cause a relentless destine has forced her from
rssary for decent living—a arpct. a le d, a h»ithe more quiet walks of life; but receiving "t an. a looking glass, ;t table and four chair-,
with tin* im v it able furn:tce-ho!c in tin wall,
from true men always a hearts (iod speed in
every effort which bear- upon il tin* stamp ot the gus-burm*r, where no one could u-e it in
dressing, ami tin* wash-basin in tin- narrow
woman!} dignity.
Men, from their broader knowledge of tin* closet—a -ei'*nlilic desolation (your room being
world, are keen to detect shams and seeing so o\nelly like every other ill the caravansary'
much that i- superficial in our sex, the wonder which w«* Americans have carried to perfecis, that the;, are -o ready to accord a just ap- tion. At dinner, w sat in the well-lighted,
preciation t«> those win) strive to make life w hat handsomelv proportioned dining-room, and
••fed” with tin* multitude—the gentleman in
ll de-er\ c- to he. full of earn* -l elide*: vor, to
and to <' <ali we are capable of being and do- front ot us enjoying his i.v-cream, water-melon-. peaches am! coffee all at once—he at the
while w*» were at the head.
Ifliie question which provok *d tln-c thought.-, tail of the ••//•'
Yet for all this hare and bleak discomfort, we
i- ever repealed. 1 shall answer without be-ita> iglif-.
paid far more than for the Kiigltsli hospitality.
tioti, I am for ami?
1
( arcin'■ Cook, in Scribner’s monthly for No\ ember.
A MNt.ii.Ai: 1’i.t.
Jrank Buckluud j
communicates to Land and Water a very
W Oman's Love.
interesting notice ot “Cleo." a pet boatlie Omaha Ilentlil.]
[from
constrictor. This animal was of the kind
There i- a morbid sentiment in society that in
called “painted boa," and had come from
a kind ol
an abstract manner glorifies a great
Brazil. Its length was sev en ha t 1 iv
criminal, and lie who can boast of ••one virtue
inches, and its weight nine pounds Clen and a thousand crime.-” lias a hold upon the
came into the possession of Mr. Mann, a
memory ot the publ *• that can not easily be
friend ot Mr. Buekland's, in li>7u, and from shaken otf. In like manner tlie plebeian boor
of Diana was more
that time to its death, was his constant who burned the Temple
famous than the royal architect who reared it.
companion. Her to a! consisted ot pig- An instance in point was the marriage, in Couneons, of which she took on the average
cil KintYs yesterday of ’•Sandy”
George
if a pigeon *vas otVered to
Mdville. whose swindling games and greater
one a week,
marvelous
ami
hierinvs.
escape from
frequent
her when she was not hungry, sin*, would
death by bullet and baiter, have made Imn famit tin two
take but little noti-*e ot it.
entire West, bewitched by
ous throught tin
were
lett together lor a while, they be- the
-trange t italilie- that have always followed
came friend"
Neither pigeons no; any the man, diseo\ ring some good points that
other animal ever showed any tear of this gleamed out "1 hi- dark career of crime,
and admiring in him those very qualities that
serpent.
have made him an outcast in society, a woman
She always killed a bird instantaneoushas followed him. often with her presence and
ly, seizing it by the beak, and breaking :d*\ a\ s w ith her love, and -t rday sin* -call d
Sin* n< i. .** the
its neck by a rapid movement.
mpa -t existing helween them by marrycrushed her prey to death, but invariably ing him under most humiliating .reumstaiiccs.
To tho-c who have not the prior knowledge
Waited to see that it was mo! ioulcss befeiv
-.f him. Sand> will be remembered by the peolaying her coils upon it. The constricting ple e ihi- community by hi-attempt, in conpower was reserved three; ‘■iritli.'f,, and nection w.ih Clinton, to swim lie an old man by
selling I.on a lot **t spurious gold coins in exwas very sutUcitMiL t >r that purpose.
We have, in travelling.1 write" Mr. change t >r g» •■eiibacks. It will be remembered
that the men were both arrested and wen* tried
Mann, « arried her about, with us. both bcioiv tin l nited Stat* • * mimissioner at < ounwi railway ( an ia^cs and hot<‘!.".
misuspcrt- eil Hint!-, and ••Sniidv” sentenced to live u*ar>’
ed l-v other-, and no amount of inconvt n- i in pi on ne m in in* low a 1 '-tit tent ary. N\ lute
ienee or discomfort appeared to distress await itig a trial, or rather vv bile being conductto He
.In-tier's Court for the preliminary
her ."
iong as vve were near. She thor- ed
examination
Sandy attempted to escape from
oughly muLt 'iood the )uke ot keeping the oiliecr m two dilfen-nt instances., and wa*
« one. alcd
when ."trangeis were present
-hot at an I hit by the olheer, in tic* latter a-c
t( was only when we were alone, or with being wounded -«» badly that it wa- reported
As these troubles
that lie could not recover.
our own fa nily, that sin* earne hu th ot her
collected around -hind). the love ol tin* woman
sue
own aeeoi ; to juin the conversation
who has at last married him grew tlie stronger,
never avoided children, but Would all vv
and she haunted tin* nil like a specter; filially
them !<• ta.\C liberties which .die would gaining tlie prrmi--ion of tin* oiliecr, -In* entered and nur-ed him through the hour- when
never 11;i\ e ’noi''lie from any other 11 an.a r.
bis lit'** was dc- paired o|, and at hist, when the
W hen offended in any way. she simply
Mt*rn d.rfir i'i tic law iiiterpo-* d its edict, and
Walked oil’ to some in nve-Able corner, declared that the) shfmld he separated by tlie
and waited the departure ot the otl'elider. stronger, lirm r bar *>l the Slate Tciiilentiai v
1 do not remember any young; child snow- | tin* woman sought and obtained tin* privilege
y him before In* was taken
in"; the "lighle-t tear when Cteoeann* to of the oiliecr- to man
-n v arrangements were
The in *.
from ln*r.
make acquaintance. The manner ot Cleo’s
mad*-, and the two d raneei v-matched beings
death was so much in accordance with her were married in the Jail, the creuionv being
character that h*vv of her friends will be pi*1•form* *1 b) a Jllsti- .*t til" I’eaee. rile wh<
tin prisoners, win* were ordered
surprised ai what 1 have to tell. Ihiring in--* weie
end <>t tin* hall, and a lew
last autumn 1 vv.i- laid tip wit); a very se- [n remain at tin* rear
I• * look inside
w• ie
who
At lii'st Clen appeared to persons the grates ofpermiited
rious illne-s
It was
tin* front door.
through
enjoy mv being at Inane all day long, but queer spectacle, and -le w what a woman will
There wa* u.dy,
soon
lug.-aii to understand, principally do for the man -In* l*»v»
Melville, or. as -In* claims. Melodv, tliat
from my wife
anxiety, that there was o//ov tin*
name under w hit'll he wa- married,
being
something the matter, and she refused iii-t ready to he shackled preparatory to startOne night she came to my bed to
food.
ing for Tort Madison, where In* is to serve a
talk to me as usual, but I was too ill to term of live years' imprisonment. There was
take any notice of her (indeed, 1 ceuid a woman, young, and <’*t rather attractive apclinging to a criminal, willing and
neither, move nor speak.) She trn d in pearance.
anxious to hear hi- name and share with him
vain to make me respond to her caresses, all the
Hut then
obloquy attached thereto.
and, alter a while, returned to her own such i- woman’s nature, and Midi has it always
die.
stood
there
bed, refused lit oniv food, but water, a,id been from tin* tine* of Kve. Adied within a day or two. 1 any one that assuming tin* obligations of tin* marriage vow,
tin* thought was well defined in each mind how
knew her, it was visible tha she was -otdifferently it would have in eti had the relation
tering from grid, as a deg is sometimes of tin* parties been rever-ed, and tin* woman
known to do under similar dreuinstances," the criminal instead *1* tle* man. The chance*
are. in a ease of that kit *1, that the matt.even it
he led been the cans* of committing tin* crime,
Tin. UiiNi sT Cl '.in.'ir.i: One day about would have deserted In r m the last extremity,
thi'cu
weeks ago a strange customer and left ln*r t" hear lc r disgrace alone, and
a
(2ratoit-avenue grocer, lie probably have i.-lt sc* ret joy that he was aide
came to
Hut then man
to place the blame all on her.
wanted some goods, and he paid cash can’t
he blamed; his old Ion-father Adam set
down. 'Thu next day lie made another him tin* example years ago.
purchase and paid cash, and as the days
went by bis lace and Ins cash, became taWiieit a Chicago girl received a dispatch
miliar. One day lie returned with the
from \\ iseousin aniimuieing that her lover
and
said—
him
change given
V ni was going oil with consumption she tele■T believe 1 am an holiest man.
graphed to his friend : "lias poor Jellrey
me twenty cents too much.”
paid
Ihe friend
The grocer received it and was pleased. kept up his life insurance?”
"Policy tor slu.noo
Two days alter the stranger returned from telegraphed hack:
in your favor is paid up till May It, lSTtlie curbstone to say—
Poor ilellrei cannot last after the first cold
Y.m
“Another mistake on your part.
snap.'’ The young lady then wondered
overpaid me by forty cents."
wlioltl look in
The grocer was glad to have found an philosophically how she
honest man. and puzzled to know how he black, and telegraphed to .lellery ; "Darlie with you on Tuesday .never
should have counted so tar out ot the ling 1 will
I.urline." “It
to quit you during life.
and
the
more,
Three
stranger
days
way
will he a sad loss to you, my love,” said
a dollar bill in the store and

NUMBER

ricst little laugh, that was hushed in a
moment, for fear of waking the sleeping
child, for the doctor’s face was a comical
study. A dozen different expressions were

j

■

1870

A friend wnlc.;: T shall never forget, when
remembering the minor pleasures of my visit
to England, my first experience of an ‘inn.’*
We went directly to Chester, and, to the disgust of the porters, declined to «*o where, being evidently “gentry,” we should have gone
bv instinct—to the elegant spie-and-span, bran-

picked up
said—
This is not my dollar. 1 found it on
tlie Iloor, and you must take charge of it."
The grocer’s heart, melted, and he wondered if the world was not progressing
A skip
backwards to old-time honesty
of one day, and then the honest man
brought down a wheel-harrow, ordered
eighteen dollars’ worth ol groceries, and
would have paid cash had he not forgotlie would hand it in at
ten his wallet,
noon as he went past, he said, and it was
all right with the grocer.
That was the last of the honest man;
morning fades to noon, and noon melts
away in darkness, hut lie eometh not.
There are no more mistakes in change—
no more dollar bills on the iloor, and the
grocer’s eyes wear a way-oil’ expression
as if yearning to see some one for about
two minutes.
[Free Press.

(danger says “Two years ago the
Colorado beetle attacked my potato crop.
Alter trying various things without success, 1 stumbled on a cask of lime which
had become air-slaked; 1 commenced to
dust it on the tops, and wherever it fell on
slugs they tin ned black and soon dropped
olf and died. 1 passed over the field three
times between hoeing and blossom time,
and found it not only sure deatli to the
larva1 but a material benefit to the crop.
Fast year I tried the same remedy in an.her part ol the town with the same good
result."
A

As an ordinary Hung, the young man
who parts his hair in the middle cannot
ho relied upon to carry the torch of science
down the dim aisles of nature, or to illuminate the history of his country by the
lustre ol his own renown.

her mother.

"Yes, ma," sobbed the girl,
tally covered by insur-

"but the loss is

ance."
Gov.

[Tribune.
Hayes’

father's name was

O’Toole,

and he christened his son Michael, lint
one day when Michael was quite a small
boy, he had rolled up his pantaloons and
was
going to wade over Ironi his father's
house to Mount Ararat, dust then the ark
cattle along, and father Noah asked the
boy it he wouldn't like to ride over with
him. "No." said Mikey, "Pd rutherford.
"Kuther ford, hey?” said Noah in a pleasant way that was natural to the old man
And so Mr. < t'Toole called his boy Rutherford Hay. How it got lie Hayes or how
the It got in we don't know, or we should
have no objection to telling
I'roy (N.
Y.) Press.
(til a floor hi a Danbury home lies a litFive months ago the
tle pile of sewing.
head of the house wanted a chair, and seeing Inti one Imndy he dumped to the floor
the sewing which lay on it. Ills wife
asked him to pick it up. lie said he
She told him that as he
wouldn’t do it

threw it there it, could remain until begot
ready to pick it up. She would never
touch it.
And there it remains, a memorial to individual spirit and united folly.
[Danbury News.
Whoever succeeds

editor,

is

something

ry man. let his
him as they will.

tolerably
more

well

as an

titan an ordina-

contemporaries think of
[Boston Investigator.

old minister onee said to a young preachwho was complaining of a small congregation. “It’s as large a congregation, perhaps, as
you will want lo account for at the day of judgment."
An

er

Despatches

iroui the west

attempts

to meet the

'Fremont.

Indians, and experience

arrange terms for their coming in and
ki oping peace. Gen. Miles concluded that
there was nothing left but to light. The
account states—
On this

morning, (21st,)

a

white ilag

ami it was stated some son Induns were in front.
Position was taken
ii\ ihe whiles on commanding knolls, with
the Koiiman gun trained, while the Indians
occupied knolls about opposite. On
reaching the ridge, a scene of wild anil

appeared,

savage pageantry burst upon the vision,
such as seldom falls to tlie lot of men to
tietiuld. and which made every heart of
the lift!: infantry thrill with the teeiing express,.,! in Glister's cry. “Ouster's luck.”
Here wa- one ot the largest Indian villages ever sivn l'roui the ridge on which
the line was placed the prairie is dotted
by a series ot swells down to a creek several miles in from,
in the rear of the
iTi-t was high ground.
It was on this
lieid lin* tilth infantry ga/.t-d. but it was
not the lieid that astonished them, for on
every l.noll dispersed through the whole
lieid ami in s did masses in tlie far distance,
appeared the savage forms of the Sioux.
11 it in r and thither, to and fro, were riding

perturbed horsemen, like

a

ol ants,

nest

when routed.
<bie company and most of the oiiicers
went forward between the forces. Indians
on sivaianeil to that
point, but no nie.eti:g could be arranged there, so Gen.
Miles directed that if should take place on
sinail hill immediateh in front of his
;n
m i that
Hitting Hull draw up ills
r.e on iHo
(her side.
This was agreed
and the parties met with the two lines
d'.i,'. t anted. A long, earnest and eager
a let cnee began, this time with a lilLle
i\.t:l v on both sides
Alter a long eonillation nmnv chiefs were found willing
agree to terms, one offering to go himat ;s hostage if his tribe would be alud to hunt buffalo. At this point, hnwItting Hull eagerlv broke up the
n ••m c. jiti terring to light to
yielding,
a
n party retired to its own side.
Gen.
!
sent linai vi
id to Hitting Hull to let.
hi- answer
mid open lire on him.
.me

..

promptly,

or

he

No answer was
A
■turned
Miles and hi- party moved
wly back to his lines the indianson the
! .am withdrew to the heights and rownI these and the highroad bevond, with
a-k
in front, a
iroui the prudent pre

.lions taken by Miles against urpri-itreachery, the Indians had an idea lie
u!.! rather await than make an attack.
tii'W watched with extreme eagerne-s
: is tir-t movement.
.da
Casey with Co. A was directed to
ii'
along and clear the ridge on the
(
It
ajit. i after with Go. K to clear a
...

••

gh knoll on the right, ('apt Snyder with
Co 1 to
guard the Rodman gun, while the

|

1

..

>ul

...

I

A-T til.

lido ,1|
a

JI ... I

1'

1 I,,.,

the Sioux began
war dance.
I in— wa-. the lir.-t hostile demonstration.
Manx might have been killed uoxv b\
the It ! in ah gun, but dislike to be the
m
in. i.ivak the armistice
prevailed with
‘mu. Miles.
1 lie gun was pushed forward
-uniunt

the

la

d

right,

and all was

moving, lorming

rood order, when a shot Irorn the rear
ed through l.ieut. Hope': compauy
xva-

at

once

returned

the men,

by

were tired ot waiting. This
company
ordered at once to clear the ravines
ad knolls when the shot came.
Lieut. Kasseor, with Co. K, was ordered
take the left anil Carter the right rax
■ in
At the same time the main line adaimed rapidly. when tile Sioux dashed
■ug the trout delivering a rapid lire,
then disappearing behind the sxvells.
flair tiding xvas magnilieent, but lire
lite inclfei live
i'iie right was taking
i ice in llank movements advanced a
< a
I
soon cleared the ravines,
j ice
< alter and
Lyman doing the same on the
!ghl where they encountered heavy bring
a
passing through what had been I he
.tup of sitting Hull's hand.
Meanwhile Liosseau moved straight up
*•
height under rapid lire until he reachl the -iiuuuil and secured the
key of the
'aad
li wu-handsomely doue and withal ;..ss ..I lite.
flic Sioux were noxv
ei. from ex
cry important point lianked
■■•el toiled.
They made wide circles and
auv
amc around to the rear, or Hank and
I'Co K. which remained with train
*i "as out ot danger,
these Indians
....

a-

tne

rear

took

possession

id each

lieight

did some close tiling. Sergt. MeFheian Co. K was severely wounded. The
t .diaii' next tired the
prairies in front.
i.d lurid Haines the light continued until
iou>. remained to
oppose the advance.
1
1 v. as then divided to clear tile ravines
a
tie- left, near where water was to he
touinJ, while the three commands moved
oaek and camped on the high ridge.
In

tin- action only two men were wounded,
this being due to tile laet that the lire of
the Indians was well
kept down by the
ew arm-, and good marksmen.
Sergt.
AlcFhelan was .hot lay a harpshoots-r in
the rear, and one private of Co I, was the
total lus- ot the tilth regiment.
Ot the
number id' Indians engaged or loss inurred by them, it is impossible to speak

with any certainty.
I he tilth had '•'J- all told and the Ini.ms certainly
greatly outnumbered these,
'-.t.ing Hull's forces are estimated at tibii
•ui the field, but
many did not take part in
the light.
It lias since been heard there
were three bands, in all l,.'iiio
warriors, ot
which oily a few took part. Six dead Indians seen on the field, lint it is reasonable
to believe a great number was killed.
What their loss in killed and wounded
may have been, more severe was the loss
ot several tons of dried ImIValo meat, and
large amount of camp eipiipage. For this
they had fought, and by loss of the light
the prestige of Sitting Hull was diminished. This punishment lor the destruction
ot a gallant hand of
cavalry was accom■

plished by infantry alone,

not

a

cavalry

soldier or otlieer being on the field in this
engagement The next day the main trail
was [resumed and
pressed rapidly to the
fellowstone, skirmishing continued most
I the day.
The prairie was lired all
along the line ol march, and ponies and
lodge poles picked up all the way. file
importance ol the engagement and pursuit will appear in the fact that the whole
ol the Minneeoujous anil Shoshones have
surrendered and have given live ot their
principal chiefs, lied Skirt, lilack JCagle,
sunrise. Silting Kye, W hite Hull and Foolish Hull to Con. Miles as hostages that
they
will go at once into Cheyenne agency.
I hey give the number of their lodges as
i.i'Sl, but this is over-estimated.
These
chiefs under guard have left for Cheyenne
These tribes
agency via. Fort Hutord.
broke from Sitting Hull
immediately alter
the light, he
going with a lew lodges toward Fort Feck.
■

'three weeks ago an Auburn man took a box
ot grapes home to liis wife. His wife ate heartily of them, and afterword complained that they
made her tougue sore and lame. Her husband
ha- had those' grapes put on the table at every
meal since.

as

follows—

to

Mount

as

now, and thither go each

day from

by tourists who all look alike, tail; alike
and dress alike. Kvcry lady, almost, wears
over her waterproof at least ten feet oi
gold cable chain, i counted seventy quite
near me.
What on earth they want so
much chain for is a puzzle that no fellow
can make out.
They are inquisitive to the
last degree, and their appetites are never
satisfied. They venerate any relic from
Mount Vernon, from a brick to a pin. and

of them are grossly ignorant why
they venerate. Since last May they have
cut from tlie bed on which Washington
died four sets of dimity hangings, and this
some

there

are

watchmen in

every section.
Said one tourist to Colonel Hollingsworth, tlie accomplished superintendent,
in my presence, “Show us the room where
Lafayette died” “lie did not die here,
madam.” “ha! now didn't iie ? Well,
somebody did ; here, Sarah .lane, who was
it?” Another asked, “llo whales come up
tins far?” pointing to the wharf.
Tlie
crowds have been so great this summer
that the regents have had the ceiling
braced witii heavy scantlings. The house
is in exquisite order.
The room in which
1

p'limn’ol .li.wl

ll»*

not

V<

t

fitfr-l

1IJ
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Victory.
Thunk God,

Ceutonuial

Chap.

mail brought to

Tuesday's
following

tiie

us

it

our

lias forfeited ids life

man

ns a

conse-

out

painful duty

the decrees

by

nut aiiutn: that

quite

a

Alter

innocent persons have been hung, not in
feeling, of Sec- modern and civilized timeif there
party misrule, ot destruct- have, we shall be glad to be iuniished

tional strife, ot
ive policy, the
declared
Till'.

people

once

more

UNION.

If

like

almost

seems

to be true—but it is even

good

news too

of the country have
tor A PARTY OF

Sami i:i. J. Tn den, the model Gov-

so.

ot the

with

names, dates and

tions

are

places,
‘•heathenish,” lor they

not

practiced by

every civilized and

enlight-

the Idee of the earth. Exlias taught, that in no way can
on

are more

directly

re-

west., and one of the sponsible than any other lor many of the
ablest men that ever sat in the Senate of recent murders, is made
up of those who
the United Stales, is the Vice-President talk and act as
the murderer is

v.-itli

handsome belongings, but I understand
the State ol New York will take it in
hand Now it has a bed on which lie died,
very short and very wide.
I can not bettor illustrate it
size than
with a speech made by a Wisconsin man
to his wife; “Phew! Mariar, that's an uncommon
horL bed ; Washington didn’t
have much room to kick out, did he?”
“No,” replied .Maria, “maybe be laid eati-cornered.” “That’s so. maybe he did ;
and that’s wliar lie died
to the watchman.
“Yes, sir.” “Well, i must, siv it’s
a
monstrous wonder he didn’t have a
feather-bed to die on instid of a shuck
mattress,” and oil'they pottered to pursue
their investigations fLetter to Cincinnati
Commercial.

The honest

men

of the

country, the

more

and

deserving of pity
tlie possible victim.

protection

If mercy is so
people, the voters in whose hands its des- than
tiny rests, were so long hoodwinked and desirable, let the assassins set the example.
led astray by the false and impudent claim
that the Republican party was the party Rails that Facilitate ami Wires that
Hinder,
ot the I nion, and that all outside its ranks
were rogues and traitors, that it seemed
When first invented, a railroad was a

though

it has

no

change

was

Rut

possible.

after many days. Impudence
and folly and fraud, embolden by impunity, had become too conspicuous, and met
come

their late.
Of the many party revolutions which
the country has seen in its century of exhave had the significance of
this. Never has the result ol an election
brought with it the pledge of a reversal

istence,

none

complete between

so

going

and the

the

incoming

policy of the outadministrations.

The party that lays down the sceptre ol
[lower lias lived upon sectional hate, bad
passions, and the memories of a mad fratricidal strife.
men

It will be the work of the

who assume the reins of

government

to soothe the angry

tiling for a runaway. When
train started there was nothing

sure

once
on

a

track to heat it, and those whose lives,
fortunes or sacred honors depended on
had

speed

nothing

to fear,

barring

acci-

dents. Railroads opened a wide held for
runaway matches, and runaway rascals
and all other sorts of fugitives, l’erliaps
for the

j-l.in-

.">;m

know

no

<•*

.t

past, bid it turn

nc w

pi topci

itV.

to

the

It will

of society it was necessary to put some check on them besides
their own brakes. They would soon have
been pronounced unlawful if (lie telegraph

well-being

had not been discovered. The wires that
to sneak along the tracks head them

seem

oil' and hold them in due check lor various social interests.
Two pail of hoys
and

girls of Council ltlutfs lately put their
trust in the l’acilie railroad, and never

of the sneaking wires alongside.
The hoys were Willie Haggerty and
t*
<»I*
•lounuy (..’ol*' n, l- tli !. 1
thereabouts. They knew nothing of the
••

south, no oast, no
The world beyond what they had learned from
west, but only the whole country.
people of different sections, who, through two girls—Julia Whittaker and u|ie
all the strifes of the past, have had an un- Storey—about their own age, perhaps
[ deriving sentiment ol common brother- younger. And these hoys and girls made
hood, will lie led to clasp hands ami open up their world among themselves, and
north,

no

their hearts anew, and to realize that we
are all indeed the citizens of a common

country.
And what a

Ira

j

Out O!

aggravating.

w

hat beau-

dreamed of

nothing besides, I hev all disappeared from Council 11 lulls at the same
time. The Whittakers and Storeys were
visiting friends, and Miss Whittaker and
Miss .Storey were schoolmates and as thick

«

Haggerty

industry. Agriculture

L-t. d, at Sable Island.
She was bound
Irom Labrador for New York, with a carThe Superintendent at
go of herring.
Sable island writes as follows, under date
ot Oct. 1-sth : “tin the Kith we had a very
heavy gale of wind from the southwest
late in tlie allornoon.
Morrison saw a
large two topmast schooner on the north-

nose

Arc de

on

Tnomphe !” They

distanced the guard,
however, and nuw they hid in one ul the big
guns for the iv i of the night, but I don't believe that.
GOING ! GOING ! GOING !

a

fall; but

memory of our whole lives will be
better worth recalling, and I shall close my

if they sutfered w ith *loitre; and O dear!
those w retched pouters destroyed for me one

cerning it will liuish the
my plea-ant. task to send \

Centennial note book with real regret.
How
u
memoranda will
look in years to come! One more epistle con-

as

from Philadelphia,
but the show in Washington begins next month,
and people are, after all. more interesting than
Anna s. Hi steil
things!

have always believed in
and angelic behavior of
• loves.
The very name is a synonym for gentleness ; but yesterday I beheld a conjugal altercation ot the* Iiercfst tv pc between two
'Im-i s!
It was exceedingly funny to see Airs.
Dcvc retire into her corner, as if entirely subdued by the sharp remarks of Air. Dove, who

of my pet illusions.
the sweet temper

I

A

ol

circumstance

funny

burglaries

in Hllsworlh

tin*

recent

the stealing
ol sil.’ib from tlie house of Mr. Drinkwaflic sum was the
walked about in stately fashion, winking at us ter, of the American,
as who should say, “I'll tolerate no rebellion j amount of a net on the Presidential elecin my house; you see how easily 1 can settle j tion, Mr. ]>. being stakeholder,—which
was

he turned his back the meek Airs. ! fact he
gravely explains to account for the
Dove, swiftly and silently rising to the oeea-j
ot so much money,
lie also
possession
sion, would rush after him, “getting in*’ three !
makes the decision that both parties who
before his
vicious
or four
her,'* and

as

specially

she had

put up the money have lost. Such arc the
vicissitudes of politics. Mover Voting of-

could even
“take it" the next minute, but. the thought \
(>1 her own executive ability was very comfortj fers *.-.00 reward for the burglar, and it
iug. The Carrier Pigeons are the most inter- he is caught and the
money recovered
esting, though by no means so beautii 111 as there is no doubt that llis Honor will
pay
I'heir plumage must he superb
some others.
course

to

the lull sunlight, and they carry their dainty
heads in a most knowing fashion. Pound the
eve* and bill they have singular pink excresOne pair was valcences, like little rosettes.
in

ued at
yet the bints were only a fancy
breed, utterly useless. The genuine Antwerp
carriers had a basket ol their own, but it was
<o small that tin* pretty creatures seemed sadly crowded. What marvellous stories they tell
urofessional flights. A gentlenian who
to be an authority informed me that
their ordinary .-peed was forty miles an hour,
though sixtv vv;i' no unusual feat, and they had
That sounds like
been known to tly niur/ij!
■

<

seemed

Baron Munchausen, doesn’t iiV The idea of
sending me sages by such poetic po-ft is
charming. I’ nn v opening your window some

morning with the name of your best beyour lip*, and meeting there the rushing wing of the carrier dove hearing his latest

j

it

over tn

the winner.

The Charlie Itnss ease has been revived.
Sam. Benners, a fellow named Pickett and
a trull answering t
tin* name of •■Hutch
Sal,” are in durance vile at Harrisburg,
Pa

on

the

ot

charge

knowing something
The

about little Charlie Boss.

suspicion

them is contained in some letters,
in which "a missing jewel” is referred to,

against

and the instructions to the

woman

to

“go

homo and
bies."
were

destroy the clothes of the baa
very bad lot, and
“pards” of Mosher, and there may
l'lie trio form

something

he

in il.

sunny

loved

Hun. James

on

missive! Would it add to vour pleasure, fair
maiden, or would the very presence of the bird
distract your attention from tin* all-engrossing

Johnny

('

Madigannl

lloultou and

liev. Hems Ward Beecher were passengers on the train from Boston tn Augusta
last Friday. There is a marked resemblance between the two, that is personal
only. But it. occasioned many curious mistakes among those

gathered

at the stations.

When any one rallies our Aroostook friend
the subject, he relates this incident.

on

him

approached
platform, surveyed
rejoining his friends,

A man

the
and

as

lie stood upon
him critically,

remarked “lie
never did it. I know he never did
A man
with such a face as that A /tom I!''

at their
joice in new and better markets. A tran- Cohoon had bought four tickets to San striking attitude', and picking away
food with disdainful airs; but some of the more
quilized and encouraged south will de- Francisco with STud, and taken the girls
useful kinds of ordinary poultry have very
mand northern manufactures in larger on the trip with them
Here was a go.
lovely plumage hearing tin- lowest inspection.
Probably the man in Maine who feels
and
ot
supply,
by larger production
agri- Tlie wires were worked to head them ntK There are so many beautiful shades of h.own
cheapest
to-day is Charles II Treat, who
cultural staples furnish rich freights for Examining her eiFects, Mrs. Whittaker and
gray, while other*, mottled .11 over with
wont
over tu the radicals last summer, benorthern ships. There is not a planter in Found that n certificate ol deposit, wliicli a regular distribution of black and white, how
he was “tired of apologizing for tins
west bar, about three-quarters of a mile
the south, a tanner in the west, a busi- she held on one of the banks, was
wattles and crests of the most vivid scarlet. cause
gone.
from the end ot the dry bar; she was in
Von needn’t apoloPut it’s no use; I can’t even mention the amaz- Democratic party.”
ness man, mechanic or laborer in the east,
It
rewas
for
at
the
bank
§700. Inquires
the breakers, the sea breaking half-mast
There are more than gize any
v ariety
Charles
displayed.
ing
longer,
high over her. lie also says be thought who will not realize the blessings to How vealed the tact that said ccrtiticatc had six hundred coops tilled! Iu*t what relation
he could see three or tour men in Lhe
rig- directly from the work done in this coun- been paid to Julia Whittaker on a tinrgrd
Doubtless Bob Ingersoll “abhors and
it
rabbits and (iiiinea pigs bear to the poulging. She was reported to me at half- try on Tuesday last.
order. That’s where the passage money try yard i leave \uii t<» determine. But there iletests” (foil more than ever now
The
past i o clock A ftl l immediately placed
With economy in the administration of came lrom. The wh(de affair had a very they are at tin* show, attracting as much atten- mills<if «Did
the rocket gear in the cart and proceeded
griud slowly, Robert, but the
arc
*

to the West end. When we arrived at the
bar it was very dark and we made an attempt to go out on the bar, but when we
got out halt a mile the sea was
over
rm-

it,

so we

and had

where

breaking

were

to

surrounded with

return to the

wa-

lighthouse,

remained until daybreak next
morning. We then made another attempt
to go nuL on the bar, the sea still
breaking
over it, but we succeeded in
wading out
to tin- end ot the bar.
When we arrived
there the vessel was was not to be seen,
She must have gone to pieces in tlit* night,
and no doubt all hands met a watery
grave. A body was picked up on the lillli
ot a man apparently Is or :'() years of
age, with dark brown hair, and marked
on the right arm fi. J. C. and an anchor mark on tiie left arm. Another
body, that of a man over thirty years
of age, live ieet seven inches in
height,
with light hair and red whiskers and
moustache, was picked up on the 22d.
lie was dressed in a black suit of clothes
very much worn. There was nothing in
his pockets. Two bodies were found on
llie 2.'id, very much disfigured. One, a big
man, six feet in height, with brown hair.
The other man had light hair anil whiskers, and seemed to lie not more than
twenty years of age. From a memorandum book found in the latter’s pocket, his
name was found to be Deimont Ober of
Calais, it is also stated that, the owner
shipped at Calais on the 8th of July, lor
$20 a month, in the schooner M. li. Reeves.
George Rraey, master. Another body, live
l'cet seven inches high, brown hair and
light moustache, over thirty years of age,
was found on the 2.iLh.
A part of her cargo (I50 bbls. herring,) were taken to Halifax, and will be sold at auction. The
most of the barrels are branded Labrador
No I herring, and inspected by J. Winsor.
Some of tiie barrels are branded outside
“T. (iody.” Her master (Capt. George H.
Rraey,) belonged at Alt. Desert was a
young man of good abilities, and will lie
mourned by a large circle of acquaintanThe AI. li. Reeves was 99 tons regisces.
ter, built at Franklin, in 1852, rebuilt at
Calais in 1871, and hailed from the latter
port. She was mostly owned in Calais
and New York, Capt. Rraey being part
owner.
No insurance.
we

A highwayman was shut bv one of Wells,
Fargo & Co.’s express messengers, near Sliusla,
Cal., a tew days ago. The fellow had stopped
a stage, covered the
messenger with his rifle,
and demanded the treasure box, which was
given up. After die stage got out of sight of the
robber the messenger jumped off, ran hack to
the spot, and, surprising the robber while engaged in taking the money from the box, shot
him dead and recovered tiie treasure. The mes-

senger’s

name was

McNemer.

the government to which the new admin-

istration will stand

fully pledged,

form of abuses, a wiser and

bution of the burdens

with

re-

juster distri- mothers that
for the sup-

imposed

port of authority, and the general policy
which is

sure to he followed,
coming four years will undoubtedly be more prosperous than any which the
country has known.
What a great and glorious change it
will he, when the new President shall

ot

pacification
the

send forth his

honesty

inaugural, declaring

must he the rule in

that

government

affairs, and that intrigue, dishonesty and
fraud will he visited with certain and
vere

punishment.

that must not feel

business-like appearance. The conductor
of the train telegraphed to the Mixious

and

until

parties were on hoard,
carefully watched I y him

the

would he
an oilicer

them otf.

An

was

oilicer

authorized to take
at

Cheyenne

was

duly authorized, and that’s where the
Pacific slope trip ot the youngsters ended.
What will become of their dreams when
they get hack to Council Blulfs is very
uncertain. This will depend upon whether

they have already dreamed them upon the
pillow. It. is almost a pity to smash
such daring enterprise as this.
same

se-

Where is the citizen
in his busi-

more secure

ness, his estate and liberty?—who will not
hold up his head with an added pride that
he is an American ?

Such are the results assured by the result of Tuesday’s elections. Honor to the
Democracy of the great States that have
devoted themselves to the work, and made

Capt. Boutelle. of the Bangor Whig is
very unhappy. 11 is brain is in a whirl ol
excitement concerning the evils that imthe country. This is what he
says about Tilden’s election—
The elements of disloyally, reaction, and political chicanery have won a triumph that not
only unsettles all the aehieveinenls of the past,

pend

over

hut casts a baleful shadow of
National future.

And

menace

over

our

this choice hit of rhetoric, the
weeps tears as big as onions.
pity ! So young, so guileless, and

over

consummation a certainty—and all
honor to the statesmen of the party, head-

Captain

ed

so sad !
Twice has the Captain’s banner
gone down in this contest—once when
Hayes upset Blaine at Cincinnati, and
now when Tilden upsets Hayes.

its

illustrious candidate tor the
whose comprehensive plans
ami ellicient labor have guided the great
work.

by

our

Presidency,

What

a

Democratic Jollification.
Tiik New Town Hall at Ayek. This
In
The Democrats ot Belfast propose to elegant structure is now complete.
have a meeting, a general illumination of beauty of design it surpasses anything of
the city, and a torch-light procession, in its kind in the State. Constructed of brick
honor of the election of Tilden and Hen- and dark marble it is as permanent as it
dricks. They will take place the last of is charming. 'Flic English architects have
this week or the first of next week, of adorned if in subdued colors, which please
which further notice will he given by without tiring the eye. Dr. J. C. Ayer
hand-hills.
Our friends in the County built and gave it to the town in acknowl-

generally

are

Badger,

just
and

invited to

of the

edgment oF

participate.

Augusta Farmer,

lias

moved into his new house, the style
fittings of which are so elegant as to

call out

an

elaborate notice in the KenneThis is a distinction rarely

wishes ol

whole

people

are

of

greater

the generous donor has doubtless secured them. [Croton (Mass.) Jour-

conferred upon a member of the craft. Jt
shows what agriculture can do for a man
that sticks to it.

plorer,

Throw up your caps, boys,
You have a right to.

a

value, and

nal.

rejoice.

they conferred

upon him in taking his name. Although
it is a generous gift, still the hearty good

bec Journal.

feel well and

the distinction

Dr.

llayes,

the well-known Arctic

ex-

iu a letter to the New York Her-

ald, rather makes fun of the English expedition toward the north pole, for giving
it up

so

easily.

piuest
anythin ti e. The rabbit*
white, with long ear* who a* pinl. lining mat* In
their funny ro'e-eolon d eves; pu v. is a M dtibeauty with lie* downiest fur, and the droll
as

—

guinea pi*-

little

an*

an

evceedinglv lively

group in whom the children take extreme desundry gentlemen exhibit as
many different hutching arrangements, more
I examined
elegantly termed “incubators.”
one ul them which is ‘•aid to product' chickens
from eighty iter cent of tin* eggs entrusted to
Various

and

its fostering rare. Tin? eggs are placed upon
cloth screens stretched between two shallow
tanks.
One of these contains cold water; the
upper one o full of water heated to 10V bv an

ingenious outside allair looking very like a
When the temperature rises
nursery lamp.
higher than IO.V, it. so expands a composition
band that a ventilation is opened and the heat
shut oil’; when reduced to the desired point the
same intelligent band lias contracted far enough
to close the ventilator and again apply the heat.
A shelf above the trays and tanks is to receive
the. newly hatched chicks till they are dry
artificial
enough to be transferred to the
mother” close at hand. This unique invention
has a glass covered play ground for the infant
brood and a warm shelter to which they can
retire when they need mother hitf. in this cosy
retreat strips of llutfv canton flannel are suspended like a cloud of feathers and the poor little deluded nioisels rush round among them
uttering their pitiful
peeps,” but meeting
never the long low gurgling answer with which
the real mother so tenderly responds. “Eggs
is eggs,” however, whether they are treated
sentimentally or practically; but if I was a hen
1 wouldn’t waive my inalienable right to “set”
for anybody, and 1 rather think no amount of
moral suasion would keep me from brooi liilK
my chicks, if science was “tiffin’ it”!
KI.UTTKlilNU

OK

ANOTIIEU

SOltT

has been going on in the French department.
All I lie world has read the infamous letter said
have been written by Monsieur Sommerard, but
that gentleman vows he didn't do it, and France
hastens to soothe our feelings by presenting

Philadelphia

vases

which

two

have

of the magnificent Swiss
Memorial Hull.

adorned

Somebody wrote the outrageous document,
however, it Inis been largely circulated abroad,
and it will be believed by envious foreigners
more implicitly than any fulsome praises which
Monsieur Sommerard or liis confreres may
think it prudent now to bestow. It was an outrage too abominable to be lightly dismissed.

This

I

is finished at last.

And this Bird Crows for

Sam Tilden!

Uncle

lie can notice in his next

morning's Times contained

a

flat denial

by

Captain Aufrye of certain allegations made by
a Mr. Williams in regard to the purchase of
some pictures, and under his emphatic words

delivery

ol the

of the Crusades.

THE KU.EUTIOM!

for it.

Where’s Bob
crats

Ingersnll?

I lie

Demo-

The

Mis'oun. Ni*w Y• irk

arolina,
it

»■

VICTORY!

GREAT

I iid.'ii'
1111

Tilden Next President !
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Indiana

Huston FveiUn,r

is ait-d

u;

-lina IVnn vlv tnla.

Virginia,

1 he

A

:

cam.'

('onneetn ut.

lami -iana, Maryland,

u•

been

es

Democratic States

Vrkan-as,

cv, North t

receiv.

t he t uited S«»u:h

majority,

1 Udcn

\

elected ITe>

is

iwpire State li

lucky,

...

Ueabralitltftt.

The

Republicans

Rive ll

Up!

Tom riniinb
i-1
John Wentworth.

■

i-

ILinvol I tall in; ..I lillil.lili.' in |
with a sc.ilin
uputuiv «• it...ut i *o
»

..

■

1-iulow

give

we

substance ot smell

tlie

have been received up to
the hour ot putting the Journal I" press.
The Democrats have achieved a great vic-

despatches

as

Nr.u

Nov. s—•_>

York,

a,

The latest

m.

despatches indicate that New lersey lias

Democratic, leavine:
den's election.

MASSACHUSETTS.

Krolhingham, Item., has

a

majority

RHODE

ISLAND.

Vote large. Hayes majority n.one. and two
Kepi.’ bran ongressinon.
MICHIGAN.
The Legislature is very close, and the
Vice
1’resident
of
tion
Kerry to tile I
ate uncertain.
IOWA.
For Hayes l>y :10,00b majority.

re

elecSen-

TEXAS.
Election quiet, vote small, and Demo, ratie

ma-

jority large.
<

MISSISSIPPI.
30,000 l)eni. majority, and live Democratic
of >i x.
out
'ongre-smen

FLORIDA.
Returns come in slowly, hut show large Mi ni,
gains. 'The state looks Democratic.
KENTUCKY.
.‘>0,000 majority.
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that I•

\ mcl i' hi -a\
til
of Mil-worth -ub-<
cit\ m ai.l of the

Voting

il

A

man was

his dog
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.wi.r

Rev. I>. W. I'ai
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VIRGINIA

Large Democratic gains reported.
MINNESOTA.
ouba
Return- indicate a lie
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A dead alligator, li
n
in h
round in :i mohi'M S hoggin id vv'
h
emptied hv the Ipswieh M iss H a
lection inmatos.

ip

A rullman ear on the N’orthem IViinrailroad was thrown from the track p-ur lie*t
hem, Wednesday night. Two 1111*11 w
and several persons injured.

Some workmen diggii g for a-a liar at IA
linear hed
ha■:
le
li., hu\
containing :io pine-tree shilling', im *n
part v it. hriglil, and all dated If-'.-.:.
N

It is

now

announc'd that tin suspetne !

iugs hank in Lewiston \v 11 he prepared
per eelil. oil deposits lall. 1st. The
;.i
ultimate > expected to p v v" i

o<»

The Spanish eonsul, believing 1
"lit for* llha. all ei i-inplov ii,
detectives for a fortnight, lias 1
the craft, is being relitlcd t" hold a

ily.

MISSOURI.
Returns from the interior give large Demoeratie gains.
ITobably 7»o,ooo I >enn*ei at t. m iioritv.
MARYLAND.
lie turns from all parts of the state show I >emoeratie gains. In I-■To tin* Demo, ram majority
was l:»,ono.
CONNECTICUT.
In a!* town- Have- is ahead Hhut the
towns to conn* in will prohablv vive the State
to Tilden.
ILLINOIS.
( hieago Democratic, with a gain of U.ooo
over Is 74.
GEORGIA.
Ninety thousand Democratic majority I >cmocrutie Congressmen all elect* I
KANSAS.
(Joes for Hayes by do.noo.
ILLINOIS.
In sg towns there is a i Minor rati, gain

C

*»t

NEW JERSEY.
at the 1’ilden hcad»|Uurl*
the State i- sale for the Democrat

Despatches

r-

NORTH CAROLINA.
The State has gone for Tilden.
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SOUTH CAROLINA.
luotlieial returns show everywhere large
No Republican gains any
Democratic gains.
where. Reliable returns from hall the -tale
show Democratic gain of l:!,0uo. Special despatches show a heavy Democratic vote, and
Hampton probably elected.
WEST

V recent
roa«|s -o
idly
fields.

a I

>,*

lilting

by

l’oi Tilden

-1•
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tory. When we say that the Danger Whip
gives up the contests and says Tilden is
A famous auctioneer is to ell the buildings
of the Centennial under the hammer, and only undoubtedly elected, no Republican will
the memory of the fairy-like city in the Park question the result. The Whig also has
will b.- left when tin* snow of the winter shall the
following despatch

head- as fiercely as the revolutionists for
whom they are named. The pouters in all
colors putt* themselves up extrciuch, looking

glorious vision greets him
whose prophetic eye penetrates and interdelight contained in tlie written scroll:' 1 raWhat a significance as two thieves. Mrs. Whittaker missed liei ther think the liveried postman who gives hi-,
prets the future!
this great victory lias! The depressed daughter, and went to find Julia at Mrs. authoritative pull to your bell i* quite as satisMrs. Storey was wondering factory, after all.
and fallen industries will arise again. Storey’s.
The silver and golden < hinc -e Pheasants are
Mills will clatter anew. Forge lires that what had become ot Olte, and supposed
more brilliantly colored than any other birds,
Lo-s m
Calais Vlssli
?Jchooner had gone nut will be relighted. Our ship- she was at Whittaker’s. Then there was and the vain things know it. They are conMary <> lieeves oi Calais, was undoubt- yards will once more resound with the alarm in both families. It was soon ascer- stantly whisking back and both, pretending to
edly tlie vessel before reported wrecked sounds of
and
listen to some distant sound that they may take
will re- tained that M illie

1

the turrets of the Tuileries and
ejaculating Notre Dame with a strong emphasis
on the la I word a
he laid a sacrilegious hand
upon that ■vlebrated t hurt h ; while Mr d
planted hi- number nine in the mid t of the
Bois de Bologne, and utterly demolished the
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exhorting the country to thought
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ties there are in the pigeon coops! There are
those of the ordinary tint and shape, there are
other- a white a- the drifted -now. one coop
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\erv

effect.

a funny little model
building there
Paris, neatly laid out in street-and squares
with liny houses and hmvhes.
It is protected
from vandal feet by an extremely low border of
bent iron. Mr. o-, caught his toe no rhyme
intended.) and fell sprawling, nearly breaking!

pair of exqu isite bird mini indy put ting
ar 1 ittir- head
together, and bowing
perience
jldaek wings cln-cd oyer white bodies; then
the lives ol law abiding citizens he pro- YOU ee a long proees-don of the loveliest, softest brown mingled with white; a cluster «»f Hie
tected, except by enacting and enforcing
pretty tau-tailid species make, \ou pause to
laws that the deliberate and cold blooded
watch their strutting, and the Jacobins, very
murderer shall forfeit his life. And the mill'll milled as to their < rests, shake their
ened nation

great Empire State, the honest man, l.lie clear headed ruler, the friend
of equal rights, the foe of corruption, is
to-day the President elect ol the United
States—mid Thomas A. Uknduicks, the class in Maine who
ernor

stance-

execu-

same

Now between the avenue and the Gov-

ran.

the presence of the Bantam crew ; the geese
hiss, the dm 1. waddle and quack; llm canary
lords try to -ine, and the pigeons keep up an
incessant cooing, which
under the circum-

number ot

the

iollowing

from

ernment

challenge is answered by a hundred equally
piercing cries, and then conies a fierce “gobble” from the region w here Turkey holds sw a\
without the slighte-t fear of Ilu-siun intervention. A feeble attempt to Ik* heard announces

Camden sage obeys it in one case lie
must in the other
You can’t observe
one part of the Bible, and defy the rest.

to

nunc

our friends were crossing the avenue beyond the lake, a guard, thinking their presence
Both gentlemen
unauthorized, gave chase.
are fleet footed, and for the fun of the
thing they

“the rock who crowed in the morn,” and
who w a- mi-i d up with “the house that lack
built” hi a w.tv praise-worthy manner. Ilis

The Bible argument is absurd The
Bible enjoins circumcision, as strongly as
it forbids the taking ol die—and if file
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the grand Wagnerian
chorus, vising and tailing on all -ides. Now it
is tin* deep, majestic solo of some gigantic
Shanghai, who could very easily pick anything:
from your mantel; then the shrill clarion tone

it becomes to carry
which it protects it-

and black hair

nose

will be afihor us! Haven't we had a loine time
of it, though Bedad! they wouldn't know us
horn Turks in Constantinople itselt!" with

meantime you listen t

generally

A not

pressed into
service and Mr.-declares that walking by
one of the Turkish booths he heard a turbaned
rascal say'Whist! he aisy Mike! or the guard-
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Portland. Nov

heathenish Fnglish. They were most ot them
Polish Jews, but anybody having a sufficiently

••

crow

NIG 11 1

withiu the enclosure. Their story of the adventure is amusing to the last degree, so I must
give you a taste of it. The chaps adopted the
dress of the Turk*, who have besprinkled the
exhibition -o picturesquely, and jabbered such

weary of saving I beg your pardon”
to the peoj.de who
annot help hustling, and
you

P»Y

special arrangement for spending the night

your soul who wa- at your side an instant ago,
and discover that you are addressing an entire
stranger, while the said friend lias lagged behind to examine some specially attractive hen;

quence of crime, ids execution is not
murder, because it is decreed by the law.
Murderers are hung to prevent, by e.'.ample, future murders. Oilieers who take
tiie lives of such criminals are

EXPLORING THE GROI N IKS

far

cal joints: you wear a perpetual grin of surprised amusement, and meet precisely the
.-ame expression on every face about you : >ou
make a confidential comment to the friend of

correspondent will turn to the
dictionary, lie will find that murder is the
unlawful killing of a human being. When
a

by

Special Despatch

Two inquisitive journalists, desiring to know
what the darkness might reveal, lately made a

the most astonishing! The
dog show was funny and noisy enough, but this
beggars definite description. You walk up and
down amid the seemingly endless coops, twisting your neck alternately on tlii- side and that,
till you envy the flexibility of the bird's cervi-

years of embittered

long

as

Hill l.ADKLl'll l.\, Nov. 2nd.
ill the caekle-ations that ever assailed long
guttering human ears, these now going on in
the Homological buildiug ol the Centennial exare
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Union, Peace, Prosperity!

Uu* Times coolly remarks that the lirst statewas made by a gentleman of such unimpeachable veracity that the denial amounts to
nothing. How the Frenchman will say •\SVoqv
n-a-u!" when he reads that!

Notos.

Correspondence of Hit* Journal.

Campin', Nov. Till. IsTu.
In vour paper of the 'Jail _\on answer toy
in
to
the murders in the two
question
regard
states, hut do not answer my other question,
which was this : Does not the Bible go against
capital punishment when it says, thou shall do
no murder.
I ask does not the state disobey
this command of the Ruler of the Universe,
who should be obeyed in all things, when it
hangs tiie murderer": You are probably aware
that quite a number have been hung that were
innocent of the crimes charged to them, foes
not that show that it is a most heathenish custom? Please answer in journal.
Yours truly.
1. M. Jamksox. Jr.

We

it has come at Inst !

Pertinacious

Last

good
[Persons desiring Probate Advertising in their
control to appear in the Journal, will need to make
that request of the Court.]

elect.

live to twelve hundred pilgrims—and such
pilgrims! I went down on Friday and Hie
Arrow was crowded to its utmost capacity

notwithstanding
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Vernou.

Mount Vernon never looked so ultra.

live
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Crew.

Capt. Lopans relates his hard

Pilgrims

advanced direct to the front. After
ivaneing a few hundred yards a line was
deploved as skirmishers.
apt. al ter s company, without bring,
in
\ei 1 steadily lorxvard,
(dosing up on the
u\ on the
right. 1 In latter gave way
•(•lore tin* little line without
venturing a
-a t
Meanwhile the main linn was rapidadvancing. Company A swept aside
'. e lew Indians on the left
ridge The line
aad now reached the creek beyond which
wa- the battle field.
On the precipitous
-e.
running before us, were the main
ah ol Sioux
The ravine ol the stream
dixided to right one portion, the other extending nortli and left knolls and ravines
and ridges, and pressing around our Hanks
ai d rear.
Even beyond the heavy mass
u
the divide appeared another mass
d-'iibly massive and heavy, which even a
.:w
could onlv make out an imiuc-n.se
throng. On the knoll immediately in front
! the lirst were assembled the bearers ol
the white tiag.
Along the line of advance oil the left ol
tbi- branch was a very high
ridge commanding the whole lield, which was covered b\ Indians
Sitting Hull expected
the while force to become
entangled in
me to the ravines, where lie could
repeat
< u-.tar's
massacre, but the whites weVe
wary, and pursued a different plan,
the bile moved directly up the
heights
where the main body of advance Sioux
1

Maine

'•\Ve sailed from Brunswick,(la., on Sunday,
Oct. l*i, with light westerly winds and line
weather. That night the wind shifted to the
north and east, blowing fresh. On Monday it
was blowing a strong breeze and we shortened
-ail. During the day tnc wind increased to a
strong gale from northeast. The weather became hazy and ihe vessel began to leak.
Next
day, Tuesday, the weather moderating, we
made all sail. During the night of Wednesday, the Dili, it blew a fresh gale from the
northeast. \Y< put the vessel under short sail,
and as she was leaking badly all hands were
put at the pumps. Wednesday morning the
wind moderated and came more from the eastward. At 10 A. M. vve wore ship to the northward and set the jib, with a heavy sea running
from the southeast and the vessel laboring
heavily and stiil leaking badly. At this time
we were in latitude 2b deg. 12 min. north, longitude 77 deg. do min. west. On Thursday, at
noon, the wind
and the weather stood the
same.
In tlie afternoon the wind increased
and we shortened <ail. The barometer was
very unsteady. By midnight it was blowing
heavy, the vessel bring under three reefed sails
and ail hands at the pumps. Friday, at daylight, there was every sign of a hurricane. All
hands were kept at the pumps, and the baromAt hall-past nine A. M.
eter kept falling fast.
the vessel was thrown on her beam ends, and
vve had to cut away the mainmast to right her.
which carried away the foremast. When she
righted tin- decks were swept of everything—
deckload, forward hou«o and loose spars and
gear. The vessel was full of water. It was
blowing a hurricane. At 11 A. M. the barometer stood very low. and the sea making a clean
breach over the vessel and through the cabin,
staving the bulkhead' and everything in the
cabin and driving all hands on the top of the
bouse, where they lashed themselves as best
they could for safety. My wife with her child
in her arms wa> washed oti'the bouse, but having a rope made last around her she was hauled
uii
board, but without the child, which was
drowned.
Mvselt and the other child were
washed in the cabin and nearly drowned.
AY hen I recovered mvself the child was gone,
At
having been washed through the cabin
midnight tin* wind billed to Ihe northwest,
which made the wreck lay easier, and gave us
a
little shelter in the alter companionway,
The weather
which was not washed away.
moderating vve took a look around, and found
the provisions, except a can of tomatoes and
tin1 water, all gone, and the decks split open.
iiturday, the gird, vve kept a lookout for a sail,
but none came ie sight. Sunday vve made a
sail sjy. mi les distant,'and heading to the northeast
after awhile we made her out t>» be a
brig, under short sail. \Ve leu-red a shirt on
a board as a signal to her. which she did not
seem to <ee, as she kept, on her course until
noun, when -lie wv almost out of sight; she
then tacked and bore up for u-. W hile the
sail wa coming toward us we caught a shark,
which we manage*! to roa-t in an old stove vve
lound. Partly roust* *1, vve found it tasted good
and -weei. but had no water to drink with it.
At half-past four the wind was very light and
the \e ->el coming very slowly toward Ur*.
Shortly after she sent a boat to u- and brought
us <ui board tin* vessel, when we lound her to
b»* 1 he brig Nellie Ware. Captain Ashbury,
Irotn .Minatitlan, for New York.
Captain Ashbury did everything in his power to make us
comfortable, and our thanks are due to him for
the kind manner in which he treated us. M\
wife was badly bruised, and had verv little
dothiug on when vve were rescued."

:.c
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brig Nellie Ware, at New York,
Irotn Minatitlan, brought the captain and
crew of the schooner Katie P. Lunt of
The
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Has gone Democratic.

Hie Boston Journal -.is s of ili** r.u l.-port
to see
murder: “Peteehsc M.ose->.u gmt ol ItoMou
Main
1* v order of Atty.Hcii. Kmri v
who,
NEW YORK.
<
lias had tie- investigation of lie li ipl«- nmi i
Commodore Vanderbilt continues to
The New York Herald bulletin says the -talc
the Trim fainil) in r.mksport,report-that tint
live, despite the reporters and the predic- has gone for Tilden bv 40,000. New 'iorkeily i- not a shadow ol adotiht that tin* pri-mict
gives Tilden do.ooo majority, against id.noo m K. M. Smith, now eoiitined in jail at l-'llsworlh.
tions of the doctors
1S72, and Brooklyn 10,000 against ,‘#,000 in 1*7*4.
wa> the sole pei pt irator of that terrible d» •
and when the public becomes a. tpiainit d w
PENNSYLVANIA,
have
had
a
The Republicans
good deal
all
the facts known to the oilier-, then- wil
Specials say the State is to,One or 17,000 for not he a reasonable doubt It ft in tin- mind ot
to say lately about “the home stretch” in
1 laves.
any one.
TENNESSEE.
the Presidential race. It seems to have
The circumstances of the murder, which o
70,000 majority lor T illicit. 12 Democrats
urret! on tin lJth of October la>!, base in-st•»
stretched their necks.
elected to Congress and no Republican. -Nincl ln s wen <»|
been fully given to the public,
tentli of Legislature Republican.
the most, ticinli-h and atroeimi- charaeter, -cl
if
ever
tlom
in
the
NEW HAMPSHIRE.
paralleled
history n| t-rinn
The Bangor Commercial tells a good
claim the Stale by 2000, and have m this country. The murdered persons. Mi
Republicans
about
a
a
conversation
between
Kobe it Trim,
story
years old, his daughter. Miprobably carried it.
Thayer, a widow aged Ikh ami her little daugh
clergyman of that city and a hotting 1 •cm4
DELAWARE.
ter,
.losie, years old, lived in a loin lv Inuis.
oerat. The topic was pool-selling, and the
Republicans claim -Inn majority. The Stale some six miles from Itiieksporl and in a tiiml\
clergyman condemned the practice of bet- went
for < I rant in ls72 by about one thousand. settled district.
ting upon elections in good set terms, lint
On the evening of tin- murder Mr-. Than
VIRGINIA.
in a vague and general way which was
had been visiting some neighbors not lai trom
does for Tihlen by 20,000.
her home, and left them to return home a
not quite satisfactory to the practical mind
about * o’clock. 'This was the last that waof the other party to the conversation.
CALIFORNIA.
iver seen of her or anv ol the inmates of In a
“What should you say.” he demanded,
The New York Herald’s despatch says the house alive. Not far from midnight, the Inuis.
in
the
Stale.
ahead
“if
1
should
Democrats
are
otter
to
bet
specifically,
you
was seen to he oil lire, and U tore the -cattci
ten dollars that Indiana goes for Tildeu
ing neighbors could colled, it was entirely cunMimed
The barn, which was connected with
and Hendricks?''
“Sir,” answered the
The Centennial Exhibition.
tin*
house, was also burned, assistance reachim
divine warmly, “1 should say it was a
the
in time harel.x to rescue tin* stock. In
It is thought tbs place
I'iiii. adki. ft ha. Nov.
very wicked ami impertinent proposition.”
morning traces of blond were discovered
“Well,” continued the Democrat, “what Hulls the exhibition will close Friday. The about a dozen rods trom the barn, leading to
if I should otter to bet you ten dollars that United States Centennial commission in
tin* barn. The surroundings of tin* place indiMaiue goes tor Tildeu and Hendricks?” executive session Thursday passed a reso- cated that Mrs. Thayer had met her murderer
there and that there had been a struggle, in
“Why,” replied the reverend gentleman, lution continuing the usual lee of ;V) cents which sin* had been pounded to death
with a
tu
/
“1
think
that
Istli.
should
Luke
for
until
t."
admission
Saturday evening,
softly,
fragment of a rock, which was found near the
The committee having in charge of the place. Her bod\ had then been dragged to the
A few days since, while one of the liovs of ceremonies
to-day finally agreed upon the barn, where the hones were found. The» old
Mr. James Andrews of North Paris, was playfeatures ol the exercises pro- man had then evidently been decoyed t the
principal
barn and also murdered, and the buildings set
ing near tin; mill stream lie lost his footing alid
The
tell into the water beyond his depth, and the posed to commemorate the event. They on lire to cover the traces of the crime.
States
lor
for
the
salutes
current
was
him
down
remains of the little girl .losie were found near
original
provide
strong
carrying
rapidly
the stream, when Mr. Andrews’ large New- and the forty-seven States and territories. the place where the lied stood in the house, infoundland dog observing the situation plunged The oratorical feature will consist of brief dicating that she had been burned to death.
Mrs. Thayer was known to carry money with
into the water, swam out into the stream anil
remarks by oilicers of the commission.
her, in her bosom, and portions of her clothing,
caught the little boy and brought him ashore.
If it had not been for the dog the little hoy must The orchestral and choral music will be evidently worn upon that part of her pe»sou,
have been drowned before human aid could under the direction ot Theodora Thomas. were found torn in pieces at the place ot her
have reached him,
murder.
It is staled that two years ago he was conA gentleman named Suppier, living in Roufor
cerned
in an attempt to outrage a little gill of
a
ot
in
cans
this
N.
milk
Y., complained against person
your
"Plenty
morning?” dout,
the customer asked a Burlington milkman yes- keeping a house of ill fame. Wednesday morn- 11 years, but as he failed, no prosecution was
terday morning. And the milkman nodded ing the entire front of his residence was blown urged against him by her friends. His arrest
gravely, as without a wink in his eye he made out by a charge of powder placed in the win- causes great excitement, and he finds very few
to say anything good of him or for him.”
dow.
reply: “Chalk full.”
1

I

lbe U. S. ttevcnuo cutter Dobbin is in the
lower
harbor.

Of the great hotels of this country, there are
better known or more liberally patronized
than the American hotel of Boston. Although
a very
large hotel, this house is elegantly and
completely furnished throughout, is kept in
best of style and is altogether one of the very
best of American lirst class hotels.

ihe officers of lie man
Temple ol Honor will be
installed next Tuesday evening.
in

consequence ol'the absence of the pastor, there
will be no services at the Universalist
church next
Sabbath.
1 he

Democrats of Belfast did nobly last
That is the kind of pluck that will
give us

majority in

due

reliable

Tlic- city bill iliil not riug on
Wednesday noon.
Cause—the Democrats hroke the bell rope on Tuesday night in ringing out the news ofrncle Samuel s
election.
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hat beautiful eagle aud shield with
flags, that
nieelv carved and gilded to decorate II
ay ford
Hall at the Haves jollification meeting, wiil not biased unless hired by the Democrats.

iilai of next week.
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Plio great virtue of this medicine is that ii

ripens the matter and throws it out of the system, purities the blood, and thus etleets a cure.
m in:\rk\s m;a W i.ro Tonh:,
or tiik (_'i rk

Mary

stomach, creating an appetite, forming chyle,
and curing the most obstinate ea*cs of Indigestion.
Si’ll KNl'lv’S Ma.NOKAKK Plf.LS, FOR I’UK. l I RK.
ok Livkr complaint. Arc.
These Pills are alterative, and produce a
healthy action of the liver, without the least
danger, as they are tree from calomel, ami yet
more ellicaeious in restoring a healthy action of
the livci.
Those remedies are a certain cure for Consumption, as tin1 Pulmonic Syrup ripens the
matter and purifies the blood.
The Mandrake
Pills a< t upon the liver, creates a healthy bile,
and r< move all diseases of the liver, often a
cause of Consumption.
The Sea Weed Tonic,
gives tone and strength to the stomach, makes
a good digestion, and enables the
organs to
form good blood: and tints creates a healthy
circulation of healthy blood.
The combined
action of these medicines, as thus explained,
will cure every case of Consumption, if taken
in t ime, and the Use of the medicines persevered in
Dr. >rhem k is professionally at his principal
oliiee. corner Sixth and Arch Sts., Philadelphia,
every Monday, where all letters for ad\ i<-o mud
he addressed.
4vv In
I’o Southern aud‘Western travelers to the
eiitennial who intend visiting New York will
find the (irand Union Hotel, opposite the
(irand Central Depot, one of the best Hotels
in New York to stop at. It is so near the depot that the traveler is spared all annoyance
and expense of carriage, baggage and expressage hire, while its location is such that street
car and stage lines radiate from this
point to
all parts of the city, ll has elegantly furnished
rooms, has all the latest improvements, aud is
run on the European plan.
Travelers visiting
New York, or on their way to or from the
CENTENNIAL, will find this hotel par rxrelI< ncp in every respect.
It is under the management of <». F. A: W D. Garrison, and has
become one of the mod popular Hotels in the
1 yr
city of New York.
<

Hanson, that he was a widow of Philadelphia, and living oil hoi money Her
uncle, the Rev Francis Xavier Woolf of
Castora is a perfect substitute tor < astor
Baden Baden, died recently, and had behi, without any of Us objections, for it i < pleasqueathed her tin estate valued at £T00,o0o.
The laws ot Germany had prevented her ant to take, and does net nauseate or gripe.
Irom realizing the amount, and ol course For Costiveness at any age, hut
especially for
money was needed to carry it through the ■our dlomaeh, Wind Colic, Worms and DisAs a Justice profound in the jaw
Court
ordered I hovels of Children, it is the most flie could tell her what to do, and
lie
feeti\e rented) iu existence. Itjs harmless, ii
sought his counsel on more than one oc i- reliable, and it i> cheap.
easion. The Justice was charmed with
her society, and at once introduced her to
She wa also a welcome guest
his home.
at the house of Horace Farrier, the Jus
Lice's brother, and the Farriers were eu
There need be no pain where (Vnvied In the acquaintance id'the millionaire taur Liniment u used. Burns and Scalds are
Not a shadow of suspicion was
Widow.
healed without a ear. Bheumatism, Sprains,
She was a devout and most tlesh, hone and musele ailments can
east on her actions.
Christian, and appeared to be .shocked at he absolutely cured.
There are two kind-.
the levity of many with whom she became
The White Centaur Liniment is for family use,
acquainted, She departed for Philadel- the Yellow for
<

phia after exacting a promise from her
friends to visit, her and the great exhibi

horses ami animal*1.
will eouvinee the im n lulous.

hie

trial

tion.

tit*y wrm.

All imiuciies ol tin-

harrier

the

The house and ell with contents on the lower
road to Damariseotta Mills in Newcastle, owned
by Airs. Alary A. Given, were totally destroyed
by lire early Saturday morning. Insured,
house, $700; furniture, #200, which will about
cover the loss. Cause, unknown, but supposed

incendiary.

BOSTON

I0a1'7
15a !5
Jb..I'7
17a 15
17al5

$8.00al4.00
$0.00a7.00
:5t*
77
4a5
10
50a85

$5.()0a5.50
$J.00a3.50
$175
$

*»u
75
L30a0.00

CUT Till:

~

17 1 7C.

1'hlTi
Api.,e remain dull and -ales are made at
$1 OUal 50for fair to good lots, and $1 75 for choice.
Ha» \ N I»
We quote W.'iii in !,;iy at $ 15
al$ per tou; -rime Northern and Eastern coarse at
P.»a70. medium at $17al*>, line do at $loa1.. Straw
at $70 oua74 00 per ion.

Brighton

ft
more

or

Cattle

1

Colds or
rat her than pay 75 cents fora bottle of medicine that would cure them. Du. A. Boscukf/.s
Lehman Xyhi p has lately been introduced in
this country from Lermauy, and its wouderous
cures astonishes every one that
try it. If you
doubl wliat we say in print, cut this out imd
take it to your Druggist in any town and get a
sample bottle for lii cents and try it. Two
doses will relieve you. Regular size 75 cents.
B. II. Moody, agt. for Belfast; kilt ridge. Bockland; Fletcher, Cauiden ;-, Waldoboro:
Smith A- Sons, Searsport;-, Bin ksport;
Robinson, Tliomaston.
eowld
No Failure Known !
There is no ease on record where Dr. Morris’ Syrup of Tar, Wild Cherry and Horehound
has failed to give satisfaction. On the other
hand, wherever it has been used by our peo
pie, in severe colds, coughs, asthma, bronchitis, croup, whooping-cough, and consumption,
they are enthusiastic in its praise. Containing
no opium or other dangerous
drug, it docs not
constipate, and is sale to administer in all conditions of health.
This is an important announcement, and the suffering are advised to
heed it. 'Trial size, lOcts.; large sizes, 50 ets.
and (he Dollar. Sold by W. (>. Poor & Son,
sole agents for Belfast, A. J. Jordan agent for
Orland, B. B. Stover, agent for Bueksporl.
Also agents for Prof. Parker’s Pleasant Worm
Syrup, which is sure death to worms, pleasant
to take, and requires no physic.
Price 25 cents. Try it.

Forest
For Throat,

|

or

|

,

!

or

Tar,

Lungs, Asthma, and Kidneys.

Inhalation for Catarrh, Consumption,
bronchitis, ami ABlhma.

Sore

Throat, Hoarseness, Tickling Cough
Purifying the breath.

Tar Salve,
Forest
Healing Indolent Sores, Ulcers,
|
or

and for Piles.

■

Forest Tar
|

or

■

^

Cuts,

an^

Burns,

Soap,

Chapped Hauds, Salt Itbeom, Skin Diseases,
the Toilet and bath.

Forest Tar Inhalers,
r Inhaling
Catarrh, Consumption,
or

for

Asthma.

For Sale by all Druggists.
s8mosl3

abandoned.

Schr David Nichols, Wyman, from Philadelphia
for Mobile, has sunk oil the coast of Florida. All
hands were saved and arrived at Key West Oct J,sth.
The Nichols was lp:» tons register, built at Sears
Three
port in lsi.», and hailed Irom islesboro.
fourths ol‘her were owned by the captain, II C
V\ >man, and the remaining quarter by J It Gardinei
ot Bucksport: no insurance.
Schr Julia L Gaiuage ol Koekland, at Petersburg
Oct
from Belfast, Me, reports when JO miles nil
Portland lost .-ails, and had to put into that port lwi
anew Set.
After being retitti d, she proceed, d for
destination, but had to retnrn, having ncouutered
another gale and lost iiggiug,&c. Mn igain relit
l< d. proceeded tile second time and allelein-d in«el.
of Gape lleiiiy during a diN-in -ipeiii.
I jo. wind
increasing she dragged and linullv parted chain-,
losing both anchors and i> fathoms
chain, but
•ucceedi d in reaching de-tinmion,
Schr Katie P. I.utu. of 1 reniont, has been lost at
>ea.
fhe captain ami rruv wn taken oil a portion
oi the wreck by brig Nellie \\ are, nm.1 lirou ht to
New York.
Schr I ouisa \\ iisou, of
llswortli, B« ekinan, from
Labrador tor Ne\vbur\port, with loss oi sails, put
into Portland » h t ',1st. and would proceed the first
chance.
Brig Mary A Chase, from Pensacola tor A.-jmiw ali.
hash-, n abandoned at sea; crew saved. Tin- M A
C was .“t, tons, built at honuebiink in 1 G.*, and wa
owned in !' utland by ( 'lias.- * Bro
P\t» IN.., Aug
1.
l iie bail; Alice, I e,a-r, from
Cardilf, is nearly repaired.
I.* x i\, Novi.
>chr. D hu O Yah
sunk alter
being in collision. file en-w were land -d at Holy
ln-ad. .Shg wa- H'Mogs, and bail; at Dnmari-cotla,
where In- was owned.
>

M \

years, 7 months.
In Surry, Oct. doth, 1 mily ll:i-kell, aged 17. vears,
months.
In Kllsworth, Aug. d nd, Alls. Amanda Whitney,
aged dS vears.
In Rockland, Nov. 1st, Mrs. B. A. widow of the
late Samm l Lawry, aged o years, d months, dd da}
In Rockland, Oct. doth, Lliza A
wife of 111 ury P.
Withum, aged .‘>7 years.
In Thomaston, Oct. dSth, Ada Siden.-purker, aged
do year-, I month and 11 days.
In Caindwu, Oct. doth, Alinnie K., daughter of
Simeon C. ami Rebekah \Y. fyler. aged Id years ami
I months.
In Rockland, Nov. 1st, Airs. B. A
relict ol the
lat* Samuel Lawry, aged 05 years, d months and dd

Washington,

AHUiken,
Camden.

son

D.

of Air

C., Oct. ldth. L.dwin Aloreau
Millikeu, formerly of

Frank

Wood

RKIY ED.
Nov. id, schr l) L Any, ('urtis, Boston; Railroad,
<d ('a-tine, Webster, Portland; Good Intent, l.ih
oy, Banaror; Ohio, ('liurchill, Orlund; S inalloiv n,
Moore, Trenton ; l.illian, Lane, Carver’s Harbor.
Nov. 4 th, .-elir.-. Orion, Patter on, Boston, Lillian,
Ryan, do; George, Nil Rockland, Haskell, do, I
line, White, Port-mouth, Ml. Lois V. Chapies,
Chapies. Winterport, to load for Jacksonville.
Nov. Nth, schr.s Village, Harvey, Bancor; Aina on,
Bates, do; Win. Tell, Mat Hews, do.
Nov. mb, schrs Walrn-, Webb, Bristol; Harriet,
Pierce, Cranberry Island; Village Bell, Moon I ren
i-

petition.
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FURNISHING

!H AOONAI.S &!'

Cloakings and Shawls?

•-

GOODS !
\\
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r:i

of Hla< k C'aslmierti

(jimlititfs

$1

00 per yd.

lust

wel l1
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I Lot worth
I

At

$1.25, $1.50

our

i
I
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33

A X It

$1.S7 per yd.
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-AM) TllOS!.-

KNICKERBOCKERS!

Collars & Cults! REMNANT DRESS GOODS!
r. o t ii

Linen &

Selliiis at 2D per Cent Less M Cost-

Paper.

l or

Thirty Days
obtained

rate
on

bargains

van

CAI I- Bl.FDBF

B RA(

ICS

Mb

rs loi

*•

al

lull line of

•, a

UMBRELLAS!
&C.,

BOOT^f

l N

HEAVY CALF, KIP, & COWHIDE

aim-

Striped

10

Williamsou

$12.00

A

1

RANNKLS & WOOI.KNS

Shapes

and

Sizes.

French and American

i.ivi

i:im'

A Good Assortment,
Misses' and

Children’s

Finally Everything

In the

Boot and Shoe Line
Can bo found at

and Flannel 10c per yd.

<~3

*,

/-

i~>

<

PROVIDENCE

RIVER

ers

Searsmont, Nov. 4, 1870.—:tw!9

LOWEST

PRILLS ?

vve

Sfti! at 25 Cts.
I- till I .in0 ol

:i

TIIK-

-IN ALL
W

OYSTERS,

present. I" i-arh putvliarer of a Waterproof one of onr Celebrated Domestic
1‘npei fashions
v

Dew & Fashionable Colors!
i’l l-

1

I S THAI

Wll.l

.-I'll

Al l..

Nos. I2t! & 130 Court St., Boston.

«ur
PROVIDENCE RIVFI3
OYSTERS I'n-li Ir .ni ili. ii I*, ii- vi-vy il.n mi
li ivi.
i:.iu1 r... k
$1.20 per riUioii.'soliil Al
01 NATIVE OYSTERS I-. tli- l.anvl util,, lowest rmaket prices. Norfolk ami Virginia
uni,.
Ousters SI.00 per ipillon solid.

it

and

cure

PREMATURE

—

DEBILITY

Large Supply on hand
Remnant Prints H Cts per
Always

BLANKETS!

33 T Ax O K. C3f O O 33 S
l.'atniot On Surpaa.st-il, vi/.:

-«*<

**

■iiftT or
I
I
I
ME
i:»
■ OO
jOO
HOO
LOOO

Fractions in pro-

In

till

<

Ji

iti

111 it

-re.

HOSIERY.

Undervests, Fancy Goods &c,
All the novelties id the season have
been obtained. Don’t fail to look
at onr Hosiery.V Indenests.

m

Klk, Laslimeie,
Klk. Alpaca,
Klk. Krilliaiitiiic,
Klk. Mohair.
Klk. Silk,
ami Tamise.

■“iu/ia
W
"
I" fl |

Capital l*ri/.e.fdMMMi
*0,000
Ciipitul
Capital ■•«*/«*..
10,000
l*ri/p«at
I»rt/«*i at
Pri/CN at
Prixei nt
Priivi at
Prizcn at

I.INI,

OIK

lilt isivw state; uirmiv mm\.

only •?o>uoo t ickets at iF-'o each.

BA R G A INS

Plaid Dress Goods!

Wail.- mu all who puiclm c tickels in tin (.r.m.i
Kttra Itr.tD iu^, Monday, I n-ccmher I, L-,V»,

CAPITAL PRIZf, $50,000.

>—

<

a

FORTUNE

since added a iv»rrve (and of sitao.nt.o. It* 4m rami
Niiu' le [W millin’ Iftravt iiig* w ill take place
season of ls.v. close w ith the lollow

U

yd.

Broadway,

monthly. I he
lug scheme

A i

corrovs a piuvh GREAT

lor

lli.- wr.-ct it WONDERFUL mid th.- «...!»
I'luott |»I■-* «i«- t<» tli«*
remedy to lie trusted.
ilog*.’ fcjeud lor circular to
t"-ii
Dr. J. KARR, 832
N Y.

»00.

...

Hil/FS.

Approximation

Prizes of

$:tOu.

Approximation Frizes of

'.'on.

Approximation

Frizes

I,sou

loo.

X*o

£,MO.» Frizes, amounting to.$'40*,000
Write lor Circulars or s«nd orders to W11.1.1 A Also N & ( (>., ’.17 Broadway, New York; ( HAS. T.
IK »WAHI >, New ( M leuus, La.
'■ liu I'irMl Itegulur <|uartcrlr Dollar
■ Iraniii"
will take place on Jamiurv -J, 1-77.
T ickets $1 each. Capital Prize $17»,(K)U.
TwlP

$5,000 Gold for

a

just received
a

at

the low

lot of

PRINTS.

I».AOO

TOO.10,000
iOO. 40,000
I OO.>0,000
20.10,000

ol

Pieces of Prints
st prices. Also

«

REMNANT

$1.000.10.000

A FFK’OYIM AT ION

Better Article.

CARPETINGS
H

have still intuit; another reduction
on these
goods, and are ottering
them Less than Kost.on priees.
i‘

Look at our Double Warps at 50c. per yd.
Tapestries at $1.25 per yd.
A FULL

Kxtm

LINK OF

Supers, Siipcrliues

Oil Oloths,
Oil TVIa/ts,
Straw Tvla/t tings

\VK.

I l AV I

Bleached i UnbleadiedCottons
1-2 Cents.

from «> to

STOCK

OIK

OK

Blankets d Flannels!
Never were Cheaper than they are to day. Cal
and examine before purchasing elsewfn re.

in all Colors very Low!

Repellants

Booking,

-o-

m: iiavk a uni: link m

Ootton

Felting,
Clotlis,
on
Hand.
Constantly
Enamel

Only
for

.'lift Cmt». An Infailiiig Itemeilv
F»ui;Ti«,(!oliU, IIoarnciicm, .% «tli
lnttii«*ii/a, More*
Clirsl «\ Cniig*.
ami ull iliwcaicM kailiii;; to
f o ii * ii in ption,

[From Alonzo S. Weed, Publisher ol /ion’s Herald,
Bromlield street, Boston.]
Several bottles of Adamson’' Bontanic (,’ough Bal

Beavers»Cloakings.
-o

Also

a

—

—

Large Assortment of

I^^VlsrOY GOODS
1 N C I

ilia, Kronrliiii*,
■M*MH of Throat.

Administratrix Sale.

Iii

Just Returned from
Western Markets, are prepared to Sell Goods at
the very

HlGGWftCO!

toinploxion.

BSKANT to a license granted l*y the Hon.
Judge of Probate of the County of Waldo, 1
shall sell at public auction on Saturday, the yth day
of December, next, at two o’clock in the afternoon,
at the dwelling house of the late William Keating,
deceased, in Searsmont, in said county, the follow
ing described real estate belonging to the estate of
William Keating, late of Searsmont, deceased, to
wit
The homestead farm of said deceased, situate in
said Searsmont, on the old road leading from Searsinont Village to Camden, containing two hundred
acres, more or less.
Also another parcel of land situate in said Seursmont, bounded northeasterly by laud oil Cornelius
Spear and Benj. D. White; southeasterly uy the road
leading from Searsmont to the westerly >kte ot Chian
tebacook Pond; southwesterly by land of John Real
ing; and northwesterly by land of I. K. Paul, con
turning one hundred acres more or less.
BOX ANN A KIT/GEBAD,
Administratrix of estate of William Keating.

Belfast, Mo.

H.LJHSQI & QL

Wi* 1 i;tVO

lMIMioVING

This preparation is the same used
by the Ladies ot “Circassia,” whose
complexions are world-fumed. It will
not injure the skin, but change the most swarthy to
lily whiteness. Prepared Iroui the Orignal Recipe
by MISS MIRA WENTWORTH, Portland, Price,
Kilty Cents. Sold in Belfast by R. Moodv, W o.
Poor and Rose Sheldon & Co., and by druggists
tfiy
generally.

they

i-.

t-

CIRCASSIAN LILY
The

Street,
.tt

...

t-\

von

Look ai {he Shirts & Draw

\W liu llinn at jn ic
-i- rail a n< I
\ a m ill a tin‘in.

No. 13 Phenix Row.
FOli

81 Main

Gouts Underwear!

<•

I

6-i

SCHOOL BOOTS!
First-class in every respect.

Wear.

0.

in-

CLOAKS
Kvit somi in ISnliuM.
" nil all.
I’li-a
j,

STOCK before pur

our

bird times, you will be WORK INC KuR Vol f;
OWN INTKiJKSTs by buying your <ioods at

Having

II. II..POII VSO\ tV <

portion.

KLicL Boots

Boys

o

Tin:

have a L.VROK line of tlies, goods, and nearly
cry style manufactured, which w»* can sell
you CI1LARKR than you can Ituy.

Fleas,* call and examine

VT

I iii- Institution was regularly incorporated by the
Legislature of the State for educational purpose* in
lMis, with a Capital ot $ 1 .ooo.ooo, to which it has

I.

<

chasing, and if K(’n.\(i.M\ i- any object to

For Men and

n.Mi

0 O IR. S E T S !
\V<

!

Hat ing In might, these goods in dull Lots
for CASH, we are prepared to show
them at less cost, than van be had
elsewhere in this city.

Ult.l,

-*

department.

Double Paisley Shawls

our

At

Block.

a complete assortment ol tin s,* goods
LACK ami Ml.lv TILS, COLLARS and
l KKS, JIDIi l S, IIOS1KIG OLoVKs
LAI I
KDCINUS, I RI M MINOS,
l RINOKS, (,1 MRS, RIItH(>NS,
CORD and TASSKLS and
lil no\s, and a thousand and one things
belonging to t hi

keep

Paisley Shawls.

&

We have purchased largely in Shawls,
and make them our leading article,
hlxamino

&C.

&0.,

('i(K)I)

Itiihlx’r ItooM A SlifM*s

u e liavt a LAktlK 1A)T in every
alii v, ami our pric* s w, honestly
will average LuW'l.R than the
goods cau be bought in any
otln r store in the place.

lies,-goods

ami
l*«-li« >•

:

Keninants.

Cannot be Beat! j

lire

STOGA

Ol't

lie

SHAWLS!!

Ladies Heaver Boots & Srppers ELECTRIC BELTS!
simple
dump
MEN’S

Lx

Ladies. Gents and Children's

\\V
ii

India

WholesaloUoalers & Planter'; of

CLARK

W.

JAS.

at

Low Prices.

SMALL WARES.
'

■■

FUKCHAMINU

immensely LA POL S l ot K

in

nave

tremely

We have taken front our shelves, all the
short lengths of Dress Hoods, anil
have them on our ('ounter.

4H

Very Nice, Nearly all Wool,
Worth last Season, $2.00.

m

B L E ACH E D

Silks

W*

R.ft.

$1.25

■■

in tin* city, and we are Selling tle
cheaper than they were ever sold.

!': V !■’. I; Y STY I ,1

*■

38
75

■■

Overcoatings

shown

r

o

BLACK SILKS

Neck Tics!

25 (Ms.

■*

i

I'nlliiws

us

flannels. Blankets, Repellanls,
I

Please lool. at

Very Large

have the Largest Assortment ot

We

Cassimeres and

rat DEI WEIS!
HOSIERY!

Our Stuck of the above Is
and Attractive.

BLACK GOODS!
At 75o., 87c. &

>ii.'-li:ilt' tin' ]>i'iee ili.y

■

TAM IS E,
DRAP' DE'ETE,
IS ERR IT/. CLOTHS.
BASKET CLOTH:;
\.\I> SILKS.

POPLINS,
■

Cheapest Ever Offered!

\\ liidi

cohitkti: is

is

ALPACAS.

(•as u mi: m:s

_

CONS IS 1 INC

i im

HRII I. /.l.YY7.Y/>,

VKiNONES,
ill: III NOS,

PI AIDS

Ynl

Compiled specially for the Journal.
Coasting business is now particularly lively. At
Bangor lumber freights have steadily improved for
a number of weeks, and will probably continue so to

do till tin* closing of the Penobscot. We have advices of the probability of $3 per M being paid to
New York. The shipments of hay from this port
promise to be even larger than usual. Several lumber firms on the Kennebec have recently tried to get
suitable tonnage for New York from this port, but
vessels of the required size have been scarce. Vessels have recently been ottained here at these rates.
Schr Lois V Chapies, Rockport and Belfast to Jacksonville with lime and hay, and return to New Y ork,
$8.50 or $9.50 for the round; schr T H Livingston,
hence to Jacksonville, ice, $1.25 per ton; schr Em
pire, hence to Boston, hay $2.25; schr Abby Gale,
same cargo, destination ami rates; schr Orion will
take a cargo of
from Frankfort to Boston at
$2 per cord, or if above bridges, $5 each bridge;
barkentine John C Smith, hence to Mobile, hay $4.
60, then cctton to Havre or the Mediterranean and
return, $7,000 for the round if to Havre or $7,500 if
up the Straits, with stowing and foreign port charges
also at Batavia, ship Castine, Sourabaya to
United Kingdom or the Continent, if to former £3
2a Od per ton ou sugar, if to latter $3 5s; also at

IVO01

I /. /

Rinos r_*

LOT!

Black Goods !

DRESS GOODS

Shirtiny

(

Ar. at Bombay, no date, ship John Clark, Peiulle
ton, Calcutta.
Bid. from Gravesend, Nov. 5th, ship Joseph Fish,
Stuekpole, United States.

is called to the

in

CASHMERES.

MY STOCK

ME KING

rohiaoN roues.

Ar. at Penartli Roads, Oct. 33.1, bark Wakefiehl,
,'arver, Antwerp.
Ar. at Gloucester, Eng., Oct 3»th, sch L A Orr,
(>rr, Boston.
Bid. from Cardiff', Oct 30th, ships Phineas Peiulle
ton, Nichols, Point do Guile: Resolute, Nichols, Rio
Janeiro.
Ar. at London, Nov. 4th, ship Nanc> Pendlelon,
iVndleton, ('alcutta.
Cld. from do, 1st inst, ship Harriet 11. McGiivery,
Blake, l uited States.
Bid. from Greenock, Oct. 30th, bark Emma L. Part
ridge, Partridge, Cardenas.
At Hong Kong, Oct. 2d, ship Alice Buck, Ilerri
man, for Ban Francisco.
Ar. at Sourabaya, Sept. 14th, ship Casting, Avery,
or l
Kingdom or Continent; bark F. Whiten. Car
ver, Boston.
Ar. at Batavia, Sept. 30th, bark J G. Pendleton,
Gilmore, Rio Janeiro.
Bid. from do, Sept, lath, bark Eyvor, Littlefield,

publie

Variety

O-

O

I X

Ladies you should not miss the opportunity to
come in and see our splendid assortment of
New and Desirable Dt’LSS OOODs tor
Fall ami Winter wear. Heautiful
Patterns, On at Variety and sell
ing \ Fin 1.0W!

CarpetingS
1 he attention of the

No.

NEW

1'U. ASM)

Dress Goods!

id

H. L. LORD,

1*1 MM'S.

Cld from Camden, Oct 30th, bark John Mi lark,
(Jonant, Su\ annuli.
Ar at Portsinoatn, Nov at, schr Walter I- Parker,
Daniels, Philadelphia.
Ar at Boston, Nov 4th, schr Charlie Bucki, Foss,
Doboy, Ga.
Ar at
New York, Oct 39th, brig Herman, Patterson, Bordeaux; ’.1st. schr R C Thomas, Thorndike,
this port; Nov 3d, schr Malabar, Welch, this port,
4th, brig Ned White, J bombs, Manila.
Cbl from New York, Nov 4th, bark Clara F. MGilvery, Walnut, Montevideo.
Ar at Philadelphia, Nov :*.d, brig .I If Lane, .Shiite,
Philadelphia.
• Id from
Georgetown, SC, Oct 2Mh, schr Helen M
Condon, McCarty, Thomustoii.
Ar at Georgetown, Oct 3Mh, schr Lizzie I ane
West, Philadelphia.
Ar at lVfersbug, Oct 3Mb, schr Julia tdamage,
this port, (see disasters.
At Jacksonville, Nov 1M, schr A W Ellis,
Ferguson, for New York, loaded.
Ar at Waldoboro, Nov f.tli, schr Ralph Howes.
Collins, Doboy, Ga.

A N1 >

ri\i: Pw’t's i«oo8>s !

Stockton, Nov. s, Mi*.

ANOTHER

WILL

A WAV

OVERCOATINGS

lb M. HD BUM'S.

LADIES

!

ol' sm IXtiS

Li gh t

great bargain.

a

I)-

have been bought late in the season and
bought for CASH at a great reduction in price*,
and they are now offering their KNT1KL
S l'OCk at figures so low that tin* closest
bu\( rs cannot help buying and go

OVERCOATINGS

huf

1000 BUSHELS CORN
Slightly damaged by
Slock on l,de Mill, at

Y

U

-A N

HEAVY

DURHAM & HALL.

niist, \i»v. *.*, is;.;,

li.

just received th* ir LA1K.K STOCK ot rail
and Winter

D

I.ATl'.ST

the

specialty.

u

They will also contract and build houses, jobbing
and outside repair work.
Mr. Durham has large experience in building, and
with his extra facilities, b els confident that he can
meet lie public demand.

Have

Which

ooiniirises all

Ami ull kinds ol Light and Heavy Saw ing. Window
and Door Frames, Brackets and Fancy Work

toil.

Nov. ill, schrs Fannie & Fdith, Bartlett, Boston;
Geo B l ergu'on, Ferguson, do. Jachin, Get. bell.
Boston.
SAILED.
* Nov.
ith, schr-*. Nillic, Perry, Wilmington N C;
Abby Gale, Darby, Boston. Lari, < uuniugbani, do;
i.ood Intent, Libby. ( amden.
Nov oth, schrs. Ohio, Chruchill, inland; Railroud,
\\ ebst< i. Castine, Manuella, Gray, Brooksville.
Nov. * tb,
cbm .lames A Crocker. Brown, New
York and a market, Lizzie Poor, Dickey, Bangor

| Bn. W. Burkett Si Co.

above Goods, at prices
that will defy Com-

Stork

Cw. mils to.,
81 Main Street,

F. H. Durham and C. B. Hall
Have taken charge of the New shop lately built in
connection with the Belfast Shoe Factory, when
they are prepared to do all kinds of

B. F. WELLS.

A

1870

Have Just Received their Full
Assortment of

Styles

Working Shop!

PORT OF BELFAST

paid;

Mr

NEW

SHIP NEWS.

edgings

Variety

ioJ' I lNi .S.

A schooner \vu launched at Alexandria, \ ■>, m
the ist iii.-'tbeing tin lir.it vessel built there b..
,1
> ears.
Mohr Anne Murehie, cl t’ulais, from Jninswmk,
tia. lor New Vork, which arrived at Delaware Bleak
water, Oct. 2'Jth, lost three no n at sea irom levu :
also buried one man since arrival.
The number ol ships, barks and brig... that have
arrived at Boston from foreign ports In to January
1st to November 1st, is near!) two hundred l.uthiu
during the corresponding period last \ ear.
(T-.llM
Nov. 1st. \ s.-els belonging to theu-1'
toms district base been doing a slim business .lie
past season. Freights were low and source at Dial.
Several vesM-!< liave hardls paid their inuniug
p(*nses, besides quite a number have h-en !.• -1 or
liadh injured. Those crafts, however, which were
engaged in fishing, have done much latter than
those employed in the coasting trade.
Lie F. S. coast survey schooner F.rnest, reported
above as wrecked at Me ail Hunt, has been beached
and it is thought she can be pm into as good a eon
dition as before for a few thousand dollars.
(It b KK.S]
l'ASSAOl
Vi'UO.NS Till:
All AMI.
Steamer Britannic, ol the White Star line, wliieh
left (Queenstown Oct. ‘-’7th at J
I’. M. was signaled
A. M., having made
oil'Sandy Hook Nov. Hh at
the passage in 7 days, 13 hours and 11 minutes, the
ever
made
between the two ports.
quickest time

l'L.V 1.

r iIA KTEKS «»b

Bettor
than usual, of the
a

!

Obituary not ices, beyond the /)ate, .Wane ami Aue
must be paid/<>r. >
In this city, Nov. :,rh. Airs. Catharine M., wile ot
Da\ id AL Burgess, aged (is year and 7 da\ s. ( New
Hampshire papers pleas; copy.)
in this city, Oct. 2dd, Air■-.’Kliza Pendleton, wile
ol Vinson Pendleton of 1-L horo, aged 7u years.
In Si arsport, Oct. It li, Samuel Ford, aged 7 \ rs.
In 1,11-worth, Oct. -Gtii, K\ a I
Jordan, need p

In

NT

i;

)I El).

England.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Bangor,Wrecked;

dlst,’by

da} s.

I have Just Received

Job Wort Jig and Baud Sawing.

Iii Troy, Nov. 5th, by Jason, Kstes, Fs«p, Mr.
Alonzo C. Cray of Plymouth, and Mrs. Lois \ nluto,
of Troy,
In Belmont, Oct. Mil, by J. Thompson, Ksq., N'a
thaniel s Orccr, of Belmont, and Mrs. Sarah A.
< 'hickerin of Searspoif.
Kllsworth, Oct. dSth, All. Kraneis I. Hodgkins and
Aliss (leneve K. Anderson, both of Hancock.
Fast Bucksport, Oct. dSth, Mr. Robert II. Blais,
dell, of Dedham, and Miss Sarah S. Torrence, o|
Holden.
AI the (.’Impel of the iloh Innocents in tin
it y of
the Rev. F. k. Smith,
Burlington, N.J.,Dct
Wilder W. Perry and Mis Mary Bell she riuau, both
»<f Camden.
In Rockland, Nov. 1st, Mr. Kdward VV. Ib-rrv and
Alis- Fuima P». Ricker, both of Rockland.
In Rockland, Oct. dd, Air. W in. 11. Barmin <•, ol
Rockland, and MissCretie F. Kirk, ol Camden.
In Rockland, Oct. doth, Air. I-red 1L Lamb ami
Miss Clara Jackson, both of Rockland.
In l nion, Oct. l‘.»th, Air. John L. Burbank, ot
M om-ter, .Mass., and Aliss Su ie AL, daughter o!
Air. Ceorge Fossetl, of I nion.

i

GOODS !

O

KYI he number of vessels belonging to, or bound lo
or from ports in the I 'nited states,
reported totally
lost during the mouth of October is is, and their
total value, exclusive of cargoes is estimated al
$'.».>o,ouo. Those from this State are brig Almira,
of Islesboro, wrecked, sehrs \da W Uould, of Bangor, abandoned; October, of W'iscasset, wrecked;
Ernest
S coast survey;, of Isle au Mailt, wrecked ;
L> B Doane, of
David Nichols, of
Islesboro. foundered; Katie 1* Lunt, of Tremont,

MARRIED.

I-OMKST1C

May Save Your Life.
no person living but what sutlers
less with Lung Diseases, Loughs,
Consumption, yet some would die

Market.

\\ I*. I • N I- I. AY, Nov 1.
Arrivals «>f dock at market Cattle 7717, Sheep
and Lambs in.ll:;, Swine U,loO; number Western
uattle looo; Eastern c.dtle
Milch rows and
North, rn Cattle \
Prices of Beef (tattle pel loo lbs, live weight
I
tra quality $5 07 1 7 a 5 : 1 7 first quality $5 57 1 7a5oo
second quality $., on a.5 75 ; third quality $4 37 1 ’a t 77.
poorest grade of coarse < ixen, Bulls, &c., $3 50a4 oo.
Brighton Hides 0u7e p.*r lb; Brighton fallow be
pnr lb. Country Hide- 7a»* 1 "> per lb; Country Tallow 5c per Ih.
Calf Skins loal7c per lb Sheared Sheep-kin
-c.
Lambskins 73c; woo! Skins $lnl 75 each.
in
A
market.
few
Working Oxen—Ligr-t supply
pairs each week is all tin* market requires. Sale*1
One pair girth 7 It
in, live weight 370o lbs, $13.s;
1 pair girth b H 7 inches, live weight 7700 lbs, $,>1;
1 pair girth 7 ft 3 inches, live weight 3710 lbs,
$b>0;
1 pair girth 7 ft 7 inches, live weight, .".770 1!>>, $! >l
1 pair girth f. li b inches, live weigh!,
.50 lb-, $ ! 15
1 pair girth 7 feet, $ is::.
StoreCatth*— Yearlings, $11 to$!.»; two year olds,
$1. to $77; three year olds, $75 to $15 per head.
I’rices upon small Cuttle depend upon theii value
for Beef. But few stores are oilered in market lbr
sale.
Milch Cows —Extra $55a%; ordinary $75h5u per
head. Most of the Cows that are Otl> r* .l in market
for sale are of a common grade. Prices do not
v ary much from vvek to week.
Sheep and i.ambs J he supply from the West for
the week has been light, all owned by butchers.
I litre was a fair supply of Northern Sheep and
Lumhs iu market, tor which the trade was a little
dull. Brices ranging from 3 to 5c per lh.
sw ine—Store Pigs, wholesale 7a8c, retail 7 !
auc.
Fat Hogs, I3,7oo at market; prices Ua7c per lh.

OUT.

There is

MARKET.
Monday, Nov. b.

j

11876

Sail ami Winter

n'P".s

ms Asti-: t:s.

7aS
salt'

Bi inn —We quote Western creameries at
*:t: .c
per lb, choice New 7 ork and Vermont fall butter at
37a34c; long dairies ol Northern butter at via'."-.',
mill and store packed Western butter al 77a''.a ; rom
moii \\
stern at Eu70e per lb.
CiikksiWe quote line New link and \ rniont
at
I3ul3 l- ’c, with ..me lancy bd.- held at a
factory
higher price; Western factory at l'Cnl.'b ; fair to good
lots at lo 1 7al7e per Ih.
I .;.;m
Eastern sell at 7*.-, and Northern at the
same price, and in a
m ill way we hear of -alemade to-dav tit ..'be.
B» \\
Mediums are lirm and in good demand at
$157 1 val
...
and p< a beau> have been
old ;(|
f »*- * ■- per bush tor prime .Southern.
7 .-How ev.
are lirm at $.7 75 per hush.
P"i niii'
Price- rule quite strong lor Jacksons
at •■oa.Oc per bush, and Bo- .* are selh.q. at
Sweet potatoes range firm at $7 "5a7 5o per bhl.
B"1 t ie.
The market is well supplied with com
moii poultry liiat s.-lbs at prices laiming Irom loa

ok L>vsim-:i*sia. Ixdk;k.stio\. An
The Tonic produces a healthy action of tiic

a

Cougregationai minister in this town since
Hiut of Rev. y. Thur-ton,
fifty years ago.At the
'hooting match, Saturday, it was noticed that Bellast marksmen went ofl with a
good share of the

Throat, Croup, Hoarseness,!

KNl'Iv’s Pi I.MOMC SYRUP, roR

ok

Woman

—

'Kirill will be preached at the Congregational
hurch on Thursday Eve. This is the first ordina

Sore

Pains in the Chest, and Bleeding of the Lungs,
yield to its wonderful power. We advise any
r»ne tired of experimenting with
Physicians’
prescriptions or quack medicine to drop them
:d once and use this Balsam 01 Wild Cherry. 50 cents and $1 a bottle.
Sold by all

bound

«

(

a

Bronchitis,

is

1

*poil».

Do ii nt Once !!
tithe of the testimonials now on hand of
the value of Dr. Wistar's Balsam ok Wild
Cu err a should be published, no one would
si01 • to read the bulky volume.
A*k any druggist and lie will tell you that this Balsam is a
real blessing to all affected with throat or lung
ilisea>e>.
All kindred affections, including
If

a
finrape on her person yvliile riding,
denied the Avhole charge, ami says that

or

a

—

relative-

■

a

burn

committing rape upon Mi s Albin I*.
ni Hyde Park, Mas
as
noticed lad
Hied nil Mol), la V, t lie ] i.ll't ieS bei Mg Jtl'e-

family, including
Justice, his brothers
a
Divorce
*
.i third trial wa- denied.
Horace and William, and his friends,
a
*
*
and
L.
n Lucy Madiiockt
»i»*org«Samuel A. Garrettson and John Garrettson.
They were entertained royal I v it
M i s. I lanson’s house, where < .’hristiau motlit h it ii eh w ha- b< *-n obtained to the
Hilt.<u N Hum-) clothing and furnishing
toes, elegantly worked, were pendent from
mei
It w ill he remembered that the
the walls, and horses and carriages rolled
i.t* r« d by forcing the rear * -liar window,
the visitors to tlie Kxhibilion grounds.
<> worth ot
in*
?
clothing and jewelry takeu. Then she returned and partook ol the hositiirda whil*- workmen were pressing buy in
pitality of the Farriers. She complained
am
4.’apt. Hirriuiau, onNorthport avenue
of the law’s delay in transferring die espn-nn-*— iut«*ly own«*d by Harrison Mahoney
tate" in Germany, and found willing ears
! 11 ml in tin hay mow a suit of old cast off cloth
to her story.
From Samuel l>. Garrettson
a liiimhi r **l card- or tag- u]ion which jew
i.
she procured $1 JIN), from William Hughes
n-u.ii:. kept.
Mi Han*
recognized the je\v
$liio. and some Irom various other resias the on
taken from him. It is supposed
i-r'
dents. She placed in the hands of Horace
t th*‘ iho ! w* nt to Shi- burn, divested himself of
Farrier two heavily-sealed yellow envelid
iothes, donned a new tiit, sorted over the
opes hearing the address of Cardinal Mcin i h ft
I h»* cloth*‘s are recognized as ones
Closkey. ••These,” she said, “contain Ihe
'.hi »al«T that was about the streets at that
which entitle me to my inheritance
!:
thought tie thie! had accomplices, as the papers
in Germany.
They are, as you see. adone
man.
i.
much
for
was
too
building
dressed to Cardinal McCIoskey, and. of
in...u m called to th<- notice of Durham and
1
course, 1 have not dared to open them.
who are running tli* n**\v work shop at the
leave them with you. so that if in my travis
tor
Mr. Durham
well known as one o*
elings I should he killed my property will
iir-1 house carpenters, and Mr. Hal! has
be secure to the dear friends 1 leave b;>of
Bros,
foreman
Mathews
sash and blind
iiind me.” Farrier accepted them, and reWork left with these men will he well and
them as ample security for whatgarding
t*»ally done. Benj. Wells calls tin* attention of ever
he might advance, subsemoneys
to
his
in
lull**merino garments
great reduction
advanced her $1500.
quently
elites them to give him a call.—.J. \V. 4'lark
On Tuesday" Mr. Farmenter, who now
makes a display of his boots and shoes. It will
that she was a confidence wosuspected
to look over hi* stock,
L W Kinsman, of Auman, received a letter from Philadelphia
-t.i advertises Adamson’s Botanic Cough Balsam,
saying that Mrs. Gibson was visiting Mr.
universally acknowledged to be the stand
Farrier’s residence in Jersey City, lie
m in*
dy for coughs, colds, &e. Miss Mira Went,
quietly communicated with an ollicer and
rth miveitises Circassian Lily for beautifying the
it was arranged that Mr. Farmenter should
•aiphxion. Ladies take notice. Clothing wanted
see the woman. He identified her at once,
the Ladies associations, 'ft* la* left at the Reform
and on the same day she started suddenly
1 Boom.
4 orn slightly damaged by salt water
for Philadelphia. Mr. Farmenter commu*ih be -old at a bargain by B. M. Roberts, at Stock
nicated his discovery to Justice Keese and
ton.
thence to the Farrier family. It fell like
* m:si*oht.
With the assistance of the tow-boat
a thunderbolt.
Her arrest was at once deBalph Ko.-s, after parting a new 1J inch hawser
termined on, and Inspector Murphy cap1
hmes, the Nickels ship was launched last Frltured her in her luxurious apartments in
‘**v
and at once towed to Bangor, where she will
ller husband, Henry GibPhiladelphia,
-md deal- for
of
their
the
Liverpool.By
shying
who is safcl to ho an expert in confi‘•ors*, ( apt. Charles E. Patterson and wife w**re son,
dence operations, was with her. The po^ wn
from the carriage Sunday afternoon, and
lice yesterday opened the envelope sup'’ttdjy hurt....The remains of the wife of Dr. Win.
to contain the necessary papers to
" “Hers of Mechanic
Falls, who died of consumption posed
her claim to the property in Gerbrought to the residence of tier father, Mr. Wil- prove
and found that it contained two
ll“,u Nichols, Saturday eve, and buried
Monday many,
diernoon.The ordination sermon ol Mr. B. B. sheets of blank paper.
Lou ot

in New Hampshire, the
:*\
aying; that he was
farmer, and grew in a corn-ticid, and—
Here lie vva
stopped by a youngster, who
called out
1 thought von had a pumpkin
head."
A political speaker
«»ther day, commenced

iih

fidentially

elect* ii

X'

t.

perty in New York, and desired his aid
and advice in adjusting affairs connected
She told Mr. Paruienter that she
with it.
had learned Irom New York city otlieials
that some lot had been sold lor taxes,
and .slAo was needed to release them.
She had £100, and Mr. I’armenler lent
her tile remainder.
Cast summer she appeared at the SeJnitzen Park, I nien Dill, gorgeous in silk
and velvet. She expended money lavish
ly, and was known "as the “rich widow
Irom Philadelphia"
Among those successful in forming her acquaintance was
i' of Jersey City.
She conJustice l ai

in

detected upon the

i-

on--.*Mie|

n

tli** saloons

oj

-on

*..

iii'

tiostou,

I nrle’s it i-

\:

,u

|i is not unusual for patients suffering from
diseases for which sulphur baths are recommended. to Travel thousands of miles to avail
themselves ol .sulphur bathing. They would
find it less expensive to buy Glenn's .St l: «»aI* and bathe at home.
I'tii t:
Sold eveiyu her*.

for

up

days

t

tn

r.

and lifteen min

nr

no

m.

d»sin the

I.JSI V;,t lll-.l.t v

V*

im in at

r-

i.

ion

a
good many pa.in tin ir winter -fork?.

1 ■

1

■

1

thy wis

I'ortland and iio

>

i.'

i.
:.i-

he would

iciit ami
1

1

•••••’

season

Had he
Not much,

v

t

<

1

this

at

sav?

ida

ai< ;

Hi* r-

in California.

ars

Vi

i;

w

>

in this

.aloes

ii\e

iwentx

worked in tin* rain

v

I mb*

wurraul

with intent

tlm

charge of carrying on extensive confidence operations.
Her victims, upon
learning of her capture, made an early
visit to the police station where sue was
Her dark eyes sparkled as she
lodged
glanced at each crestfallen and dltpcd
victim.
She is, perhaps, :!ii years ol' age,
hands'nne, well immed, and having the
brightest ol dark eyes, and pleasing, amiable features
Diamonds sparkled on her
lingers and in her ears, and she wears
costly lace and velvet. Two years ago
she presented herself at the hat establishment of Isaac Parincnter, bearing from a
I lien d ol’ M
I Airmen 11*1’ in Phitaitnlphia
letter of introduction. The letter explained that she was largely interested in pro-

tin.Ugh the late ot IlsiyeS dc

:H
ote

•*

ci

a

on

<

a

Jacksonville.

av

!

low down

are

suppr.-ed to he very

eiteinent lias been ereated in Jersey City
by the arrest <d Mrs. Mary A. Gibson, on

k- d it

v

.1

At.o

jilt-.j.-.
concerning what they saw
cuniaj ha

« ca

not

of stock in the

account

11(,

ii

wa s
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Round liog
Pork Backs
Eard
Beef
Veal
Dry Cod
4*
Pollock

oin iwnc.vr.
Holloway's
Sore
Le<;s,
Ac. can be cured. The raWound.--, Tlcer
tional treatment, as indicated by nature, i- to
reduce the local inllainmali'iii, sooth the neighboring nerves, cool the heated blood, and render
the watery ichorous discharge consistent and
healthv.
Happily, Holloway’s Ointment accomplishes these ends vvilli unfailing certainty.
24 <ml per box or pot.

intei-pui ;, ainl on the Lih of September Iasi,
H-iie in a ..iriage Avitb defendant to Monroe and
returned, that on the hunmivurd trip the defendant

serious accident
It* -t not to
there, it

ut

Eggs

lintunh' H<iL<am is compounded
best natural healing extracts of Barks,
Roots and Gums in the world. It is a sale ami
reliable medicine, pleasant lo the taste and
cures 1 ’oughs, Colds, Asthma and < 'roup. Price
34 alid 74 els.
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3a0 Butter Salt
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Dried Apples
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A contemporary, describing a boat race, alludes to the "flashing of 10,000 eyes, and the
plaudits of twice as many fair hands.” What a
lot of one-eyed women there miM have been at
that race!
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Forest Tar Salv e," lias no equal for
Burns, and Healing Cuts and Indolent Sores.
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CURRENT.

Weekly for the Journal
By C. II. Sakoent, No. 8 Main Street.
Flour
lOaOO
$3.00:ile.ooCorned Beet

Oysters. Dealers and consumers are referred to the card of R. R. Higgins A: Co., Boston, in our paper to-day. They offer ail that is
best at the lowest rales.
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BELFAST

The Grand Central Hotel, New York, although the largest and linos! hotel in the city,
will be an exception; hereafter, to the general
complaint ot high prices. It has reduced from
$4.00 to $2.50 and $3.00 per day.

lhursday) morning. The Cambridge put into Portland on Monday night, and left Boston for the east
on Wednesday
night.
Fn:):. On Thursday noon of last week the shedcovering to Bickford’s brick kiln on the east side,

if
%

Hi nt’s Remedy.
1N EA ELIDE e Fvi: W

l ie- storm of
Monday night and Tuesday disarrang'd ,h<‘ trip of the steamers. The City of Richmond
loM one trip, and will arrive from Portland this

have about

ilc'ons iu the tie

iint

|

April.

as
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e

Remedy. Retention and Incontinence of Trine,
Female Irregularities, and in fact all affectations of the Urino-Genital Organs, are cured by

wa- so

t'

ClllIE
To all who are sudering from the errors and indiscretions of youth, nervous weakuess, early decay,
loss of manhpod, &i\, I will send a recipe that will
cure you, FREE OF CHAlUiE.
This great remedy
was discovered by a missionary in South America.
Send a self addressed envelope to the Ri-.v. .I*>si;:ii
T. Inman, St at ion I), Bible House Sue ) rl Lily.
spiinioslo

der and Grandular Maladies, Mental ami Physical Debility, should at once take llrNT’s

I

News of the City and County.

Clueahominy River

A

day.
Delays are dangerous, and persons suffering
from Dropsy. Bright's Disease, Kidney, Blad-

season.

York schr Yankee Blade oi' Bucksport, from
to Bocthba/, oak timber, $.* per
-ement; sc?;*- Howard Maeomber, ol
Franklin, New Y ork to Jacksonville, $10 on lumber
lor the round, return trip to New' ^ ork; bark Haw
thorne, of Kennebunk, New York to Liverpool,
deals, 90s; brig R W Messer, of Koekland, New
^ ork to Marseilles and back, tobacco out, :»7s
(id;
schr Lizzie Lee, of Lamoine, New York to south
side Hayti and back, private terms; schr Ellon Per
kins, of Bangor, Kennebec River to St John's p jj(
ice, about $1,000 ami port charges; schr Post Boy,
of Bucksport, New Y ork to St Thomas, and hack
Irom lurks Island, $1.7)00 aud port charges;
brig
L' "'is Clark, of Brewer, New York to Barbadoes
and back, at or about $d,000 and port charges; schr
Walker, of Muchias, New York to Port Spain,
(jeo
I rinidad, $],0.«7.7.o gold; schr Starlight, of Bath,
New York to Jamaica and back from
Spanish Main,
$M,7.00 and port charges; schr Chromo, of Franklin,
New Y ork to Arroyo, P K, $1,100 silver, schr Grace
Webster, of Portland, New Y ork to Matanzas, current rates.

WANTED.

Thu ladies of the Belfast Temptiauco -v.
oua:...i:
solicit aid in the way of part worn clothing of every
to
be
the
distributed to
description,
needy during
the coming winter. All such contributions to be
sent Saturday afternoons, to the Reform Club Room,
adjoining the Insurance rooms of Cox & Field.

The Grand Central Hotel, New York, “leads
the van" among the lirst-elass hotels, by reducing its rates from $1.00 to $2.50 and $3.00 per

Tuesday.
a

CLOTHING

none

We guarantee our (ioods and 1'riees to
every oustomer, and will giv. you as large
a bundle ol elioiee goods, tor as little looney, as ran be obtained in this State.

I

N ( I

D 1

Silk and Worsted Fringes,
Trimming Braids, Buttons, Neck Ties
in all Colors, Collars and Cuffs,
Handkerchiefs and Gloves.

have been used in my family with the most
gratifying results. We esteem it as on** of the best
of medicines,
cam

[From Daily Kennebec .Journal.]
Adamson’s Botanic
undoubted merit.

Cough

Balsam is

an

article of

| From the Maine Standard. |
safe, reliable and pleasant medicine, w know
of nothing that e.piuls Adamson’s Botanic Cough
As

a

CORSETS
Agents

Onineslit',

for the Celebrated

l’u|M'r

ia.sliii ms.

AT
ALSO A

Balsam.

| From the Maine Farmer, Augusta. |
The

names

of those who have tested the medical

properties and recommended the use ol Adamson’s
Cough Balsam, are of the highest standing in Hie
community, and ought to he a sufficient guarani* e
of this popular medicine.
Sold by Druggists and Dealers.
eowtimoslU

UNDER

LADIES

Geo.W.Biirkett&Co.
Hayford
BELFAST.

Block, Church St.,

LOW

WEAR I

l*KICKS.

LAUtiK

LINK OF

Ladies' and Children's
3nnn

Butterick's Patterns

logues free to all.

Hosiery

just received. Cata-

H. H. JOHNSON & CO.
Belfast, October 3, 1876.
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To

lone.

All day within me, sweet and clear
The song you sang is ringing;
At night, in my lialf-dreaming ear
I hear you singing, singing.
I «* thought takes up its homespun thread,
When early morn is fcrea king,
Sweet snatches hover round my bed,
And cheer me when awaking.
The sunrise brings the melody
1 only hall remember,
And summit seems to smile for me,
Although it is December.

Through drifting snow, through dropping
Through guests of wind it naunts me.
i he tantalizing old refrain
l'erplexos, yet enchants me.

rain,

The mystic chords that bore along
\ oar voice so calmly splendid,
In glimmering fragments with the song
Are vaguely joined and blended.
1 touch my instrument and grope
Along the key’s confusion
Ami daily with the chords in hope
To catch the sweet illusion.
In vain of that consummate hour
l court a full completeness,
The perfume of the hidden tlower,
The perfect bloom and sweetness.
Of

strains that

were

too rich to

last,

bathed memory lingers;
thime, the air, the chords have
They mock iny voice and lingers.

A

The

passed;

They

steal away, as sunset tires
Loose one by one their flashes,
And cheat the eye with smoldering pyres
And banks of gray cloud-ashes.
And yet, 1 know, the old alloy
That dims and disentrances
The golden visions and the joy
< >f hope’s
resplendent lancieCan uever touch that festive hour
In soul and sense recorded,
Though scattered rose-leaves from your bower
Alone my search rewarded.
The unconnected strains alone
Survive to bring you nearer,
As when our tjue«n ol song and tone
.Made vassals of each hearer.
\

through the night anti through the
The mystic chords are
Their echo will not pass away
1 hear you singing, singing.
C. l*. ( ranch, in November Atlantic.
et

ringing,'

In

Our

day

Boat.

Stars trembling o’er us and sunset before us,
Mountains in shadow hud forests asleep;
Down the dim river we float on forever,
Speak not,all, breathe not—there’s peace on the

deep.

pale sorrow—flee till to-morrow ;
LV-t softly falling o’er eyelids that weep;
While down the river we float on forever;
Speak not,ah, breathe not—there’s peace on t lie deep.
<

ome not,

As the waves cover the depths we glide over,
So let the past in
forgetfulness sleep,
While down the river we float on forever;
Speak not,all, breatht not—there’s peace on the deep.
li< aveii shines above us, bless all that love u-.
AH whom we love in thy tenderness keep’
While down the river we iioat on forever,
Speak not,ah, breathe not—tin-re’s peace on tin- deep.

Muloch.

Miss

Jewels of

A Covington drummer, celebrated for
tbe enormous quantity of “check” in his
possession started, a few mornings ago,
on
the Kentucky Central Railroad to
“buzz” the people of the interior of Kentucky. lie gracefully glided into the ladies’ ear, and, with an air of serene sellsatisfaction, squatted himself on a seat
partially occupied by a damsel of sweet
sixteen. She was lair as a lily and blushing as a rose. In a few moments, with a
well-simulated modesty, he turned toward
the young lady and in gentle accents mentioned the delieinusness of the weather,
I he brig ht fane of the sky and the charming appearance ot the landscape. She replied with a look tinged with astonishment and a peculiar “giggle.”
Nothing
daunted, lie continued the conversation,
and “supposed she was returning from a
trip to the Centennial, and prepared to
delight her friends with thrilling accounts
of its beauties and gloi ies.” Another giggle. “Peihaps, miss (pray, do not consider me impertinent or obtrusive), you
are on your way to some one of the iemale
institutions ol learning for which the
grand old Commonwealth of Kentucky is
so justly celebrated.”
Another giggle.
1'he drummer paused a moment, and
quietly approaching the conductor, who
was standing at the other end of the car,
inquired of him who was the fair lady by
whose side he had been seated, strongly
intimating that he believed she was endeavoring to “give him away.” “Why
you fool,” replied the ollieial, “she is deaf
and dumb.” The drummer took another
car.
[Cincinnati Commercial.
She was telling in a neighbor’s house
how her husband had been troubled lor
several days with a severe pain in his head,
and that the doctor’s medicine didn’t seem
to do any good, and that she >vas about
tired out. of fussing and fixing. 'Thereupon a new neighbor, who had just been
introduced to her, kindly asked it she had
tried soaking his feet in mustard and hot
“insult my atllietion, will you.
water,
you shameful hussy f” gasped the wife" of
the sics mail, working her lingers convulsively, her blood rising to boiling heat,
and her voice getting higher and higher.
Tlie hostess interposed in defence of die

neighbor, and quiet was dually reIt appeared that some years before

new

stored

the sick
both his

husband had been

legs by

deprived ot
piece of machinery, and

a

there had been a story that his present
wile married him Tor liis money. People
should be more careful in giving medical
advice.

]

Centaur

whole.

and Devotion.

We

now

Love seldom haunts the breast where learning lies. [Pope.
<

ount

<iod.

yourself the earetakc

r

of all

men

under

[Sex tius.

llate makes us vehement partisans, but love
stili more so. [Uothe.
The eye* »l critic.-, whether in
commending
carping, are both on one side, like a turbot’s.
I Landor.

or

In the counsel it i> good to see
dangers; but
in execution, not to see them unle.-s thev livery great. [Bacon.

Light and adju.-tment often

come

insensibly

us from labors of which the direct
positive
result seems small. [Matthew Arnold.

to

Nature, that we ina\ not be disgusted with
the sight of our deformities, has wi-elv thrust
the action of seeing outward. [Montaigne.

1 lie wonderful contradictions of the human
heart are never seen so clearly as when after a
long and arduous chase, we reach and cateh
the living wished-for good; and immediately
throw n down as worthless, because, forsooth:

—possessed.
v

11 i:l.i
No mocking in this
ever sounds lo me so lioilow a- that ol
toid
to
cultivate
being
happiness. What docs
'itch advice mean? Happiness is not a
potato
to he planted in mould, and tilled with
manure.
Happiness is a glory shilling far down upon us
out ot heaven.
She is a divine dew which the
'mil, on certain of its summer evenings, (eels
dropping upon it from the amaranth bloom and
golden fruitage of l‘aradi-o. [Charlotte Hiulite.
id all the work that produces
results, nine
tenths must he nrudgery. There is no work.
Itom the highest to the lowest, which can be
done well by any man who is
unwilling to
malm that sacrifice.
Part ot the way, nobility
ot the devotion of the true workman to Iti-■ work
consists in the fact that a man i not daunted
by
finding that drudgery must be done, and no
man can readily
succeed in anv work ol life
without a good deal of what, in plain Hindi-h,
i' called
pluck.
*

*mioi

"oral

Progress a fact. I am old enough now to
look hack with some capacity of observation
lor forty years: and I ran s,-e in the
progress
of society a most marked evidence oflhe
higher
general intelligence, the greater aptilude’for
looking at things as they are, and for not allowing strange, absurd notions to take possession of the mind; while, again. 1 can trace,
* veil within the last
ten years, in a most remarkable manner, the prevalence of a desire to
do tilings right for the right's sake, an.I not
merely because they are polite. [Dr. W. It.
<

arpenler.

Ail religious interests, all
(iospei doctrines
and institutions, are meant. These varied interests are identical with the true interests of
man.
All others arc temporary and uncertain.
These are substantial and
eternal; the tides
may cease to llow and the earth
may cease to
roll, and the stars may cease to shine, hut these
eiernal verities will remain
unchanged. These
interests, whether acknowledged or not, are
( ertain
yours.
worldly interests you iiiav
commit to others, as a railroad or a hank maybe let t to a board of directors, in these
things,
a
fleeting your personal relations to duty, you
are your own
director; no defaulting cashier
.-an run away with vour
investments. Hut
some will say, “These
things are not forme1 do not pretend to he a Christian.'’ Hut
you
have no right to tints excuse yourself. If you
had that privilege, ail others would have it, and
hnstiauity would he a delusion. No one can
rightfully delegate his personal responsibilities
[Dr. Miner.
A

Romantic

Mechanic.

The Providence Press relates a romantic
a mechanic in that
city. Forty years
ago there lived in Providence, within a stone's
throw from where Grace Church now stands,
a young man of great
intelligence and wonderful mechanical ability, who spent a little fortune in the vain attempt at making a
perfect
representation ofltussia iron, and after as many
failures as attempts in this undertaking, lie became utterly ruined, financially,
llis ambition
for the secret increased as his fortune
grew
small, and when absolute want stared him in
the face, lie became possessed with the determination to accept of the only means ol obtaining one ol tlie greatest secrets in the mechanical
art, and to gain this lie must suffer penal servitude in the dungeons of Russia. The rulers of
Russia are the only possessors of the art of
making what is known as glazed Russia iron,
used extensively lor all kinds of stove pipe
work, and which has for nearly a century been
made within the walls of Russia's underground
prisons. None hut life convicts are allowed to
lie initiated into the secrets of the manufacture
of the principal means of income to the Russian
government, and when once within its wails
no one need ever hope for
pardon, for none has
ever been granted, while but one lias ever been
known to escape, and when the door is once
shut to the outside world, it is never known
what lias been the fate of tlie unfortunate.
This, then, was the Providence man’s last resort for gaining possession of the secret which
had become liis only ambition. He left his
home for Europe, and the simple rumor of the
attempted assassination of the czar by an American, and supposed to be insane, was all that
was ever known to bis friends of what became
of the ambitious mechanic, and, as
nearly half
a century lias rattled on since lie set out
upuu
bis perilous undertaking, hardly a person living will remember the circumstance which is
here recorded. There is one person, however,
lu Providence, who remembers well the
day
the hero of our sketch bade her a tearful farewell, promising that before she reached her
twentieth birthday he would return to her and
fulfill his promise.
All through these long
years she has not forgotten her promise to
wait for her lover, nor ceased to believe lie
would come for her. She now lives within a
moment’s walk of the chimes of Grace Church,
and is still well preserved, and her grace and
beauty make her far more attractive than many
whose years are the same as were hers when
iter lover separated from her so long ago. Last
week she received the glad tidings from far
away over the water, that he who had so long
kept her patiently waiting was on his way to
fulfill his promise of forty years ago, and let
us hope he may bring the secret he paid for so
dearly, and that he may live to see some reward for his great sacrifice.
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poison of

Bites and

Frozen Limbs.

ache, Itch

Tooth

Stings,

fiBelfast, duly ‘JO,

CAN BE FOUND AT

“For years
my Rheumatism has been so bad that
1 have be«*n unable to stir from the house. The tirst
three bottles of Centaur Liniment enabled me to
walk without my crutches. 1 am mending rapidly.
I think your Liniment simply a marvel.”
C. 11. Bennett, Druggist, Bock Prairie, Mo., says:

handy,

it is

,1.(1 THOMPSON A* SON’S

weight in gold to

AND WILL BE

reliable, and it

owners

of horses and

—AT;

Liniment has cured more Uprained.Sweoni
ed, King honed and fUalled lloi-Met* in three
years than have all the Farriers in the country in
an age.
Its effects are simply wonderful.
This

We have thousands upon thousands of certificates
as strong as the following

“Di'.ak Sik,—I have used your Centaur Liniment
in in}- family, and lind it to be of great value. 1’lease
send me two dollars’ worth, one for the mules and
horses.
HI LEY SICKLES.
“Falls Station, Wyoming Co., Fa.”
It makes very little difference what the case is,
whether it be Wrench, Sprain, Foil-Evil, Kingbone,

ami universal satisfaction. No other disease is so
alarmingly prevalent in that region. They speak of
the following gentlemen a< among their best citizens

SORELY

Denver, Sept.

IK'-.

GREATLY

yours,
WM. AMK 11\ F,
With Jenson, IRiss fi. Co.

AFFLICTED.

]>■•. tcnvih i) (\>., Denver <ivnllemvii.
J/rvivs. (J.
I take pleasure in recommending SANFORD’S RA
DUAL CUR I
FOR CATARRH to all who are
atllieted with this disease. 1 was greatly afflicted
with it tor a long time, amt cured it with two bottles
of the above Cl RF.. About a year afterwards 1 wnAgain taken with Catarrh ijuite severely, and im
oi.. i-»iviii.il, iivt.ii.... ..u
amt iy
«i* *.-i
right, giving me relief from the first dose. I urn confident that this remedy will do all that is claimed for
it, and more. too. Wishing you success in its intro
\ W. SMI III,
Auction, 1 am, very truly \ours,
of Smith & Doll.
Denver, Oct. 4, IS

Lameness of any

kind, the effects

never

the Yellow Centaur
everywhere, and warranted in

■hi 1>KV

St., Ni;w Yokk.

Castoria.
It

is

a

adapted

mistake to suppose that Castoria is not
to grown persons as well as Children. They

only need to increase the quantity. P>ut children
have mi many complaints for which Castoria is adapt
ed
like Hind Colic, Sour Moinach, Worms
fetter. Teething- and Croup, that it is especially

...

EVERYTHING.

TRIED

(.
to., I >, Ill'll', Cot
J have used SAN FOLD’S RADICAL Cl'LF
tin,,,
1 <*L CATARRH, and it has given perfect satisfaction.
huve tried almost
and it is tinonly thing that lias given me reln-i. then-fore take
pleasure m recommending it- use to all altlieted with
Catarrhol any kind, and oiler thij a-- my testimony
to it* benefit-.
Y*r. truly,
\*.S. DF.< KF.L.
Dem er, <»- t. 1, Is:...
.1/-

•/.

(>.

/.(•'triiitfl i)

e\erything,

Fuel,

package contain- Sanford's. Improved Inhalhe, with lull directions torus** in all ruses.
Price $F"0 per package
]••>» -ah by ;i 11 Wholesale
uii'l retail Drugi’ist- tli *iiigh*ait tie- I nit*-.I States.
WFI-.IY .x Po il i.L, (ien*-ral Agents and A\ hole

ing 1

a

Diuggist

-ale

-,

Ho-duii.

1;

A

lor

aid in-i

t on

Its effects
contains

are more

no

certain than Cantor Oil.

alcohol and is

as

pleasant

honey. Itjnever gripes. By regulating

Castoria is
and

false

to

recommended

by

the

all

physicians

who have tried

it, and it is having u
rapidly increasing sale. It is prepared with great
care after the recipe of Dr. Samuel Pitcher, of Masat the Laboratory of .1. li. Hose & Co., Id l)ey Street,
nurses

New York.

Jtch) Sbxbcrtiscmmis.

l»uy

to

Who on account of failing health, proposes to sell
out his entire Stock ot BOOTS am SHOES at
about the original cost at retail, thereby giving the
wearer the benefit of the LOW l'KICES for CASH
and CASH|ONLY ; as 1 propose to close up my
business very soon no credit will be given.
Mv Stock consists of all the various styles of l ADIES. MISS and CHILDRENS’ a id, cloth,
and KID FOXED ROOTS, also SUE REUS, RET
TO.V SHOES, also MEN’S and BOY’S CALF
ROOTS, A TEXAS ROOT, also CALF STRAP
RUCKLE SHOES, also Common KIP, THICK,
and SPLIT SHOES, for common wear. In fact
flu* stock is too numerous to mention in detail, and
timilly, call and examine the QUALITY and PRICES, and you will be sure to buy. As I propose to
as they LAS T,
give all GOOD RARGAIXS as
if I am able to attend to business. Don’t forget the
place, at

long

I-i. HE.

VOLTAIC
PLASTERS

Messrs. 1 Feels <y /‘otter
tontlemn,—One year
ago 1 was seized with a severe attack of Rheumatism
in my right hip, to which 1 was subjected. I tried
the various liniments and rheumatic cures, hut without the least benefit, when my sou, a
druggist, suggested one of your C<»i.lins’ ’V*u.t.\i<- Plastkus.
Tin- effect was almost magical, for, to my grateful
surprise, 1 was almost immediately well again, and
was able to work upon my farm as usual, whereas,
before the application of the Plaster, 1 could do nothing, and every step gave me pain. A lew weeks
since, on*- year from the lirst attark, the disease returned, and I am happy to say the second Plaster
m oved as efficacious as the first, and I am now well.
My wife wishes me to add that one Plaster has cured
her of a verv lame back. We think there is nothing
in the world of remedies that can
compare with the
Collins’ Voi.tai* Plastkus for Rheumatism and
Fame Rack, and cheerfully recommend them to the
suffering. Yours v< ry respectfully.
Orland, M**.. June <-, ls?«. LORKRT COTTON.
-,

NO QUACK NOSTRUM.
i/vnt/nnCH,— I hereby certify that for several years
I
have
used the \ *»i.tia*:Pi.asti;k.s in niv pracpast
tice, and have never known them to fail in aflording
relief
in those cases for which they are respeedy
commended. They are not a quack nostrum, but a
remedial agent of great value. Verv truly yours,
W. c.

liucksport, Me., May >T, leC-F

COLLINS,

m.

l).

cents. Sent by mail, careeverywhere at
fully wrapped, on receipt of price, SH cents for one,
•fl.T. for six, or
for twelve, by WEEKS &
POTTER, Proprietors, Roston, Muss.

Highest Premium at tlie Centennial Awarded

to

Furnishing

Goods

liiiitM a Mtorking in 15 Minute*.
liitting ill the heel and narrowing oil'tlie toe complete; Units all sizes; narrows and widens at will;
and Units the web either Tubular or Flat,
Double, or Ribbed, 1* roil nr mg all Varieties
of Knit Apparel. Send lor circulars and sample
AM15 KNITTING MACHINE

!

Chicopee Falls, Mass.,

or

Mass.

J.&P. COATS
at

a

Meilal anil

the Centennial

lirst class llat, Cap and Cents
Furnishing (joods Store at
a

54 Main Street.

Iron Ware!
S E E

68

I T

Gents Under

Room

anil

for

EXCELLENT QUALITY
—( > 1 •—

SPOOL COTTON.”
SKAI.. :
:.:

!

A.T.GOSHORN.i )irector-Genoral.
J. R. HAWLEY. Prsident.
Botilkr, Secretary pro tern.

Ai.iix. U.

ML THE LATEST NOVELTLES
In Small Wares,Fine Watches, and Diamond .Jewelry. A Large Stock of .Jewelry at One Dollar each
article. Knox’s $0 improved Fluting Machine $4.
Best Leather Belts, 50c. Coin Silver Thimbles 25c.
Linen Playing Cards 25c. Revolvers $3.50. Signal
Service Storm Glass and Thermometer $2.00. Free
by Mail or Express. Send Postage Stamps for
amounts less than one dollar. Circulars free. Agents
Wanted. Excelsior Ornament Co., 302 Brouavvav, !
New York.

wtLL,
A'ew
ton.

$5,000

Given

Bros. &

Papers

Michigan.

4y PT

Extra Fine Mixtul C'uriln, with name,
Jmilj lO eta., post-paid. L. JONES & CO., Nassau,
New York.

A f.C' lMTC
MUL.Il 1 O
A

E BB $10 Chromos FREE.
J. M. MLNYON & CO., Philadel-

MONTH

certainty

to any person
selling our LETTER Book. No press,
^
brush or water used.
Sample Book
worth $3.00 sent free.
Send stamp for circular.
EYCEE.&I01& C!0., 17 Tribune Building, Chia

cago.

A C 17 IUTCI

Ukkatkst Offer of the

E. C.

Style Hats,
descriptions,

Garments, Hosiery,

stock of all
a

qualities

large stock of

and

styles.

HILTON,
Tailor,

DEALER IN

Also

UMBRELLAS AM) RUBBER CLOTHING.
O. W.
HANEY
tflO

HEADY

Boys’

MADE

CLOTHING!
No. 54 Main St.
| At the* Old Stand of Mersey & Woodard.]
regularly received and

Uo Tin* reports of Fashions
for sale here.
Belfast, Sept. 20, 1870.

l.itl'

NOTHING BUT THE BEST

BOOTS & SHOES
At

James W. Clark’s-

lino

VERY LOW AT

25

every

Albany Street, Boston, Mass.,

o

TO
;

N OTICE
M. R. COOPER’S
1

Edgcomb

out

of Main St

reet,

near

undersigned has on hand ud is constantly
X receiving snppii'1.' of I.umber, Shingles, Lath’s
and all other kinds ol Building Materia! which he
can sell at [trices the very low* >t, as below.
Hemlock Timber, per \U,
$10.aU
Boards,
$10.00 to 10.a()
$ti.f»o to p.uo
Spruce Joist,
Plank,
$s.oo
Hoards,
$s ou to 10.00
Cedar Shingles,
and 1.1*0
$l. !a, l.aO,
Cood Spruce Shingles, per M.,
$l..‘*o
Spruce Clapboards,
$ li.no toil.no
lc to loc
Cutters, per loot,
rnil K

OIXT

NICK LINE OF

Invito their friends and the
public to call and see them at
1,5,1

I have in -lock, Ash Lumber Planed ami Jointed, Hard Pine Flooring, Cetlar Posts, 0, s, lo and
li It., Laths, Cement, Lime, Hair, etc., which can
be sold at EXTREMELY LOW PRIC ES.
M. R. COOPER.
*tf
Hellast, August, 1*7(5.

MRS. RICHARDS
—A X D—

Belfast

Savings Bank.

REMOVED to their new Banking Room
in Custom House Square, are prepared to re
ceive deposits, placing the same on interest on the
tirst days of June, July, August and September, and
December, January February and March. Interest
being computed on same, the first Mondays of June
and December.
Deposits received daily, (except on Sundays and
Legal Holidays,) from 1* to li A. M., and to 4 P. M.
Saturdays Hank closes at li, noon.
John II. Quimiiy, Treas.
ASA FAUNCK, Prest.
Belfast June8th 1S74.
if

HAVE

SOUTIIWORTH,

Just returned lrom Boston, solicit the attention ol their friends and customers
to their fid! line of

American
I
And having

engaged

the services of

MISS HAYES,
For the coming season, we promise
work in FIRST CLASS STYLE.

Di •ess
Ladies

Makiii:;

as

our

lstf

J. D. Ticker.

To the

Thirty Days,

of

Special Inducements. A Good Durable Suit,
coat, vest and pants to match, only $0.00, call and
examine them, very stylish; nearly all wool suits
only $3.00; sack suits, all wool, only $10.00 and
$12.00, fine dress suits, extra quality, from $12.00
to $18-00 per suit.

Overcoats, Reefers & Ulsters.
The best assortment in the city, at the LOWEST
PRICES. Roys clothing, all kinds and sizes. Suits
for boys from four years old and upwards; also
boys
overcoats and Ulsters. No trouble to show goods.
Please call and examine before purchasing.
Remember the place,

astine,

(

or

Dr. Folsom's

7

BROTHERS,
BELFAST.

l ie-

!

FOR

A.

t« r

HENRY H

Straw, Felt Hat9 and

our

Fall Stock.

Bonnets in every

Style.
Ribbons, Feathers, Flowers,
Wings, Velvets, Flain amd Corded

RAILS.

Returning Monday at

7 A.

New Goods received every
at Low Prices at

'**

Piano for Sale !

llelfust, October .1,

II. 11.
lsrii.

JOHNSON & CO.
It'H

Wilting Academy

-o-

perfect cure in all the worst
forms of Piles, Leprosy, Scrofula, Rheumatism, Salt Rheum, Catarrh, Kidney Diseases
and alt diseases of the Skin, and the greatest Blood
Purifier ever discovered. Entirely Vegetable. Internal and external use. Money returned in every
case of failure.
H. D. FOWLE & CO., Montreal
and Boston. Sold everywhere. $1 a bottle. Send
for Pamphlets.
eow3mosl4

This is

un
man ship.

Institute pertaining
Work done in every

exclusively

4t<)“F.voellent accommodations tor Pu-.-cngers.
C\i*r. Tllos. Bl K<;l.*>.
$1.00.
tflo
Belfast, Sept. 7, INC.
!

No. 4 Bulfinch S(.. Boston

Maine Central Kailmad.

Opposite Revere House.

:o

-—

iw- i.-k
I'.dti't ut >» e* .v m
t rains now n.uThorndike 0.1*.
I nily " :o.
.*.17.
\rriving al
Burnham if.NT A. M.
I horn
Leave Belfast at VC. 17 M
Brooks d :;n.
I nily ! '*.
dike LIT.
Arriving at Burnham al
Burnham at .».**u 17 .M.

TIIK SO IK NOE OF LIFI
Or, SELF-PRESERVATION

MF. IIIWHM, Mlld.lON cornsSIU.K

RL1 llLNI.Nu,
Leave Burnham at lo. In A. M l nily 1" I *. Thorn
dike lo.aBrook- 11"*' A. M.
Arrive al Beifa-t
1 V 10 17 .M
'17 M.
I mtv
Leave Burnham at
Ilmru
dike 5.52. Brooks 0.1*. Arrive ii B« Ifasl »■ .n I7.M.
These Trains Connect at Burnham with I’ortlaml,
Boston and Bangor Traint tci oher 0, 1*7**.

Fall Cloaks!
Will. liFUN F VIII n 1 I’K >\ T<i-Mhi:i:<»W
\

i

GEO. VV. BURKETT S & CO.

W- p. THOMPSON.

Attorney s (’omisellur al l

aw,

MAI N K.

unlit'AST,

F. A.

GREER.
!■:

in-

BELFAST, MAINE.

RIVER

Gobi Medal Awarded to the Antlior

"National

March
* t

by

*i

Association,

Medical

31st,

I87G.

1

Ml i >1.
|. nt.li-lini I.;. III. I**.. Vlli 11) t
* /
I N n I I I l Id
a
IIe\V edition
c.
I
.t t!
medical work entitled the **M I KM 1. OF 1.1
1.1.1 FI.’KM.H \ A I lO.V" It ti i! upon M
or,
iinnii, how lo i, how r< gain* .1 and peipetn.i'
f F.xhan -1e.| \ it alii'
rail -e and cure
I inp.-t• i.
Premature heel me in Man, spermaC
m. a...
inal l.o--.
nocturnal and .iiuruai
.Nn v .n,
11 p -chondi ia. ilo.-in I a
Fhy-ical h< !• i 1 it
Mmital hep-, --ion, 1,.,-eni
m itiug
Hu.
< ounti liam
( onl.'.-mu ot Mind and l..>
>•! 'i
--PiPof
the
and
all
di-.
Flood,
ory, linpui
ari ing Ironi the |.1 »»t in urtliemdi
o| mature
t ion or e\c.
ear-..
l! t< II- you all d’ollt the .Morale o| I,ellel:i1
Fhy>i<dog}, the I’ii-ioiogv of Marriage, ot \N
lock and Oil-pnlit’, !hr.i. :e « oiitr i-!.-, I lo- .M.u
Kmpiri. ism, Fen. um ol M imam ( onju_ a I I
cept and l iieiidl> « mil-el, Phvsjml llitirinit}.
< an
and « i.i*
Relation- F.etw n tin
I m Mi
Proof- ol the l.xpan-ionot \i
ri.
I nipriidence. Am iont Igiioram e .uni l.rrm-, >1
I
Cure of Foil} and Mind
»■: 1*
Ol Ci i:i
I
..i
l
t
I’ll o-n’
and
m, Adtli.
|’i up M !•
I
It I id
Header-. I !ie A 111 11 r'
ot t his I look i only £ I no.
.,

o

Cino-11

Particular attention

given to Cou.t.* hn*
and Ciiwi v an* in*;. Prompt .attention given to
mu.. :.
Communications by mail.

This Book also contains More than Fit!•
Prescriptions for the above named an
other diseases, each one vvorih more th
the price of the book,
Al-o, another uluahh rm oic i!
on
.MK.NIAL AM' M-.llYlH
••

»

hl>i A
than
h.-mnl
e
mbs?
ant
ia!
mu-din
!’•
gant engrav ing-.
.•n-mgt to j :•% i,»r prinCi..
only s-j.iiii. Id I.
Idle Hook lot \ olihg ami middle aged III, !•
read just now, i- t he Science .d' I.if.
>e|i F
elusive!}
I

S

;

a

mot<*

<

vation.
Ihe author has returned tram I .ti r,. j
excellent health, and i-acaill t lie < hi-t C,.»i-;i,
Physician of the F> abo.lv A!• 1 i■ ii Institute, N.
K- :
ai
Fuilinch Street, 1 h -1 n, Ma
Hill
••The Science of Life is beyond all compari -on
most extraordinary work ott Fh. siologv
;
lished." Foston Herald.
“Hope nestled ill the bottom <d l’andoia
and hope plumes lier wings anew, -«in e tlo i-the Fe.,!
of tlie.-c alualdf work-, puhli.-li.il
Medical In-titute, which are tea din
how to avoid the maladies that -ap the citadlife." Philadelphia Kiejuirer.
••It should he read hv the voting, the middh
New 1 orb tribune.
and even the uhl.
I lie lirst and only Medal e\ er conferred upon
Medical Man in t lie country, as a n v.>g uition ot
and professional services, was present.-.! to tinthor of these works, March
st, 1*7*'.. £he pr»
tation was noticed at t im time oi its oecuri< no
the I5«»<t oil l’r« s-, and the leading journals Hi run.
This luagniiieent Medal i>
out the country.
gold, set with more than one hundred India d.
monds of rare brilliancy.
“Altogether, in its \> ration and tin riehinits materials, and si/e, this n decidedly then,
noticeable medal ever struck in this country for a
purpose whatever. It is well worth the iuspe.
of Numismatists. Ir was t a i/I > won and wurtln
bestowed.” Massachusetts Ploughman, .linn
1*70.
'Catalogue sent on receipt of OC. for po-tag-Kitherof the above work' sent by mail on r* c<
of price.
Address PKAItnm Ml l»lt Al. INM
III K, No. I Multi licit .St., Most, .n, Mu-s., upp h
vere House.
i!
N. M.
The author an he consulted on t
named diseases, a' 'veil as all di-eas.-s re.juh
skill, secrecy and experience. Otllce hours, u y
to t» I*. M.
U't
1

Musical Notice.
ABBIL L. LF.LI.S, will receiv* a few
pupils Tor instruction upon tin* Piano and Cabinet organ. Special car** taken with beginners. For
terms inquire at id Main Street.
Nov. 25, 1*75—tf-'l

Nos. 128 &. 130 Court St., Boston.

MISS

are

j

G.

E.

JOHNSON,

1

..

at Law!

Attorney

14 MAIN STREET, BELFAST.

-•

Iii the town of Searsmont, County of Waldo for the
year 1875.
rilll 1, following list of taxes on real estate ol non1 resident owners in the town of Searsmont, for
the year 1>75, in bills committed to S. Miller, Collector of said town, on the 10th day of duly, 1875,
has been returned by him to me as remaining unpaid
on
the 15th of.July, 1870, by his certificate of that
date, and now remains unpaid; and notice is hereby
given that if the said taxes ami interest and charges
are not paid into tin* treasury of said town within
is months from the date of the commitment of said
bills, so much of the real estate taxed as will be .sufficient to pay the amount due therefor, including
interest and charges, will, without further notice,
be sold at public auction at the office of the Treasurer, in said town, on tin* fifteenth day of .January,
1877, at g o’clock 1*. M.
Abner Allen,
Isaac Benner,

$ 5.40
.77,
4.os
g.ic,
j.:M
11.8d

Fdmund Fuller,

1 s*

Mrs. Sereno doselyn,
Fred Moody,
M. B. Hunt, dr.,
Mrs. Lucy Keene,

Elijah Bease,

dames Sprague,
Erast us M. Thomas,
Mrs. Elis Wyman,
Chas. Wing,

October 10,

*j.88
1.80
7.v»;{
1..TJ
g.55
1 ,;to
_\55
1.P4
g.75

ATWOOD,

PROVIDENCE RIVER AND VIRGINIA

OYSTERS,
are soiling largo PROVIDENCE RIVERS
fresh from tlioir beds daily, at $ 1. ?u per gallon, soliil.
VIRGINIAS at $1.00 per gallon. Also, PROVI-

i»

GRANITE

Iron Ware!
FOR SALE AT

A.

D.

GEO. E.

WALLACE,

at Law!

Attorney

1IARADEN I!LOCK, Belfast, Sr.
4^-All business entrusted
rompt attention.

to

him

will receive

AT

CALL

Belfast Hardware Store

Chartered by

Wholesale Dealers and l'hmters in

DENCE RIVER NATIVES AND PLANTS
the shell by the bushel or barrel.
limit

formerly occupied by lion. NVhemiah Abbott.

PORTLAND SAFE DEPOSIT CO,

CALEB WHITAKEK,
Treasurer of Searsmont.
l>7f».—dwis

H. & R.

Ollice

Before purchasing your goods. There you will
find General HARDWARE, I’AIMS, OILS
and VARNISHES, NAILS, GLASS, and
FARMER’S TOOLS, constantly on hand and
for sale at LOWEST PRICES. Don’t forget
the place, ANGIER’S, No. 1 Phenix Row.
t(4‘>
April 20 1875.

Alpheus Bluisdell,

David Boynton,
W. F. Byant,
Chase & Co.,
ded Carleton,

to Pen

style, such as Card
marking, Testimonials, Family Records, Writing in
Gift Books, Inscriptions in Funeral Wreaths &e.
Terms—Including Stationery, 24 Lessons, $3.o0,
12 Lessons, $2.00. Terms pryable in advance. For
further information send for a circular or call at
above.
J. W. WATERMAN.
8wl2
No. 50 Main Street, Belfast.

Belfast, Hi

are

OYSTERS,

8

n

5B Main St.,

notiee.
Country produce of all kinds will be purchased at
tin* going prices. When in port the * aptain may be
found on hoard the packet at Hamden' wharf,
at
the store of Woods, .Mathews A Baker.

Wholesalebealers & Planters of

W.

& Studio,

E. J. MORISON & CO.,

fast sailing packet IV M. Bo.N
pilNLI A,
JL
(apt. Thomas Burgees, has
again resumed her weekly trips between this cir, and < arvi i’• Harbor,
Vinalhaveii, and will mu until further

-ou t*

19 Commercial Street. Boston.

J. W. WATERMAN'S

LEAD AND OIL

k, adv Made t ol.
.J. IN, M Asl !•; V & SON
Fainting interior and exterior >t lion-.-, I;,
<
&c.
al!
and
See
before
Feuee>,
purchasing
where.

r

AttoTiicy 1 OoiinselloT at Law,
R.R. HIGGINS k CO. Alden’s
Block, Main Street,

Boat, which will be

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

i.

Carver's Harbor Packet.

THE CULVERWELL MEDICAL CO.,
41 Ann St., New York; >’■1 '■ H'1'. 458G.

Non-Resident Taxes.

-:

p

..

Si.

Address,

.selling our PROVIDENCE RIVER
OYSTERS, fresh from their beds every day, for
$1.25 P‘*r gallon, solid. Also, we have a large stock
of NATIVE OYSTERS by the barrel, at the low"vie
est market prices.

GRANT,
ilvery lor

Agent of the Hostoii Marine 1 a-arain ( mii;
For Si u:sroi;i and Yu IMTV.aiid Agent I
sale of ITK’ll Fl.NK l.l MIJKK an
I I M li! I
xc
1
1
n W
III
ship Orders, Fridge-,
Mills at Fucks. i 1 It*, ^
7 in I
Searsport, Me., April gb, l>?b.

FT Kit the Nth, until further notice the steumeF
Cambridge instead of the katalilin, will leave
Belfast for Boston on Mondays ami Thursdays and
leave Boston on Tuesdays and Fridays at
o’clock
17 M.
No steamer of this line will leav*' Boston on the
doth inst. or Jd of .November.
1>. l.A.NF, Agent.
Belfast, oct. 25, i*:r.

\c.

PROVIDENCE

■»

$1.00
FAIR

A

once certain and effectual, by which ev
ery sufferer,
no matter what his condition may he, mav cure him
self cheaply, privately and radically.
li.-j'l'liis J.rctui'c ii'i/t jti'vcc n in,on t<< thuu-unit
Unit t Ill'll Smuts.
Sent, uml< r seal, in a plain envelope, to any ail
dress, on receipt of six cents, or two postage stamp.-.

Silks in all Colors.
sold

Book,”

AT

>c

PURE

nt s

ci

SALE

FRENCH'S Stove Store

Paints,Oilstfc Vavnislio

Boston.

t‘i'ii'0 si.r

D.

\X

MEN.

Scu'cJ J. u

Dental Plates
given tomaking undin--

K\< T.LLFN f HI A M
oF -.<M >1) M \
and in line ,.nh r.
Will l <* sold at a burg
Apple at tli«- .lonrnai Hlice
1"1
tfM
Heifast, F. h.

dangerous surgical operations, bougies, instruments,
lings, or cordial.-; pointing out a mode of cure at

H. H. JOHNSON & CO.
A DIES phase call and examine
The best assortment in the city.

m a

;

.'I-

Iron Ware!

Sanford’s Steamsliip Co.,

each box

Agt.,

-<

GRANITE

Wm. Wasson, Agent, Ilrooksvilie; Il.-nj. Ryder,
Agent, Islesboro; Hooper Sc Shepherd, Agents, Custiue; Howard (Jonant, Agent, lielfast.
it.v-Will extend Saturday morning trip to Yinal
haven.

world renowned author, in this admirable
l.eeture, clearly proves from his own experience
that the aujul eun.-etpiences. of Self-Abuse may la.*
eil'eetually removed without medicine, and without

Millinery Goods!
IJ

to

p>
«>f

T"
u

Improved

With late IIon. Wm. M

return,

-.

ed in Rubber or Celluloid
He has the country right for the

<■

Kidneys.

YOUNO

t lie “< I reen

HAVE taken the Agency of the Belfast JIakWorks, Clark Me Eernald, Proprietors. Perishing to purchase Marble Work of any deseription can do so of me as cheap aw they can buy
any w here in this State.
A. T. QUIMBY.
tfll
Searsport,Sept. l(i, 1875.

E above hurt opened to receive pupils, day and
TOWLE’S
Til
evening, from 9 to 12 A. M., and from 2 until 5
P. M. Also Classes Monday, Wednesday and FriPILE AND HUMOR CURE. day Evenings from 7 1-4 to 1-2 P. M.

WARRANTED

DENTAL ENGINE
by which the process is rendered much h---' p-i
I
t li
n
and tedious than by t fie »!d net Im.l

U L

or return,
TAKEN' AT

FRF. I (IIIT

ments to Marriage generally; t'on^umption, Epilep
and I it
Mental and l'h>-ical Incapacity, &c.
liy lb»BEi:r .1 (TEVEKWI I.I., M, IF, author of

Searsport.

from Nov 1st.

Offer

No.

Poople

H-ions,

RLE
sons w

OF

ANDREWS BROTHERS

ANDREWS
20 High Street,

Tuckkr.

utJixed

Moore, roller of < Ion h
Street-. Has all the
for •qu-rafing uponn-'t

eluding
MORRISON’S

Tlmr-idav
arrival of
Islesboro and (’astine each

at

To Islesboro or
To Ilrooksvilie,

* Lpitun* «»i* tli«* iHalim*.
Treatment. and Uadical cure of Semi
u:i* " ukno'S or Sperinatorrluea, in
dured l»y Sell'-Abuse, involuntary Em
Impotency, Nervous Debility, and Impedi-

•T

I

CLOTHING
For

15. F.

Couches to convey passengers to and from the cars
and boats.
Sample Rooms free to guests.
l ivery and Boarding Stable connected with the
House.
Belfast, Sept. 23, 1875.—tfl3

Great Reduction
PRICES

Hotel.

Main Street, Belfast, Me.
TUCKER BROTHERS, Proprietors

Usual

please Call upon Us.

IN

Depot.

are

Just tUitili h,J.

I'll I" |;

New Lumber Yard

MILLINERY,

MISS

Dr.

J UTi
YyF >pi ing
improved iu-truim hh

Particular attention
artificial teet h.

lielfast, Sanford Wharf,

F A

A LECTURE

Depot.)

l'« "pl«- I'oiug \\ c g ,It.n’t fail to call.
Ll.’NCH
HA*KI IS ami I.I X< lil.S lurni -hed tor Travellers
at short, notice.
itr.

Mrs. R. Sheldon

disorder

GEO. C. GOODWIN, Sole
in;

MILLER,

opposite Albany

J. C. THOMPSON & SON

13 Phenix Row.

Successor to Dr. C. MOORC.
May -t ill b<- fwiind at he old -!

way.

ifo^Tluic is considerable saving by taking the
larger sizes.
X. li. Directions for the guidanci- of putiei.t ; in

Refreshments at all Hours.

season.

Address PCRPHA8IHCACEMCY, P. O. XBox 4540 Hew
York City,

Men’s Youths’ &

consists in part of

penders,
large

FRANK

-AND

1STo- 11 IVEain Street.

A delightful perfume.
Sent prepaid for 15

Shoo

OYSTE RS

BORDERS

Co., Bos-

in Presents !
Away
Co., Jackson,

—

At James W, Clark’s

thatTs cute!

Baby Soap, made by Robinson

THE

and

-AND--

Miss

DR. G. P. LOMBARD.

Tuesday, Wednesday, and
Saturday at «.* A. Mor <>u

Steamers, touching

None are genuine unless the signatured J. Hay
lux k, as agent for tin* \ nited States, surrounds
each box oi Till-, and ointment. A handsome reward will be given to any one rendering such information as may lead to the detection of any party or
parties counterfeiting the medicines or vending the
*ame, know ing them to be spurious.
‘.•Sold at the manufaetorv of Professor Hm.i.u
w iv & Co., New York, and bv all respectable drug
gists and dealers in medicine throughout the civil
i/ed world, in boxes at
cents, iVJ cent- and $l.uu

EVERYTHIN Gr

STREET.

Fall and Winter

Merchant

Shirts, Collars, Linen and
Paper Neck Ties, SusA very

s

I

MAIN

BROOKSVILLEj
ISLESBO.^O:

Leave

Ilrooksvilie on
at d I*. M. on

IMPORTANT CAUTION.

w

A N I >

|

AHRAVC-ilJl FAT !

Returning

any cause, etc.

O

tf

DENTISTH?:

( apt. \V. I*. Failnswoktii,
Will run until t'urtln r notice as follows: On ami
after Monday, September iMli, leave Ilrooksvilie for
lielfast on Monday at l'.’ M.,( a-rine at P.'.:;u.
On
Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday at 7..‘>0 A. M.,
(Jastine s.

Consumption, Debility, Dropsy, Dysentery, Krysipelas, Female Irregularities. Fevers of all kinds, Fits,
<iout, Headache, Indigestion, lnilammation, .Jaundice, Idvt-r Complaint*, Lumbago, Tiles, lHiciimatism, Tetentiou of urine, Scrofula or King’s Lvil,
Sore Throats, Stone and Crave), Tic-Doulouivux,
Tumor
Fleers, Worm- of all kinds, Weakness from

«

-A N D-

AND

Of all

H
W
M

Cfi

Uiplo-

Expo*iti«»n

JTiitlges

ClEWTAi.

New Fall

«

H

r, r,

Jan. 1st, lLn

PIONEER,

No medicine will so effectually improve the tone
of the stomach as these Tills; they remove all acidity occa. ioneil either by intemperance or improper
diet.
They reach the liver and rt duee it to a healthy
action; they are wonderfully ellicacious in cases of
spasm—in fact they never fail in curing till disorders
of the liver and stomach.
HOLLOWAY'S l’l LLS are the best known in the
world lor the following diseases: Ague, Asthma,
bilious Complaints, blotches on the Skin, bowels,

w

BOTH ORNAMENTAL & USEEUi,.

(;<>.,

Boston,

|!

(h

XTew

Something

-locking

fillC HU A DM
Ult UflAnm*

His Stock

w

for collection.
11. IL FORBES.
-I*.* if
1876.

Belfast, June 5,

Boston.

just opened

H

-o-

*♦'Particular attention gi\en to S< wing Macfm
fiot • inns ID-paired and Bon d to -*!.
Hepairing.
*b
No. 4ti MAIN STREET.

In all diseases affecting these organs, whether
they secrete too much or too little water; or whether
they be atllicted with the stone or gravel, or with
aches and pains settled in the loins over the regions
of the kidneys, these Tills should betaken according to the printed directions, and the Ointment
should be well rubbed into the small of the back n*
bed time. This treatment will give almost immediate relief when all other means have failed.

MLn Brown will take charge of the Millinery
usual, who will give entire satisfaction to all.
b;
MRS. WELLS, 17 Main Street.

Single]

MvICili I JI Eight $10 Chromos given away
(Jnest, including Hoover’s Peerless American Fruit, 2 1-2 feet long, Lake Lucerne,
Virgin Vesta, &c. Mounted outfit, four chromos, $3; 8 chromos,
$5.5o. J. LATHAM & CO., 410 Washington Street,

C. W. HANEY

ton

Hats. Feathers & Flowers.

KINDS OK

Machine Attachments.

Sewing

For Stomachs Out of Order.

with Home

STORE.

Has

1L

Disorder of the

DKAU.lt IN Al.l.

s t i-: a m k i:

1 L OLLO WAY’S
PICCS
Invariably cure the following disease.’

X< i just returned from New York and Boswith all the latest styles of

parties

hands of other

the

h

;*T/"VCY

Hat, Cap

fJT'A YJ

Disorders,

And all eruptions of the skin, this Ointment is most
invaluable. It does not heal externally alone but
penetrates with the most searching effects to the
very root of the evil.

'WELLS

IN

LAMB KNITTING MACHINE!

phia, Pa.

&

iVErs.

As 1 am closing out my Stock on account of poor
health, all persons indebted to me by note or account, are hereby notitied that their accounts mu-t
be settled immediately, or they will be placed in the

A

Farming Lands, (irazing Land-, Fruit Lunds, Vine
I auds. < Hal I .a.ids, Wood Lands, some Prairie Lands
Bottom Lunds, and 1 plaints, on termn to nuit
• he piu-chuner.
fcix percent interest on de
lined payments.
Ten per cent discount for
cash.
For full particulars, maps and pamphlets, apply to II ■•. WMjAC'li, Land Commissioner, Lit11.■ Hock, Arkansas.

Address MicnniAX Book

Sold

For Cutaneous

MILLINERY

WADLIN & MEHRT 1.1 ’S Stooi

RHEUMATISM
rniMIJOl
uU LLIilo

1878.

Notice.

Special

“SUPERIOR STRENGTH BOST

i;y

DAEGU.

FALL

Belfast, June 5, 1870.

WITH A

t t:i:i>

1876.

as

If AYINO .JUST RETURNED FROM

BACK

rent, should call on
MRS. MARGARET
7tf
Aug. 17, 1870.

READ

MAGH22TIST!

CASTING,

FAIJi

Kxtraels from Various Letters.

let ill the house owned
Street, near the
People looking for a

to

on

FORBES,

No. 13 Main Street.

RAILWAY

ciininienile*! I»v the

«

ROOMS

T

G.

<

“I had no appetite; Holloway’* Pill.* ‘.menu* a
hearty one.”
“Your Pills are marvellous.”
”1 send for another box, and keep tle-m in the
house.”
“Dr. Holloway has cured my headache that was
chronic.”
“I gave one of y«>ur Pills to my babe for cholera
morbus. The dear little t hing got w«*ll in a day.”
My nausea of a morning is now cured.”
“Your box of Holloway’s Ointment cured me of
noiseslin the head. I rubbed some ol‘your Ointment
behind the ears, and the noise has left.
“Send me two boxes; i want one for a poor family.’
“I enclose a dollar; your price is 25 cents, but the
medicine to me is worth a dollar.”
“Send me live boxes of your Pills.”
“Pet me have three boxes of your Pills by return
mail, for Chills and Fever.”
1 have over 200 such testimonials as these, but
want of space compels me to conclude.

PHEASANT
by the subscriber
Spring
Portland steamboat wharf.

40

>

The Testimony of the Whole World.
HOLLOWAY’S
PLCCS.

ni:.vi.hi:s in

Belfast,

ii. ii. roititi:sa

I 'hall sell Cl I PAP for CASH.

AND

’(Successors to Carle & Morison,)

good, cheap

is at

goods before

BELFAST.

Rooms to Let.

place

as

the above

see

B. F. WELLS.

Croat inducement to Buvors of

The Little Rock
and Fort Smith j O A

nia

A XI

purchasing,

Ship and Carriage Trimmings, Agricultural Implements, Paints, oils, Glass, &c. No. 5J Main
tO’,4
.Street, Belfast, Me.

The

$2.00.

to

J. >1 ORISON & 00.

E

.'iinosla

have been atvarileil

LAME

#*rPlease call and

Hardware, Iron, Steel, House,

Boots & Shoes

city.

One Case of Children’s from 25 cents to 35 cents.

WOODMAN, Receiver.
!-, Is7u.—-3w 17

( r Ii A N I T E

hav-

HA Hit A L CURE

T1IKO.
Ooctober

40

It

stomach
and bowles the Castoria cool* the blood, expels
worms and prevents feverishness, quiets the nerves
and produces health—then of course children
can nleep in quiet and mothem can rent.
as

j

Also,

lilty cents.

Vests from 25 Cents

recommended for them.

ing,

SANFORD’S

worth

This firm confidently assure the nia-teis and owu
ot ships that they lia\** tin* be>t of facilities
executing every branch of sliipwork, for botliw ,,
in a manner guaranteed tog,,
en and iron ship
tfiti
satisfaction.

ers

CAPT. ORIS B. INGRAHAM
Will leave Commercial Wharf, Rockland, every
Tiie#day and Tliur#day morning# ut
a ■ ••■8 o'clock, (or on arrival of Steamer City ot
Richmond from Portland,) for Deer Isle, S. W."and
Bar Harbors (Mt. Desert), ami Winter llurbor.
Returning, leaves Winter llurbor every Wedne#«iay and Friday morning# at 4.10
o'clock, touching as above, arriving at Rockland
at about II o'clock, connecting with Steamer
City of Richmond tor Portland.
Will leave Commercial Wharf, Rockland, every
Saturday morning at .» 1
o’clock, (or on
arrival of Steamer as above) for Kllsworth, touching
at Deer Isle.
Returning, leaves Kllsworth every Monday
morning at 5..‘IO o'clock, touching at Deer
Isle, arriving in Rockland at about II o’clock,
connecting with Steamer < :ity of Richmond for Port
land.
Ihe Steamer Ciiaui.es Hot ciuon has l*t < n re
ccntly refitted and furnish* d wit h a NKW Boll.1.It
and new Machinery, making her every way a tir.-t
class Steamer.
For further particulars, implire of
CYRCS SI l R1>1 NAM. Heii’l Agent,
Railroad Wharf.
Portland, May 5th.

tor 33c., well

Splendid Quality

Tmnnnnni

hlVLKrUUL.

STEAMER CHARLES HOUGHTON.

atfords,

Vests !

The most extensive assortment in the

writing properly signed.

Buckuport,

W

P RICKS !

be without

It is sold

Merino

Bank.

OFFICE:" aicrUiu isoud. t
s
works: it»rtonstr,,i.

Will leave Portland every Monday. Wednesday anti I'riilay evening# at IO o'clock,
for Rockland, Camden, Belfast, Searsport, Sandy
point, Bucksport, Winterport, Hampden and Bangor.
Returning, leaves Bangor every Monday, M ed.
ncNdav and Friday morning* at G o’clk

LADIES

f
undersigned Receiver of the Bucksport Sav1 ings Bank lias been authorized by the Supreme
Judicial Court to pay t<» the depositors a dividend
of -lo per cent, upon each deposit to be paid on and
after the first day ol November next. After the
close of the present week I will commence payment
ol said dividends.
Depositors must bring with them
to my office in Bucksport their certificates of deposit
in order that the proper endorsement, may he made.
No payment will be made without the production ol
the certificate nor to any one except the person to
whom the certificate was given without an order in

are

oi.

....

O

L

Liverymen, Stage proprietors, Farmers,

same.

OF THOUSANDS.

FEET ABOVE THE SEA.
The following testimonials are from Mkssrs. j.o.
ft t o., Dev'er, Col., large and influential
druggists. 1 lie) report unprecedentedly large sale-

EXTREM ELY

“My horse was lame for a year with a fetlock
wrench. All remedies utterly failed to cure and I
considered him worthless until I commenced to use
Centaur Liniment, which rapidly cured him. 1 hearti
lv recommend il.
“HEV. C.lo. W. FKUIU.S,
“Manorville, Schoharie Co., IS. Y.”

or

Belfast, El l). 15, lKri;.

Mast, Spar & Blockmakers,
JOINERS, & C

CITY°OF RICHMOND,
CAPT AIK C. KILBY,

Kippered Herring.
* CLAMS a specialty. Parties
out of town furnished at liberal rates.
I BANK ( OIJ INS.
til*
Belfast, Oct. h 187V..

SHIPWRIGHTS, SHIPSMITHS,

STEAMER

just received the First Lot of ttie season of
Finnan Haddies.
Yarmouth Bloaters and

always on hand.
OYSTERS

HERR I MAN. WARMINGTON&C0

Monday

every

morning at 41 l*!i o'clock.

lias

season

depot,

Will leave Portia n «l
TSi u r«<luy Rveniiein at
IO o’clock for Rockland,
ACastine, Deer ISedgwick,
South West and Bar Harbors
(Mt. Desert), Mill bridge,

Jonesport and Machiasport.
Returning, leaves, Machiasport,

HOUSE,

SANBORN

where he will he glad to welcome them.
I li<
well fitted and offers every indu,
is near I lie
meat for a quiet summer resort.
A good stable is connected with the hous.
,,
JOS K I'll SANBOKN, .11»
me a cull.
tf4H
Belfast, June 1, 1875.

s

High. Street,,

varieties ol fresh tisli tlie

well known

angor.

CAPT. CHAS. BEERING,

(Basement of old Telegraph Building.)
Mackerel of all grades, by the Bbl., Half
B£J. or Kit.
Halibut's Heads, Fins and Napes.
Smoked Halibut, Salmon & Herring.
Prepared Cod and Cheeks.
Tongues and Sounds.
Dry Cod and Pollock.

All the

JOSEPH SANBORN, JR„
Announces to his many friends that he iltH
returned and aguin taken possession ot t

STEAMER LEWISTON,

Collins9 Market,

|THK

SOLO

mules.

Scratches

if Wanted.

Immediately

Bucksport Savings

Tho Yellow Centaur Liniment
is worth its

Ellsworth and

DAN’i. HAItADEN.

What the Centaur Liniment has done for others
is

for

nnhe property on Miller Street,
A. now occupied by Lemine Col
lev, consisting of 8 acres grass land
with House, Ell, Wood-house and
a large Barn.
to 1J Tons
From
llay cut annually upon the premises. A good Orchard upon the premises. For further particulars apply to the subscriber.

Will he Sold

“Centaur Liniment sells better and gives the best
satisfaction of anything in the market.”
It

ti.'t

Valuable Real Estate

Furniture Store

and the frost from

It is very efficacious for Ear-ache,
and Cutaneous Eruption*.

it will do for you.
is cheap.

1S7<».

Sale!

For CATARRH

6,000

KEPT IN A

USUALLY

Laboratory of ,J. I». Rose & Co.,

<;•■!>//> UK //,- We have sold SANFORD’S RADICAL Cl KK lor nearly one year, and can say candidly lhai we never sold a similar preparation that
gave such universal satisfaction. We have to learn
t lie lirst complaint yet.
We are not in the habit of recommending patent
medicines, but your preparation meets the want- ot
thousands, and we think those atllieted should laconvinced of its great merit, so that their suffering
will be relieved. We have been in ike drug business
for the past twelve years constantly, and sold everything for Catarrh, but yours leads all tin rest. It
you see proper you ran use this letter or am part of
it that \ou w i-h. Vcrv truly voiirs.
S. ih 1JAI.DWIN ft CO.
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in Drugs, Hooks and
1>\0.
Stationery, Washington, Ind., 1 c-b.

Street.

-O:o: o-

TO

A Choice'Stock of Fish tor Fall and Winter Trade, just received at

TWO

Sanborn House.

INSIDE LINE
Mt. Desert, Machias,

Agent.

veniences for such.
Person wishing to examine
property or make inquiries will call at No. 50 Court

|

Josiah Westake, of Marysville, <>., writes

Mr.

B. O. SARGENT,
1870.—lwl7*

STORY HOUSE with
quarter of an an acre of land.
Centrally located, corner of Court
and Park Streets; has a small barn
in connection, also cistern, good
well of water, fruit trees, etc. The house has been
fitted fo accommodate two families, and has all con-

\

FISH!

of

it.

EVKKYTIilNG

Caked-Breasts, Distorted Joints and Sprained Limbs
of the worst kind are cured by the White Centaur
Liniment.
It will destroy the pain and heal without u
wear all ordinary Burns and Scalds.
It will extract
tile

bargain. Inquire

House for Sale.

Scientitic skill cannot go beyond the etfects of
these remarkable preparations. C hronic llheuBiiatiwm of many years’ standing, Keuralgia, Weak
Back, l'Vver Sores, Wcepiug-.feiiie w «, Sciatica,

a

Searsport, Oct. J5,

what the Centaur Lini-

its effects.

AFFLICTED.
•/. (t. llusv'orth o ( it., Denver, fW..- iientlvincn,—
False happiness i- like laise
it
b>
a
fellow
mouev;
passes Prompted
feeling for those atllieted with
lor a time as well as the true, but'when it i- I Catarrh, I wish to add mv
testimony in behalf of
to
the
RADICAL
CURK FOR < ATARRil.
touch we find tin* lightness and i SANFoitD’S
brought
1 have been sorely atllieted with this fearful disease
alloy, and feel the loss.
for four years, and have tried every known remedy
There is nothing like taking all you do at a without avail, until 1 bought a bottle ol the above
Cl UK from you, which gave me almost instant remoderate estimate; it keeps mind and
body lief. It
being a constitutional as well a- a local
tranquil; whereas grandiloquent notions are
remedy, I believe it to be all that is claimed for it, a
apt to hurry both into fever. [(,’. Bronte.
Radical Cure for Catarrh. \ cry truly

Poetry is not made out of the understanding.
The question of common sense is alwaysW hat is it good for?” a question which would
abolish the rose and be triumphantly answered
by the cabbage. [Lowell.

know

will not mend broken

It A 1) 1 € A L C l it K
MEETS THE WANTS

Declino in Prices of

Large

cure

&c., should

SANFORD’S

and will be sold at

healed and tin* wounded made

uo.

Liniment.
I have hoard—I don’t know whether
Wide awake or fast asleep—
That the stars once sang together
To some shepherds tending sheep.
So, at night, when they are glistening.
lust before 1 close my eyes,
1 look np, and keep a-listening
l-»r the music from the skies.
And the -tars shine out so brightly
That I cannot think but they,
While I listen to them nightly
Will repeat the heavenly lay.

be

bones
They
Cancor, but they will extract soreness, allay pain, cure Rheumatism and a larger range ol'
tiesli, bone and muscle ailments than any article ever
before discovered.
ment will

the

Thought

can

FISH!

SCIIB. MARGARET, of Searsport*
'ds2W
37 tons, built at Newburg, Mass., al*
white oak, pinky stern, thoroughly
I If i
overhauled last spring, now in good
ZSQtBUt£m* order and well adapted to the lishing
business. lias a complete lishing outfit on board

Liniments!
The lame

Schooner for Sale.

We Have Heard of it!!

FRENCH’S Stove Store.

an

act of the
1W75.

Legislature

of

Maine,

Foil Til K

1

AMKKK'AN

AND

KoRKKlN

!'AT"KN I

R. H. EDDY

SOLICITOR

OF

PATENTS

For Inventions, Trade Marks
No. 76 State St.,
A IKK

an

or

opposite Kilby

exteusive

A years,continues

llosijns.
St. .Boston

practice

to secure

of upwards ot
Patents in the ITni-

States, also in (Treat Mrilain, E'ranee, and other t'oi
Sato
eign countries. Caveats, Specifications, Assign
and the Rental of Safes in Its File Pkoof and
incuts,ami all papers for Patents executed on re asm.
llijKGi.AK PiiooK Vaults!
able terms, w it It despatch. Researches made to d<
ter mine the validity and utility of Patents of luui
tions, and legal and other advice rendered in ah
matters touching Hit* same. Copies of the claim* cl
PORTLAND.
any patent furnished t<v remitting one dollar. A
M I'hington.
signments recorded in
IHl'.KCTOltS ANI) SI1AUK1IOI.DKHS
A’o Ape ill'll in the I nitrd Stat< possesses super t•
ohtaiuiioi
('or
I'atcntsor ascertaining tin
facilities
11. J. Libby,
John Muasey,
]
patentahilitu of i " ution v.
Jacob McLellan,
F. Iv. Swan,
|
of
a journey to Washington to
All
necessity
pro
William E. Gould, Phillip II. Brown,
{
cure a Patent, ami the usual great delay there, ai
William G. Davis, William Hammond, f
here saved inventors.
W. 11. Anderson, Frank Noyes
|
A. W. Coombs,
L. D. M. Sweat,
TESTIMONIALS.
J
Abner Coburn, Skowhegan,
“I regard Mr. E.ddy as one of the most capable amt
Anson P. Morrill, Readtiehi,
successful practitioners with whom 1 have Ford ot
Joseph Dane, Keunebunk.
ficial intercourse.
( HAKLEiS MASON,

Keeping

97

of Valuables

Exchange Street,

L. D. M. SWEAT, President.
A. W. COOMBS, Secretary.
4t#-Kor circulars or information address
A. W. COOMBS, Secretary, Portland
tf5

CORK !

CORK !!

rTO/W\BUSHELS PRIME YELLOYV CORN
| OvJv/just received by Schooner Lizzie Mills.
The Corn is of excellent quality. For sale LOW.
lu store at Lane’s Wharf.
ALBERT CARTER.
tfb
Belfast, Aug. ‘J, 1870.

Com’s’r of Patents.’’
“i

have

hesitation in

assuring inventors that
they cannot employ a man more competent and trust
and more capuble of putting their applica
worthy
tions in a form to secure for them an early and favor
no

able consideration at t in* Patent Mlice.
KDMUND RHRKK.late Com’s’r of Patents

1

“Mr. K. If. Ki>i>y has made for me over THIRTY
applications for Patents, having been successful m
almost every case. Such unmistakable proof ot great
talent and ability on his part leads meto recommend
ALL inventors to apply to him to procure their pa
tents, as they may be sure ot having the most faith
ful attention bestowed upon their cases, and at very
JOHN TAGGART.”
reasonable charges.
Boston. Jan 1 1*70.
Iyr27.

